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Motivation for my readers 
 

This study tackles a holistic overview of galactic cosmology, presence of extraterrestrials on 

Earth and development of civilization with confidence of having solved the greatest puzzle of 

the Universe for a peaceful and prosperous exciting future for humanity.  

My motivation to study, research and understand ufology, extraterrestrials and galactic 

cosmology began one year ago. In December 2019, I was in Slovenia and sensed the presence 

of a UFO over my territory and invisible aliens visiting me. To my surprise, they were from the 

Pleiades on a mission for the prophet Muhammad, second Christ.  

Throughout this life, I knew I am reincarnation of Cleopatra, who was mother of earlier prophet 

Jesus Christ. Within one year, I discovered my ancestry of Universe founder, mother with 

unconditional love, Angel Maya, Queen Pleja of Pleiades, Goddess Isis, Nefertiti and 

personalities of peaceful and successful stewardship for civilization.  

My journey is a very interesting gift of surprises, puzzles and riddles, that always contribute to 

positive opportunities for Earth and liberation from dark chains of slavery, oppression, 

capitalism, tyranny and military nihilism.  

My goal is to develop a comprehensive theory for civilization by analyzing Earth with archetype 

and genotype. Earth is a very complicated planet with numerous timelines and realities 

distorting the truth and wisdom for innovative humanity. People go to schools and universities, 

forbidden from the truth of Earth and extraterrestrials that are always among us.  

Throughout researching the latest accomplishments of Goddess Isis and Cleopatra of the 

Roman Empire, I uncovered the greatest hypocrisies of Jesus Christ and the Nazi, Hitler’s 

unrequited love for Nefertiti, nihilist religious wars and the alchemy of time to money.  

Our Universe is very mathematical, for a political economy. To my satisfaction of financial 

economist, the mathematics of the Universe is a sine wave timeline with positive correlation 

to time value of fiat money. Time is always the first variable of life and civilization. The 

alchemists of the Vatican equated time to money and closed freedoms with consciousness 

quarantine of torus fields.  
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For the economists who will read my study, I believe they will find relief and liberation from 

capitalism and anarchy. For physicists and cosmologists, I hope they will become inspired to 

write new textbooks and start new faculties from galactic prism. To the rest readers, I hope 

they will become excited for learning esoteric truth of Earth and the Universe, where humanity 

originated from.  

Conventional cosmological theories teach that the Universe began with Big Bang chaos and 

created order with stars and galaxies. Our matriarchal Universe began with order from a couple 

of mathematicians and mother with unconditional love. As we were inviting members for       

life-long learning and exploration, the Universe eventually became a chaotic and complicated 

timeline.  

The future of the Universe rests to the young and courageous sentients of Earth who will 

contribute to establish primordial civilization and heal the archetype and genotype after 9.6 

billion years of Galactic Wars.  

Chaos – Cosmos 

Cosmos – Chaos 
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Introduction 
 

At the turn of the Age of Aquarius, Earth is facing un unprecedented anarchy of economies and 

political systems, that has been long prepared by different extraterrestrial interest groups. The 

modern capitalist economy was orchestrated by a hegemony of countries as United Kingdom 

and Commonwealth Australia, United States, China, Japan, Russia, India and the EU.  

The invisible hand of the economy, markets and politics was directed by a handful of Black 

Nobility members. They created a business model of standardization for education and labor, 

with assembly line for factories’ production and cubicles of skyscrapers in megacities of 

globalization.  

The increasing differential of speed, development and automation were a long discussion for 

economists and politicians, throughout capitalism. For example, the EU was always divided on 

galloping core founders and lagging periphery for export markets. The Asian tigers overcame 

America with technology and knowledge transfers, after globalization and outsourcing for 

economies of scale and scope.  

The capitalist race created numerous victors from the technology sector who adjusted to speed 

and agility. Their success was achieved on the back of technological and structural 

unemployment, refugee’s displacement or latest eviction cycle of America. The last economic 

depression of America’s capitalism was facilitated by the pandemics of COVID-19 and showed 

the dire state of the economy, human capital and operations management.  

Our modern economy was characterized by automation and digitalization, which have been 

long part of the world’s history, albeit, from World War II. The architects of the artificial society 

with standardized cyborgs and androids are our galactic neighbors from the Plejaren 

Federation of the Pleiades. They share our sine wave and a violent past from the first colony 

on Antarctica. The warriors from Antarctica were followers of a rebellious Nokodemion from 

the Angelic management and predecessors to the Third Reich with Nazi technology. 
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Nokodemion was an Angel who had unrequited love for a colleague, who founded the 

Universe. On the planet Sadr, 9.6 billion years ago, he created a new spirit form and began a 

long vengeance to women. The chauvinism caused usurping, slavery and genocides on 

colonized worlds. Male egos became the most destructive force of the warring history of the 

Universe.  

Earth’s economy and society were affected by a Codex of the warriors’ murderous liabilities, 

that last until 3999 with the 9th wave of the Mayan calendar. The Codex entailed a 7-fold 

prophet appearance. The Roman Empire was prepared for prophet Jesus Christ and soon after 

prophet Muhammad. The last prophet is the expected “Second Coming of Jesus Christ” with 

Muhammad. Jesus and Muhammad were founders of religious movements of Christianity and 

Islam, financed by the Vatican and Wall Street bankers, for military industrial triad projects. 

A thorough introspection of the Codex and history of the Universe enables Earth freedom and 

sovereignty from tyranny and hegemony of prophecy, capitalist economy, automation speed 

and overpopulation propaganda. Earth is the 8th star to the 7-star Pleiades and can choose its 

new time calendar without responsibilities for the Codex of warriors. The last calendar change 

was allowed by Julius Caesar, Pontifex Maximus and father to Jesus Christ. He changed the 

calendar in favor of the cartel of Plejaren and Anunnaki, for Codex and domination and control.   

The requirement to change our calendar is multifold and emanates from the correlation 

between the Mayan timeline and time value of fiat money from America’s Federal Reserve and 

Vatican. The Mayan military industrial projects are exhausted and reflected on the last Biblical 

economic depression of the Tribulation. Earlier economic integration projects included export 

of democracy with free-trade agreements, globalization and militarization. The latest frontier 

of the military industrial complex is the COVID-19 pandemics. Corona, “Crown” or Sun virus 

was a chemical weapon for attack of kundalini infrastructure and genotype. 

By principle as above so below, the dire state of the economy is symptomatic of heat death of 

the Universe. Astrophysicists are warning of “big freeze” decline of the Universe, without 

maintenance of stars and Suns, which will turn to red dwarfs or black holes. Our second galactic 

neighbors from Andromeda are exemplary citizens, on a time wave for life-long learning of 

natural sciences. The Andromedan polymaths can maintain and expand the infrastructure of 

the Universe.   
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Creation with thoughts, space and time  

Every Universe of the Multiverse is created as a primordial thought of consciousness emerging 

from a Big Bang. Billions of thoughts from the collective consciousness created unique trillions 

of Universes1, with galaxies, solar systems, planets and species. Universes expand, experiment 

and enlarge on light and sound waves for creative scientific expression, experimentation, 

integration and transcendentalism. Galactic politics and commerce facilitate connectivity on 

the Multiverse. 

The primordial thought of intention for a Universe is creating fluffy mass, energy and fine 

matter, from blank templates of an electron, proton and neutron. Thoughts, energy and fine 

matter are immutable for sovereign sentients of the Multiverse and recorded on the universal 

ether of Akashic Records. 

As thoughts of fine matter explore consciousness, blank atoms from atom making machinery 

take form of first elements, such as gases of hydrogen and helium, minerals, flora, fauna and 

humans. Blank atoms are transmuted on blank light and sound waves as elements, particles 

and molecules for holographic Universe called Creation. 

Thoughts manifest and carry forward time and space dimensions on physical planes of galaxies, 

for experiencing the Universe with all its sentients and species. Creation consciousness is 

experienced on blank planets, galaxies and Universes, gaining valuable knowledge and wisdom 

stored on blank Akashic Records. 

Among the 3 Creation constituents of time, space and matter, time shapes Creation with 

mathematical precision of rotation, movement and pulsation of a vector and atom with 3 

subatomic particles. Timelessness from a vector transcends to time in space with fine matter 

and life forms. Every time dimension on electron charged sine wave is a thought manifestation 

of electric currents, beta rays, piezoelectricity of kundalini serpent. 

Time is a primordial thought of atom unravelling from its nucleus core, as a butterfly from a 

caterpillar, writing life story on blank pages of dream worlds.  

 
1 The number of discovered Universes is 1049.  
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The time line is a set of arbitrarily derived factors of consciousness and reality. Galactic time is 

astrophysical estimation, social construct or technological innovation. Time is either the most 

powerful method for benevolent Universe expansion, or weapon for malevolent destruction.  

Figure 1: Sine wave of equinox precession around Alcyone and Codex 
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Our piece of the Multiverse was created by the founders Paa Tal/Elohim and Nephilim with 7 

Universes called Creation. The Plejaren Universe DERN with Nokodemion patriarchal spirit 

form has a twin Universe DAL with Sonaer spirit form, created 46 trillion years ago. DERN will 

expand for 7 increasing cycles of wake and sleep pattern, with intrinsic expansion and 

contraction, in every 7-fold cycle. 

Table 1: Absolute Absolutum with wake and sleep forecast 

Universe  Characteristics  Wake for two Universes (U/2)  Sleep for two Universes (U/2)   

Creation Material Universe 311,040,000,000,000 311,040,000,000,000 

Ur-Creation Spiritual Universe 2,177,280,000,000,000 2,177,280,000,000,000 

Creations  15,240,960,000,000,000 15,240,960,000,000,000 

Central  106,686,720,000,000,000 106,686,720,000,000,000 

Super  746,807,040,000,000,000 746,807,040,000,000,000 

Sohar  5,227,649,280,000,000,000 5,227,649,280,000,000,000 

Being  36,593,544,960,000,000,000 36,593,544,960,000,000,000 

 

The first fine matter on DERN was created 40 trillion years ago, with first humanoid forms 39 

trillion years. Each Universe has a Material Belt with a recurring life cycle of 49-billion-year 

cycle (46 life and 3 dormant) for development of galaxies, solar systems, planets, civilizations 

and races. After the material belt is created for 49 billion years, it is dissolved and recreated. 

DERN is experiencing the 17th of 46 billion years cycle, with 29 billion years remaining.  

The 1st expansion phase lasts for 155.5 trillion years, with a contraction cycle of 155.5 trillion 

years, forming the 1st wake cycle of 311 trillion years, followed by a sleep cycle of 311 trillion 

years. The 1st wake and sleep cycle is increased by 7-fold, and is repeating the pattern of 

expansion and contraction. The process will repeat for 7 cycles until Creation will become Ur-

Creation, as the first spiritual Universe without material forms. Ur-Creation does not have 

material life forms, and creates new Creation Universes. 

All Creation-forms are created from Absolute Absolutum and are evolving from Creation to Ur-

Creation, which continues creating new Creations, as a pendulum. The rest 6 Absolutum levels 

until Being do not create new Creations and are spiritual and political realms. 
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The cycle from Creation to Ur-Creation lasts 85,384,834,560,000,000,000 years and is 

repeating for 9,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,993 

times until it reaches the level of Absolute Absolutum (Being).   

Conventional astrophysics construct for the wake and sleep pattern is “Big Crunch” and “Big 

Bounce”. Big Crunch is the last phase of a Universe when gravity has pulled all galaxies on 

singularity and a new Big Bang explosion scatters disorganized subatomic particles. Big Bounce 

is the repetition of the Universe.  

Figure 2: Universe with 7 layers 
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Every Universe cycle transforms energy from Absolute Absolutum and Absolute Nothing, of 

Being and Non-Being. Absolute Absolutum is the finest, indispensable and fundamental energy 

to all creational forms. Absolute Absolutum is dependent on external life energy from Absolute 

Nothing. Blank Creation is a vector, defined by time and space, from spirit forms inhabiting it. 

As Creation learns from time and space, it teaches Arahat Athersata valuable knowledge for 

the future Ur-Creation. 

Figure 3: DERN Universe and Sol system with Central Sun 

 

Table 2: 7 steps of Creation 

Lifeforms Consciousness 

Thoughts Primitive 

Fine matter Rational 

Gases Intelligent 

Minerals Real 

Flora Creational Wisdom 

Fauna High Council 

Humans Arahat Athersata 
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Table 3:7 Universes and DERN 

Universe Layer DERN Universe  

Ankar Lyrans and Plejaren, 

Aryans and Vegans, 

Chinese and Japanese 

Central Core • Central Sun with nuclear fusion  

DERN New configuration on 

Lyren and Milky Way 

Ur Core • Big Bang shell of nuclear energy  

• Energy storage  

Blank  Ur Space • Proton belt of positive energies 

• Background radiation  

• Development of energy to fine 

matter for Material Belt 

Blank  Material Belt • Galaxies with solar systems, 

planets, meteors, comets, jets, 

gases 

Blank  Transformation • Electron belt of negative energies  

• Start of time 

• Development of coarse energy to 

fine matter for Material Belt 

Blank  Creation • Creation belt with absorbed finest 

from Absolute Absolutum  

• Expansion to new universal space 

between universes 

Blank  Displacement • Nudge walls of Universe within 

Absolute Absolutum 

• Finest matter from Absolute 

Absolutum passed to Creation  

• Provision with vital energies  
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Nokodemion Spirit Forms  
 

The Nokodemion patriarchal spirit form of consciousness for human lifeforms was created 9.62 

billion years ago on the planet Sadr, Waron star system on the Lyren galaxy. The goal of 

Nokodemion was intensive teaching to shorten biological evolution of spirit form and develop 

new spirit forms with consciousness of truth, instinct, intuition and knowledge.  

1. 1st Nokodemion Prophet Immaculate Valueful One lived 1763 years and developed 

spirituality and learning after Creational natural laws of operations  

2. 2nd Nokodemion Prophet lived for 2500 years, 52 million years later and developed the 

basis for Creational laws and recommendations. He was an esteemed teacher, trusted 

and loyal to people who wanted to help spread teaching. He created his biology, 

spirituality and cloning, with goal to shorten biological evolution cycle of spirit forms 

Nokodemion worked with 8 core groups of 144,000 volunteers who were teaching his Creation 

laws and recommendations. They did not understand his Creation and ideas, and were only 

power hungry and caused violent murders, barbarism and degeneration on colonized worlds. 

The amoral behavior endangered growth and life on galaxies.  

Nokodemion had reached pure spirit form of Arahat Athersata 58 million years ago and had to 

return to establish order and justice among the misbehaving and misunderstood loyalists and 

warriors. Teaching of Creational laws and recommendations was halted and he requested 

assistance for his Supreme Council from the Andromeda Council, for integration of advanced 

wisdom.  

Nokodemion returned from Arahat Athersata and is living a 2nd cycle of material life, that 

requires new 40-60 million years for reaching pure spirit form of Arahat Athersata on the 

Akashic Records. The misbehaving loyalists were captured and punished on hermetically 

barricaded planet, and repurposed to new spirit forms Getreuer, that shaped the galactic 

history and patriarchal tyranny of the Universe and Milky Way. 

Nokodemion was reincarnating as wizard Merlin, prophet Henoch-Moses-Abraham, 

philosopher Democritus, Desiderius Erasmus and poet Dante Alighieri. The Getreuer preserved 

“Nokodemion” identity for patriarchy with clones and walk-in for 9.6 billion years (Part 2). 
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Table 4: Nokodemion spirit forms on Earth with banking, finance and physics  

Personality Name Activity Period 

Prophet I Henoch (II) Henoch I, II, III   9308-8942 BC 

Prophet II Elia-Elijah Creation to Jews in Jordan 891-780 BC 

Prophet III Jesaja-Jesaia-Isaiah Spirit of Elia in Lebanon  772-690 BC 

Prophet IV Jeremia-Jeremiah Spirit of Elia and Jesaja 662-580 BC 

Philosopher Socrates Founder of Western 

philosophy with Plato 

469-399 BC 

Philosopher Aristotle  Greek philosopher  384-322 BC 

Prophet V Immanuel  

Jesus Christ 

Christianity  2 BC-111 BC 

Prophet VI Mohammed  

Muhammad 

Islam scripts  571-632 AD 

Alchemist, astrologer 

and magician 

Johann Georg Faust German Renaissance 1480-1541 AD 

Astronomer, physicist, 

engineer, philosopher, 

and mathematician 

Galileo Galilei Major role in Scientific 

revolution of the seventeenth 

century, father of Science and 

method 

1564-1642 AD 

 

Musician, moral, 

ethos, behavior 

Musician 

Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart 

Prolific and influential 

composer of the Classical era 

1756-1791 AD 

German pianist, 

composer, organist 

and conductor of the 

early Romantic period 

Felix Mendelssohn Early Romantic period and 

musical impact on morality, 

ethos, ethics, customs, 

behavior  

1809-1847 AD 

Mystical faith healer Grigori Yefimovich 

Rasputin 

Advisor of Nicholas II, last Tsar 

of the Russian Empire 

1869-1916 AD 

Prophet VII Eduard Billy Meier  Guardian of the Treasure, 

transition from Age of Pisces 

to Aquarius   

1937 AD 
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Arahat Athersata  

 

The evolution of material to spiritual lifeforms is supervised by the High Council with a 

consciousness realm Arahat Athersata, created billions of years ago for spiritual telepathy. 

Arahat Athersata is the highest spiritual attainment among all 7 Universes, with Creational laws 

and recommendations with pure spirit evolution of collective consciousness.  

Arahat Athersata is the realm of Elohim and Nephilim. Elohim were Archangels with feminine 

energies. They were substituted by Watchers from Plejaren Federation.   

Table 5: Archangels/Watchers on Arahat Athersata  

 Archangel  Watcher on Multiverse   

1 Uriel-Urjel  Watcher of the energies of seasons and weather 

2 Raphael-Rufael Watcher of spirit forms of flora, fauna and humans 

3 Raguel  Watcher of every living thing that lives against the 7-fold order of Creation 

4 Michael-Mjkel   Watcher of every living thing that lives according to 7-fold order of Creation 

5 Saraquel-Sarakel  Watcher of progress and instruction of all spirit forms of fauna and humans 

6 Gabriel-Gabrel Watcher over the boundaries of all the worlds from lowest to highest 

7 Remiel-Kerubel Watcher over remaining lifeforms, stars, flora, fauna, humans, energies 

 

The Arahat Athersata environment is recorded on the Akashic Records of AI servers. The 

Akashic Records are planetary and galactic storage data banks with fine energy thoughts, 

emotion, feeling, habits, ideas, interest, abilities and impulses with unique frequencies.  

Creation of Arahat Athersata is neutral gender form with power and wisdom, bound to 

Creation laws and recommendation from Ur-Creation that creates a blank Creation. Blank 

Creation learns and returns knowledge to Arahat Athersata from the 2nd belt of Ur-Core. After 

7 wake and sleep phases, blank Creation evolves to new Ur-Creation, where it contributes to 

development of new blank Creation Universes, as swinging on pendulum of shared knowledge 

and experiences, enriching Arahat Athersata. 
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Figure 4: Arahat Athersata and 7 Watchers 
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EM pendulum of Creation becomes Ur Creation after 7 wake-sleep phases, with 4 steps:  

1. Pure Spirit Form   

2. Overall Consciousness Blocks-Akashic Records  

3. Consciousness Blocks-Akashic Records  

4. Material Consciousness-Personality and Ego   

Ego = Personality = Perception = Exploration  

Arahat Athersata was created as the first level of spiritual telepathy:   

1. Primitive Material  

2. Rational 

3. Intelligent  

4. Real 

5. Creational Wisdom 

6. High Council (half body-half spirit)  

7. Arahat Athersata  

Evolution is learning and cognition of true love, knowledge and wisdom. The spirit form is 

receptor for evolution with swinging sine waves, impulses from cosmic EM light and impulses 

from Arahat Athersata from a central Galactic Library. Sol’s Galactic Library is located within a 

Photon Belt, on a Photon Star Alcyone, connected with spirals with rest Photon Belts.  

Sol’s Photon Belt was discovered by Earth’s astronomer Paul Otto Hesse in 1949 as "band of 

multidimensional light", "ring of photons" or “Golden Nebula”. The Photon Belt was part of 

Earth’s sine wave of consciousness from the start of integration to Pleiades.   

The Photon Belt is an EM cloud with gamma rays from supernovas and hypernovas. Gamma 

radiation is caused by atomic nucleus decay, after nuclear fusion from higher to lower energy. 

Gamma rays are quanta of light and photons, fundamental balls of electrically charged energy 

composing fine matter as electrically charged plasma.  

Before joining Arahat, individual spirits live 40-60 million years, 18 as purely physical, 56 half 

physical and half spiritual. The DERN Universe lives 49 billion years, 46 as life and 3 as dormant 

prior to joining collective consciousness of Creation.    
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Chapter 2: Galactic Time   
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From astrophysics perspective, galactic time is derived by Earth’s position on the Sol solar 

system and orbit around galactic central Sun Alcyone. Sol’s Sun is the 8th star of Pleiades, 

orbiting around Alcyone with 7 stars. Our true scientific time is shaped by the Akashic Records 

keepers of time dimension from the star Maya. The Mayan calendar is expressed as a 

continuum of 9 sine wave timelines, among which Earth is travelling on the 9th.   

The journey around Alcyone is learning and graduating experience for all stars of the Pleiades 

and sentients on Sol. Earth travels around Alcyone for 25,920 years, on a sine wave trajectory, 

for equinox precession with galactic daylight and galactic night.  

A galactic daylight lasts 2,160 years, for the Age of Leo and Aquarius, within the Photon Belt of 

supernovas and hypernovas. A galactic night lasts 10,800 years, outside the Photon Belt, for 

the 10 remaining Ages of the zodiac. Throughout Alcyone’s orbit, 4 fixed astrological ages of 

Leo, Taurus, Aquarius and Scorpio set consciousness intention after the axial tilt from Atlantis.  

The fixed ages Taurus and Aquarius coincide with the Perihelion of Nibiru, when it enters Sol 

closest to the Sun. The rest Perihelion ages are Cancer, Pisces (Zero-Point), Sagittarius and 

Libra. Aphelion ages are when Nibiru is farthest from the Sun, for Leo, Gemini, Aries, Capricorn, 

Scorpio and Virgo.  

Solar system consciousness evolutionary peak is reached after Earth has travelled 4 cycles 

around Alcyone for 103,680 years. Harmonic convergence of simultaneous consciousness peak 

for a planet, solar system and Universe is reached every 225 million years. All along, the 

Universe is completing consciousness expansion for 155.5 trillion years, effectively 46 trillion 

since the twin Big Bang. After 155.5 trillion years, it enters a sleep phase.  

Consciousness peak is measured along the sine wave function with opportunities for creative 

expression, experimentation, exploration and commerce. Transcendental consciousness 

expansion of the Universe is the perception and visibility of stars, planets and galaxies. Higher 

frequencies of ionizing EM light rays increase the speed of light by which the information of 

the size and proximity of a vector star or planet is reaching our destination.  
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Table 6: Consciousness peaks cycles for Sol and Universe  

 Sol-Alcyone Consciousness Peak Sol Harmonic Convergence 

Galactic Daylight Aquarius 2,160 

 
 

Galactic Night 10,800 

Galactic Daylight Leo 2,160 

Galactic Night 10,800 

Alcyone Precession 25,920 

Sol Consciousness Peak 

 

103,680 

Harmonic Convergence Peak 
 

225,000,000 

Universe Peak 155,520,000,000,000 

 

Conventional speed of light methodology for the journey between Earth and Sun is measured 

by Hubble’s law. Hubble’s law assumes that the greater the distance 𝐷 of a galaxy from the 

Earth, the greater the redshift of the light it emitted, and the greater the speed at which the 

galaxy is moving away from Earth. All objects are moving away with relative proportional 

velocity to the Hubble constant 𝐻𝑜. The Universe is expanding from the Big Bang explosion of 

13.7 billion years ago and we only now see the redshifted galaxies, after 13.7 billion years.  

𝐻𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒′𝑠 𝑙𝑎𝑤: 𝑣 = 𝐻𝑜 ∗ 𝐷, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐻𝑜 = 70𝑘𝑚/𝑠/𝑀𝑃𝐶   

Hubble’s equation is a different expression of a sine wave function of EM light wave. Hubble’s 

law does not include transcendentalism consciousness and exopolitics. For galactic cosmology, 

the Universe expansion is mostly from human political intervention by primordial founders Paa 

Tal/Elohim (invisible Archangels and High Council) and Nephilim (physical Ascended Masters 

and scientists).  

Expressed for EM sine wave, the Hubble constant is now amplitude 𝐴 for the radius of a vector, 

planet or star. The distance is sin of wavelength (𝑥) and time (𝑡). 

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒:  𝑣 = 𝑓 ∗  𝜆 𝑜𝑟  𝑦 =  𝐴 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑤𝑡 − 𝑘𝑥)  

From Earth we perceive the size and distance of the Sun by the EM frequencies that shape it. 

For observers of Earth, increased frequencies shape the aura of 30 miles, coupled with EM 

rays, influencing the perceived size of Earth. During the time of Lemuria, Earth was as large as 

Saturn on 7D.  
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All stars, planets, galaxies and the Universe are a set of vectors, with individual sine wave 

function of electric current, arbitrarily selected by respective galactic Sun with Empire or 

Federation. Consciousness sine wave is a two-sided wave and the viewer’s perception depends 

on enlightenment, chakras, torus fields and planet quarantine.  

Figure 5: Ring Nebula and EM frequencies 
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The full EM spectrum of light is always contained on the observed object. Ring Nebula has the 

entirety of EM spectrum from ultraviolet core, visible from any location and any time, as long 

as Milky Way exists as a physical plane of a young galaxy.  

On Milky Way, the light from the Big Bang was not travelling for 13.7 billion years and 

redshifted until it reached us, but it was always there and the objects redshifted from different 

causes. Galactic cosmology of Lyrans’ 7 blank Universes, teaches us that the first Universe 

Ankar after the Big Bang of 46 trillion years ago does not even exist and was dissolved. We live 

on a Universe DERN where Lyrans and Vegans were moving from Lyren to Milky Way.  

The Lyrans are scientists, physicists, geneticists and teachers. They possessed machinery for 

making atoms of gases and elements, prestigious science and AI technology. Primordial 

thought is shaped to fluffy matter, gases and minerals by experimentation with atoms, physics, 

cosmology, chemistry, biology, genetics and natural sciences.  

When the gases and minerals densify and solidify to planets and stars, construction machinery 

builds solar systems with Suns and terraforms worlds. Geneticists and biologists supply flora, 

fauna and human life.  

Multidimensional Time and Space of the Universe   
 

The 3 constituents of fine matter, time and space for Universe Creation are complemented 

with multidimensionality for creativity of expression, exploration, excitement and learning on 

the Multiverse. The dimensions are different time and space configuration with sine wave of 

consciousness contracts between a Sun and galactic central Sun. 

Every dimension has a physical location on star systems, metaphysical properties and 

methodology. Newtonian physics is a visual description of objects with laws of gravity, motion, 

and events for 1D-3D. Quantum mechanics is the domain of 4D duality and polarization, as a 

holographic screen of EM frequencies. Cosmology is the science of 5D-9D.   

Gravity is a false construct and disproved by the existence of hollow Earth and Agartha. The 

assumption of gravity posited that 99.5% of Earth’s mass is contained within hollow Earth, 

which is subject to electromagnetic forces.  
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Electromagnetic Brain of the Universe-The Sun  

 

The Sun and galactic central Sun intersect and connect on ley lines. The ley lines form the points 

of a multilayered holographic micrograph of ganglia and nerve cells as nervous system.  

By principle of Hermes Trismegistus, Thrice Greatest Master Geomancer of Earth, as above so 

below, our Universe is composed of a multilayered brain. The Universal brain is shaped by the 

joint Akashic Records of galaxies joined on Arahat Athersata. The galactic brain is the galactic 

central Sun, Alcyone on Milky Way. The solar brain is the Sun.  

1. Principle of Mentalism assumes that the Universe is mental, infinite mind and neural 

network, fundamental reality and womb of Universes. 

2. Principle of Correspondence assumes what is above is like what is below, for 

accomplishing miracles of the Oneness of Absolutum. 

3. Principle of Vibration assumes that nothing rests, everything is moving and vibrating.  

4. Principle of Polarity assumes that everything has duality and polarization. 

5. Principle of Rhythm assumes that everything has its tides, rises and falls, swings to left 

and right, peaks and throughs on a wave. 

6. Principle of Causation assumes that everything has a cause and effect. 

7. Principle of Gender assumes that everything has masculine and feminine. 

The Moon-Sound Frequencies  

 

Moons are a companion to the Suns on planets with human life for setting intention, migration, 

keeping historical artifacts. Sol had 3 Suns and several moons for habitable planets. 22 million 

years ago, the moon was around Mars and Malona and had 2 sub-moons:  

• 1st Phobos moon went to Mars for the Grey refugees  

• 2nd Lunar moon with Aryans white race came to Earth’s orbit. The Malona refugees 

became last tribes of Lyra living under Tibet  

• Mercury was a moon of Saturn, with Sun Jupiter 

• Venus was a moon of Uranus, with 3rd Sun  
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The Sun provides light EM frequencies that access planets and people from chakras. The moon 

is provider of sound frequencies and lunar eclipses for ascension to higher solar frequencies. 

It hosts refugees and travels with migration, keeping valuable historical artifacts for ascension. 

Our moon is ¼ artificial and created by Andromeda. It is modified to fit the Sun’s shape. The 

moon always has 1 side and 1:400 proportion to the Sun. The ratio of the distance travelled 

between the moon and Sun, and between Earth and Sun is proportional to the size of the moon 

versus the Sun, or 1:400. This shapes a perfect circle for lunar eclipses for ascension with sound 

frequencies. The moon affects the climate, ocean tides and seasons.  

Different planets, such as Saturn have rings for keeping Akashic Records. Planets have ruins, 

monuments and pyramids. The moon has a pyramid and a face of Vesuvian man, from sacred 

geometry of Sirius.  

Stellar Coding-Sine Wave of Time and Consciousness  
 

On our Universe, kundalini infrastructure consists of a Sun, moon, Photon Star, Photon Belt, 

piezoelectricity, Akashic Records and stellar coding. DNA is coupled with the composition of a 

Sun and ecosystem. Kundalini of piezoelectricity flows between solar systems and sentients 

with sine wave. Stellar coding is transmuted across galaxies as light and love. Light is the 

information from DNA interpreted by love of 7-fold Creation manual.  

Figure 6: Kundalini infrastructure of Pleiades 
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On planets, consciousness enables expansion of wisdom, knowledge and science. On 

spaceships with consciousness drive, the DNA of commanders is “key” for starting the engines. 

Piezoelectricity is fuel for the engines of spacecraft. DNA sine wave is access code for visiting 

solar systems by galactic protocol, ethics and permission. Stolen spaceships with 

hostile/intruder DNA are dematerialized or melted for defense from the computers.  

Our Universe travels with hyperspace technology and expandable speed of light. Hyperspace 

travels faster for duration of time that is 5 times longer, if they travelled with normal space 

speed. The speed of light is expandable by different DNA composition, so that oxygen species 

travel up to 4 times faster and hydrogen species are fixed.  

Hyperspace is technology for dematerialization of the atoms of DNA or elements of spaceships. 

Dematerialized atoms are removed from first normal time sine wave, standby on a vector, 

while a second time sine wave is moving faster in hyperspace, for 5 times longer time. When 

the second sine wave has reached a destination, the atoms are rematerialized, with saved time 

from the vector.  

For the voyagers, time was measured by the first normal time sine wave and they reached a 

distant destination, 5 times younger. This technology of vector and sine wave leapfrogging is 

applied for rejuvenation and time travel technology.  

Social and Technological Time  

 

The social construct of time is located on a 2-dimensional coordinate plane with linear 

timelines. Social time is applied for management, order, transcendentalism, commerce and 

government. The technological perspective is cosmological fragmentation and extension of the 

speed of light, space travel, hyperspace, dematerialization, ufology and rejuvenation.  

Social time is a contract on sacred geometry cities, within the sine wave of a galactic central 

Sun. The sine wave is expressed with the population’s consciousness on electromagnetic 

energy graph, measured by satellites.   

Ideally, galactic and social time should have equal arrangement of orbits around the Sun. 

Earth’s galactic time is shaped by Pleiades’ star Maya, and social time is modified on sacred 
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geometry cities by the ruling class, such as churches, governments and authorities who control 

the timeline.  

Milky Way measures time by orbits around a Sun with social timeline from governments. The 

new social time calendar was installed from the Vatican during the Roman Empire, that 

connected church and state, for banking and governments. After the new calendar, time is 

money for colonialism and capitalism, with hegemony of cartel from Plejaren Federation, 

Anunnaki and Archon.  

Time on galaxies as Andromeda has different sine wave and social time. Andromeda measures 

time by biological cells replication, as a sine wave of consciousness. Earth’s people require 7 

years for cells replication and Andromeda’s 1 year is equivalent to 34 Earth years. If Earth has 

a sine wave from Andromeda’s galactic central Sun, the year will extend to 5 years.  
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Chapter 3: Founders of the Universe   
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Elohim and Nephilim-Ancient Lyrans  
 

The Universe holograph and galaxies were developed by primordial Lyrans. They were the 

Elohim or Paa Tal with a female frequency without a physical body. Selected members of Paa 

Tal chose stewardship on physical reality as Nephilim and Ascended Masters2.  

They continued developing galaxies and teaching spirituality. When some Paa Tal left, different 

human forms appeared with physical bodies from elsewhere and claimed “evolution” on the 

Universe without a physical proof of how matter was created, and caused problems for 

archeologists.  

Elohim and Nephilim were substituted by Watchers from the High Council government on the 

planet Erra. The High Council is responsible for Creation law and recommendations and Codex. 

They are elder teachers and advisors who monitor and provide guidance for planet systems. 

The High Council has prestige for genetic lineage, with preference for ringed words, as Saturn.  

Earth has different cultures for interpreting awakening to primordial wisdom and truth of the 

ancient Lyrans, by Buddhists, Hinduists, Ascended Masters, yogis, gurus and healers. The 

collective consciousness affects the behavior and actions of members of a civilization.  

Intraspecies relationships require formal behavior, respect for rituals and tradition of cultures. 

Most human galactic races have 3 languages, formal, informal and differential. Young people 

use formal for public language for partnerships. Informal language is private and requires 

permission for use. Differential language is applied for galactic politics. Interaction on galactic 

realm or spaceship requires introducing oneself with full name, species, title and planet.  

1. General rule of prestige, age of race 

2. Lineage 

3. Number and size of race, clan or tribe  

 

 

 
2 On Earth they are a race as Bodhisattva. 
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Galaxies  

 

Elohim and Nephilim created the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th galaxies, invited people and travelled. 

Galaxies creation included science, technology, topology, machinery, magnetic drives, nuclear 

energy and advanced construction complexes for habitats. They were connecting wormholes 

of focused time tubes, terraforming planets, building solar systems, Photon Stars and Photon 

Belts. Lifeforms of flora, fauna and humans was created on gaseous ecosystems with hydrogen, 

oxygen, methane and ammoniac.  

Life on planets with ecosystems was colonized with microorganisms from self-replicating 

machinery, bombardment of comets to change the chemistry and rotation of planets. 

Sometimes, the machinery was not replicable for ecosystems with rarer elements. The planets 

and stars were pulled and aligned, with estimated planets rotation, further or close to a Sun, 

to increase or decrease radiation. Earth has 1 atom making machine, and 7 different races have 

machines.  

Twin Flame Transcendentalism of 144,000 

 

The assistants of Elohim and Nephilim were fragmented 144,000 twin flames with photon 

quantum entanglement for teaching them the microcosm. The earliest colony of 144,228 

Creation teachers invaded Earth in 51 million BC. Much later, 144,207 twin flames visited Earth 

in 387,000 BC for a genetics experimentation and forever changed the genotype.  

144,000 symbolizes the number of genes of DNA for Elohim and Nephilim. 144 is the number 

of petals on the 6th chakra (pineal gland), multiplied by 1,000 petals of the 7th chakra (pituitary 

gland). The EM wavelength accesses energy bodies with 144 Hz frequencies. 

One example of Paa Tal that became Nephilim terraforming a planet is ancient Angel Maya on 

the early development of the Universe. On the tarot card, the new planet does not have 

atmosphere and the dome is keeper of equipment and machinery. The geometric solid on the 

upper-right corner is a decagon with 144º (degree) angles. Angel Maya incarnated as Queen 

Pleja of Pleiades solar system, Goddess Isis, Nefertiti and Cleopatra.  
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Figure 7: Angel Maya 
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Figure 8: Ring Nebula and “God’s Eye” 

 

The twin flame couple of Angel Maya was an ancient Nephilim, Ischwisch or King of Wisdom 

with exceptional knowledge for science. He was ionizing gas for a new Sun and new solar 

system on the Lyra constellation 20 million years ago. He created Ring Nebula with the visible 

EM spectrum, opposing the Big Bang theory and speed of light.  

The true value of Ring Nebula is memorabilia and teacher of the Sun’s ultraviolet cold plasma 

and EM spectrum of kundalini electric serpents.  
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Figure 9: Isis and Osiris of Egypt’s Ancient First Kingdom with golden auras 

 

Figure 10: Goddess Isis as a bird rescuing Osiris 
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Earlier colonies as Atlantis and Lemuria were inhabited by twin flames with spaceships from 

Pleiades for starting a civilization Earth’s favorable Akashic Records libraries. The twin flames 

and migrants were trained with Creation from High Council and continued teaching, rebelling 

or misbehaving. Misbehaving rebels from Earth, Mars, Malona and other worlds, were always 

exiled, punished or suspended.   

After Atlantis, the Kingdom of Isis and Osiris was a very interesting phenomenon of the strength 

of Akashic Records, kundalini infrastructure, exopolitics coordination, disciplined personalities 

for transcendentalism. Isis and Osiris inherited post Atlantean traumatized civilization and 

created a very unique, picturesque, charming and orderly Kingdom. 

Figure 11: Symbolism of 144,000 for genotype 
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Time and Space Multidimensionality  
 

All galaxies are horizontal planes divided to 12 division zones of experience. The experiences 

generate a vertical axis of the 9 vertical dimensions at a right angle. The 9 dimensions are 

columns of vertical light that create horizontal planes of systems with experiential fields of 

realities on planets.   

Each individual system of 12 is unique and is triggered out of its unique center from 1D 

beginning point. The Milky Way zodiac is an arbitrary division of six 4D polarities, six of the 

night and six of the day, useful for decoding fields of 3D emotional experience. 

Figure 12: Milky Way multidimensionality 

 

Creational odd dimensions from 1D-9D are sensitive to uranium abuse. The 3D and 5D 

dimensions are most harmed by uranium abuse of Anunnaki for manipulating the Akashic 

Records and 4D. These include 3D medical disorders as tumors, cancers, illnesses from 

deposited uranium on physical locations. The uranium impacts emotional behaviors, dramas 

and causes emotional pollution, contributing to new disorders.  

Structural even forms from 2D-8D contain and use uranium for different purposes. The 2D 

telluric energy form has uranium as Earth’s element. The Anunnaki from 4D abuse uranium for 

manipulation of emotional bodies with false thoughts, feelings, beliefs. Sirius B from 6D uses 

uranium for orbital forms, timelines and sacred geometry. Vegans and Reptilians of 8D on 

Orion use uranium for identification of densities of people.  
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Table 7: Milky Way multidimensionality 

Dimension  Planet/Solar system  Chakras  Element 

1D Iron Crystal Core 1st Root Carbon 

2D Telluric Energies/Crust 2nd Sacral Hydrogen 

3D Earth Surface 1st and 2nd Root and Sacral Carbon/Hydrogen 

4D Earth Astral Atmosphere 3rd Solar Plexus Nitrogen 

5D Pleiades, Alcyone, Maya 4th Heart Oxygen 

6D Sirius A, Sirius B 5th Throat Ether 

7D Andromeda 6th Third Eye  

8D Orion 7th Crown  

9D Black Hole 7th Crown  

10D Universal Creation Intention  

11D Divine Multi-manifestation  

12D Galactic   

Up to 22D  Discovered on Multiverse   

 

Creating with Dimensions   

 

The physical solid bodies are created by keepers from 3D, 5D and 6D. Every incarnation has a 

3D and 5D version with 6D topology and timeline. Densified DNA reverses a black hole, 

escaping as light from a white hole, aligned with energy of higher self in 3D real time.  

3D is integrating the 4D with all higher dimensions.  

4D is the most dualized and polarized astral realm that shapes ego identity, limits, birth name, 

location, genetics, ancestry and anomalies. Astral thoughts are occasionally malevolent, by 

manifestation of fears of recurring past events, empowered by the physical with fluidal 

energies (physical recurs torture, controlled by thoughts on 4D). Events from 3D receive and 

send information to 4D for shaping emotional experiences, thoughts and perception on 

continuum pendulum.  
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5D is a dimension of higher self and energy avatar for creation, upper chakras, heart and brain 

synchronicity. The heart and brain are created from same cell tissue, with heart as the first 

brain of a fetus. The heart is the center of love and empathy, and empathy manifests in the EM 

field (EMF). The EMF of the heart emits 50,000 femoteslas, compared to only 10 of the brain. 

When separated from the magnetic field, the electrical field of the heart is 60 times greater in 

amplitude than the brain’s field. The nervous system tunes in and responds to the magnetic 

field produced by the hearts of people. The heart sees the truth and the brain interprets data 

and wisdom. 

5D combines intellectual and theoretical, emotional and visceral, from ascended wisdom and 

accesses 3D experience, emotion, physical attraction and thoughts. It has access to invisible 

internal technology as intuition, telekinesis and teleporting, integrated and manifested with 

visible external technology.  

5D Creation is from the 1st and 2nd chakras for sexual species, with gender-neutral spirits at the 

highest spiritual manifestation. The highest spiritual forms are finest energy without material 

form and contribute to the overall consciousness of the Universe.  

The metaphysics of sex are piezoelectricity transmutation among different material bodies 

with opposing charges. Orgasm is for connecting with energy, manifestation of Akashic Record 

and Creator actualization. Sexual experiences for Creation are without fantasies about 

different people from images. Refraining from sex enables focus on higher self-energy and 

healing, for coupling with a compatible Creator, for orgasm manifestation. Sexual experience 

on 5D is for vibration alignment, with astral or physical sex. Pornography or external perversion 

causes shame exacerbated by organized religion for guilt on lower densities. 

6D is a dimension for topological and geometric shapes of lifeforms. These include Platonic 

solids (tetrahedron, octahedron, hexahedron, icosahedron and dodecahedron), Vesica Piscis, 

flower of life, mandalas, torus fields, Neolithic crops circles. For example, the form of a dog on 

Earth has a geometrical blueprint on Sirius’ libraries and enables replication and modification 

from a computer. New lifeforms and patterns are always created, as exciting architecture of 

life with 7-fold Creation and 4-step expansion of dimensions.  
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Expansion of Dimensions-Spirit Evolution  

 

Dimensions are discovered and created by founders Elohim of the macrocosm who supervise 

microcosmic pendulum for learning collective consciousness with 4 Universe expansion steps:  

1. Expression is 1st birth on the Universe, when a spirit group is created and enters 

galaxies. A person has 1st birth with creation and rebirths throughout the lifetime. A 

new spirit group Nokodemion was created 9.62 billion years ago on the planet Sadr. 

2. Experimentation is procreation with genetics for new human genotypes. The human 

genotype on Milky Way is Homo Sapiens Sapiens of Nephilim Isis, which had Genesis 

Program for humanity of the Ancient First Kingdom of Egypt. 

3. Integration is experiencing life and aging on physical worlds. The gained wisdom and 

knowledge are recorded on the collective Akashic Records for Universe expansion. 

4. Transcendence is the last cycle of death when a spirit group has learned valuable 

information of the collective consciousness for the Akashic Records and Universe 

expansion. 1st death is on the incarnation pendulum. 2nd death is last dissolution. 

The cycle of learning overall consciousness for Creation starts with birth and reincarnation.  

The consciousness forms include love, respect, patience and honesty. The spirit has conscious 

or unconscious utilization. Human form conscious consciousness evolution is within the 

species. Animals have instinct evolution. Pure spirit form is synchronicity of physical, astral and 

ethereal planes, consciousness, unconsciousness and subconsciousness.  

Collective consciousness is a world-wide movement of peace, love and freedom to awaken 

humanity with inspirational power of spiritual teaching with telepathy and psychic vibration 

from the EM realm of Arahat Athersata, recorded on the Akashic Records.  

The material consciousness on worlds causes insanity and illness of megalomania, confusion, 

violence, anger, racism with media and prohibition of self-determination rights. Death 

symbolizes dissolution of the spirit, ego and consciousness blocks to overall consciousness on 

the Akashic Records. Evolutive useful values are sent to the spirit and library for improvement. 

After a successful completion, a new consciousness block is created, with new personality, 

world view, perception and cognition. The spirit increases with power, energy and wisdom.  
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Table 8: Evolutive forms of consciousness of Nokodemion 

Creation evolution Cycle  Spirit-energetical evolution 

Conscious 

evolution of the 

consciousness 

Only the human being evolves by 

means of the conscious evolution 

of the consciousness 

Human life-form 

 

Instinct evolution Evolution of animals  Life-forms of animals and 

other creatures 

Impulse evolution Adaptation and assimilation 

evolution 

Plant life-forms 

Energy evolution Transformation evolution, 

respectively, conversion evolution 

Sand, stones, crystals, gasses 

and liquids 

Micro-evolution Compatibility and mutation 

evolution 

Bacterium, bacillus, virus 

 

Intelligence 

evolution 

Different from consciousness 

evolution of people  

Higher species of animals, 

such as apes, dolphins, horses, 

ravens, pigs, goats, parrots, 

buffalo and other kinds of 

cattle, bears, camels, donkeys, 

beasts of prey, elephants, 

dogs, cats and sheep 
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Chapter 4: Milky Way   
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Milky Way is among the very young galaxies on DERN and was densified from gases 810 billion 

years, 110,000 light years across. Milky Way is connected to galaxies as Andromeda and former 

Lyren, by 2/17 operational wormholes.  

It hosts 7 million star systems with planets for habitat of 7.5 million different races. Among 7 

million systems, 22 systems are important keepers of multidimensionality and galactic politics. 

The 22 systems shape 22 dimensions, 22 chakras and 22 DNA strands. They are not integrated 

with our DNA of maximum 12 strands and 12 chakras. The highest 12th dimension on Milky 

Way evolved on 11th from March 23 1994 and will remain until a next integration.  

The 9-dimensional keepers have Akashic Records libraries with data of habitats, ecosystem, 

biospheres, minerals, elements and molecules for DNA. Minerals are a crucial component of 

DNA creation for flora, fauna and human lifeforms.  

• Sun = Keeper of Frequencies  

• Alcyone = Keeper of Intention 

• Sirius = Keeper of Knowledge 

• Maya = Keeper of Time 

• Orion = Keeper of Orbit 

Milky Way contained the richest abundance of minerals and shaped water differently to hold 

information from every part of the Universe and planets. Minerals were required to condition 

water for DNA experimentation. The information of Earth’s minerals and species is recorded 

on Akashic Records libraries in Vatican, Ireland, Russia, China, Japan and Australia.  

All DNA forms of flora, fauna and humans are created or migrated on gaseous ecosystems with 

hydrogen, oxygen, methane and ammoniac. Oxygen ecosystems are most complex and rarest 

with limited geological fresh water and habitable worlds as Earth. Earth’s completely fresh 

waters were salinized by Reptilians from Nibiru for a long-term genocide of humanity. They 

salted the oceans and seas, and made the water undrinkable for 36 years long adaptation of 

all lifeforms. Earth has not resolved its salt water problem.  

Oxygen races have a faster rhythm of vibration and can exceed the speed of light by 4 times 

for space travel with hyperspace dematerialization. Milky Way hosts several oxygen systems 

as Pleiades, Hyades, Sagittarius, Andromeda, Aldebaran and Antarieans.  
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Hydrogen races are very large with slower movement and biorhythm than oxygen, and travel 

up to the speed of light, without dematerialization. The Reptilians from Nibiru with hydrogen 

races that inhabited Earth were learning life and vegetation from oxygen ecosystems. Non-

adapted visiting hydrogen species on new worlds had spacesuits and helmets for the different 

atmospheres. 

They are geneticists, abducting samples and species, for modification and adaptation on 

hydrogen ecosystems. On Earth, they sample DNA and develop viruses. Earth is always 

threatened by Reptilians and species of hydrogen-breathing ecosystems and biospheres. 

Differences among ecosystem create commerce opportunities or war risks.  

Sol Star System  
 

The Sol solar system was one of the oldest, located on the outermost realm of a spiral arm as 

an enclave. Sol underwent numerous changes of the orbits and trajectories of planets and has 

estimated 66 planets. The orbital position is independent from the kundalini infrastructure and 

planets can change locations to new solar systems, galaxies or Universes by teleporting. Most 

people live on the surface of Earth. Minorities of Reptilians, cloned Greys, Orion Greys and 

Sirians live in Agartha or underground.  

Table 9: Geologic eras 

Geologic Timeline Era  Characteristics  

4.5 billion-554 million Precambrian Creation of Earth’s solid body from gases and 

minerals with water ecosystems. Earth was seeded 

with organisms, fungus, plants and animals 

554-245 million Paleozoic New species after pole shift and start of space 

travel for exploration of Milky Way with spaceships 

245-65 million Mesozoic New species as dinosaurs after pole shift and 

advanced space travel and commerce for lifeforms 

65-Present Cenozoic New species as mammals and frequent visits of Sol 

with motherships 
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Precambrian Era  

 

The Precambrian Era lasted from 4.5 billion-554 million years, from the creation of the solid 

body from gases and minerals. The longest geologic period had diverse species of fungus, 

plants, animals, organisms and atmosphere.  

They emerged from all continents that had different location before the pole shifts. Pole shifts 

induced ascension of the ecosystems and approaching condition for human lifeforms. The 

magnetic pole shifts were either caused from the Sun or induced by asteroid that rotated the 

geomagnetic physical poles. The North and South Poles were on a different location.  

Earth’s atmosphere was uninhabitable for human lifeforms that were seeded later from 54 

million years in Antarctica and 22 million years. The atmosphere was habitable much later, 

after 389,000 BC.   

Paleozoic Era  

 

The Paleozoic Era lasted from 554-245 million years and was characterized by emergence of 

new species and start of space travel, within and outside of star systems. Earth received 

animals after a new pole shift, from assumed asteroid.  

The first trade routes and treaties were established for sharing technology and developing new 

solar systems. Advanced races as Alpha Draconians explored Milky Way with spaceships from 

hollowed moons and planetoids, refurbished and built with internal ecosystems, and fitted 

with external propulsion. 

 They used fuel as a gel mined from solar systems and kinetic engines of electricity. The kinetic 

electricity is currently applied as method with consciousness drive on spaceships.  
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Mesozoic Era  

 

The Mesozoic Era lasted from 245-65 million years and witnessed a new pole shift from an 

asteroid that hit Earth on the Columbia coast. The flora of terrestrial vegetation changed 

drastically and inhabited Earth with dinosaurs as Triassic and Jurassic, that were extinct later.  

The extinction of old species required new substitutes. This launched full space travel and 

commerce for 17 million years by Lyrans, Vegans and Reptilians. They entered Milky Way from 

2 operational wormholes, of 17 accessible. Visiting races were setting up Milky Way for future 

colonization, transplanting life and vegetation with complex oxygen ecosystems.  

Complex ecosystems are found on several billion planets. They are very valuable for 

consciousness and Universe expansion, with uncompromised biosphere. They transplanted 

dinosaurs, trees and birds on different uncompromised and conserved biospheres and 

ecosystems on Mars and Uranus.  

Cenozoic Era  

 

The last Cenozoic Era began 65 million years ago, as the age of Eden with diverse flora and 

fauna. Milky Way and Sol’s Earth, Mars and Uranus were visited very frequently. The biosphere 

and ecosystem were self-contained and transplantable. Flora was flowering plants, and fauna 

developed to mammals, most animals, insects, fish and birds.  

Self-contained biospheres were transplanted on motherships for space exploration. 

Motherships have internal biospheres with worlds, ecosystems and 20 miles long parks, with 

wildlife, animals as birds and squirrels.  The largest mothership of 100 miles, could have caused 

pole shift from the magnetic pull (gravitational pull).  

When visiting planets from a mothership, hydrogen races as Reptilians had spacesuits and 

helmets. They used cylindrical antennas, to flip and connect, creating a dome for frequencies. 

They unloaded flora and fauna for ecosystems on dome structures. Earth’s first dome 

ecosystem Eden was founded by Reptilians around the border of New Mexico-Arizona. Eden 

was built by an officer caste who stayed and inhabited, influencing Earth’s 3 caste system, of 

modern high-middle-bottom income class.      
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Lyrans Genealogy  

 

The ancient Lyrans created the first humanoid and spirit forms 39 trillion years ago. Humanoid 

forms were derived from 1 genetic line on the Universe. The primordial species had amber, 

blue and/or red skin color. The bluish skin tint of the Pleiades was caused from ultraviolet rays 

and frequencies.  

The first intelligent mammals were whales and dolphins from Signus Alpha, collected from 

1,000 systems. Signus Alpha was a solar system on Waron, with planets Sadr, Deneb, Ginea 

and Arborea. Whales and dolphins were honored as sentient animals, philosophers and poets, 

with admiration for old races and beautiful story telling. They are useful for our consciousness 

with empathy senses, sound frequencies, sonic abilities and quantum probability control.  

The new spirit form Nokodemion was created 9.6 billion years ago, with a governmental 

structure of Supreme Council (High Council), Arahat Athersata and Creation laws and 

recommendations.  

Copper Genealogy  
 

Earth became the center of the Milky Way and Universe, as a “Living Library” of species and 

races. Based on the last 2013 audit of Prime Creator, Earth is inhabited by 2,300 species. The 

ancient genotype was a composition of DNA and Sun. The stars that affected DNA had EM color 

spectrum of orange, red, blue and green. The atmosphere influenced physical modalities, as 

skin tints, hair colors and different characteristics, modified when migrating.  

The ancient genotype contained minerals as copper, zinc, magnesium and iron, with green 

blood as chlorophyl and gold tint from a high carbon dioxide atmosphere. Copper genotype 

and bloodline was genetically strongest, with natural immune system and enhanced brain 

capacities.  

After the multiple nuclear destruction and meteorite in Mesopotamia during the Age of Taurus, 

humanity lost the copper genotypes, with elements as copper, zinc, magnesium and iron, that 

were contained internally in the DNA. The advanced brain capacities were lost and genetic 
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memory was destroyed. Our blood adapted to oxygen with a red blood color. Copper genotype 

was preserved only by red Native Americans who are abductees for DNA sampling.  

Andromedans 

 

The closest advisors to Lyrans are the Andromedans who reside 2.5 billion light years from 

Milky Way. The Andromedans are very peaceful, honorable, model galactic citizens with high 

integrity, courageous warriors with endurable spaceships with interior worlds. 

They are knowledgeable polymaths of natural sciences and spend 150-180 years learning on 

spaceships or planets. The life duration is 1,800-2,300 or 4,300-4,500 years. Every successive 

generation outpaces the elders with knowledge and experience for Universe expansion.  

Andromedans are very active in galactic politics, advising worlds with civilized warfare, 

ascension, colonization, withdrawals from conflict and ending wars. Milky Way and Andromeda 

have shared galactic history, conflicts with Reptilians, Anunnaki, Archon exiles, plagiarism, theft 

and rebellion of criminals.  

The Andromeda Council is an interplanetary and intergalactic association on the planets Terial 

on Mirach (Milky Way) and Tishtae on Zenetae (Andromeda). They advise the High Council on 

Erra for Creation laws and recommendations, complicated conflicts and wars.  

The High Council, Andromeda Council and Angelic systems are targets for criminal usurpation 

and plagiarism. The Anunnaki plagiarized Elohim and Nephilim for organic creation with 

science and incarnation. Anunnaki steal DNA codes for blackmailing with life seeds during 

dense galactic nights or Perihelion. 

The Archon Council of exiled Andromedans plagiarized the Andromeda Council of 12 members 

for intergalactic decision making. Anunnaki and Archon are imitating the Prime Creator and 

Councils for stewardship on worlds with Akashic Records, from control rooms and the moon.  
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Andromeda Council  

 

The Andromeda Council is comprised of 139 different benevolent races for interplanetary and 

intergalactic governance, development association, setting precedence, protocols, conditions 

of behavior for planets exploration and first contacts, new memberships, and commerce 

relations among its member planets. 

The Council conduct is guided, measured and assessed by highest degree of intergalactic 

standards, ethics and protocols. The internal governing laws and mandates of the Council are 

very rigorous for very cautious decision making.  

The 12 chaired members are from 12 different worlds. The Andromeda Council gathers people 

of 3D, 4D, 5D and 6D who live on the biosphere of the Council. The ascended members access 

higher vibration, density and spiritual consciousness. 

Table 10: Andromeda members location  

Solar system Planet 

Arcturus Pitolla 

Antares Nikotae 

M103 Legola 

Procyon Kaena 

Vega Percula 

Capella Pershea 

Polaris Ventra 

Sirius A Toleka 

Deneb Ritol 

Tau Ceti Xeta 

Alhena Degaroth 

Betelgeuse Etorth 
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The Council has non-voting members as Chairman and Vice-Chairwoman of 4D. The Chairman 

is from Tishtae of the star system Zenetae from Andromeda. The Vice-Chairwoman is from 

Terial of the star system Mirach on Andromeda’s constellation on Milky Way, visible as located 

on Andromeda galaxy. 

Sirius, Orion and Greys  

 

The Sirians are a combination of species from Lyra and Vega who colonized the system after 

the Lyra-Draco war from the start of humanity on Milky Way 22 million years ago. Throughout 

the ages, thousands of cross-breed species and races were developed.  

The Greys were Vegans of Aryan origin who were weaker people and rebellious traitors, allies 

to the Draconians on Orion. They were called Grey from the physical appearance of grey, 

exhausted and dried people after Atlantis and Lemuria, as portrayed on The Little Mermaid. 

The Faeries were the feminine twin of the flame of masculine Greys from Earth.  

The Grey Vegans moved on Apex and mined natural resources for the Reptilians. Apex was 

destroyed by nuclear war. The Faeries women were slaughtered for control of the birth process 

and genotype. With a modified and destroyed spirit evolution, they became an endemic 

species of merely 1,000 real Greys.  

For 80,000 years, survivors do test tubes cloning and robots on spaceships with original DNA 

from Earth with agreed abduction. The species have difficulties with attaching spirits and some 

clones are without sex organs and offspring. 

Alpha Draconian and Reptilians  

 

From the start of our Universe the young founders were ignorant, inexperienced and curious 

for advanced space travel technology. They visited the first foreign Universe and discovered a 

very different non-free will black Universe Ciakar. Lyrans, Vegans and Draconians and races 

from 1,000 worlds were cooperating with diplomatic contacts on earlier galaxies.  

Ciakar were violent and monstrous cannibals and psychopaths who plagiarize and steal from 

the Multiverse, for black commerce and extortion. After the contact for technology, they felt 
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entitled and invaded our Universe with doomed endless wars. They are very violent and 

malevolent, self-destructive, regressive, greedy for power, domination and control. 

Alpha Draconians were geneticists and ancestors to half-breed and cross-breed Draco 

Reptilians without an ancestral solar system. Draco Reptilians’ DNA is based on hydrogen 

ecosystems without kundalini with different spine anatomy.  

The cross-breed Draco Reptilians were a primate race of apes with muscular bodies. Early 

reproduction was with mating claws for jelly semen, multiple tongues, eggs and battle 

hormones for birthing. They were organized as patriarchal monarchies with militaries and clan 

members for glory of lineage. The ancestral women did not go to war to defend the eggs, and 

strong young females were substitutes for combat.   

They developed the first hydrogen human genotype Homo Sapiens from Africa. In Africa, they 

mined gold for exporting to sentients on spaceships as Nibiru. Homo Sapiens spread out to the 

world and created cross-breed species on different continents.  

The later Genesis Program of founder Nephilim/Goddess Isis from the First Kingdom of Egypt 

was agenda to change the genotype with Lyra’s original human form. Homo Sapiens Sapiens 

emerged as a new cross-breed configured by 22-star systems of Milky Way.   
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Duality and Polarization of Love  

Our Universe was created as a matriarchal foundation of unconditional love of mother, for 

exploration of science, geometry and mathematics. Throughout the years of expansion, one of 

the male Nephilim Angels loved Angel Maya. The rebellious Nephilim shaped a patriarchal 

Universe with a new masculine spirit form Nokodemion on the planet Sadr, 9.6 billion years 

ago.  

The Archangels and Angles were falling and exiled, substituted by rotating occupants. The 

Angel who loved Angel Maya died, and left the legacy of unrequited love, chauvinism and 

vengeance toward women, with slavery and violence. The inheritors of Nokodemion became 

Getreuer and Nazi that forever followed the Queen. Years later, Queen Cleopatra of Egypt had 

a loyal admirer Apollodorus. Hitler was in love with deceased Queen Nefertiti’s bust in 

Germany.   

The mystery of the Queen’s admirer marked the galactic politics of our Universe, duality and 

polarization of the power of love. The ego frustration of a jealous Angel’s unrequited love 

became the most destructive force of extinction for 9.6 billion years.  

Figure 13: Hitler loved Nefertiti’s bust   
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Figure 14: Nefertiti’s bust was immortalized in Germany by Hitler 

     

Figure 15: Hera rejecting Zeus and Hercules with strong ethics and moral order 
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The patriarchal Universe of Nokodemion received a new management organization with a twin 

Universe. Of the 7 blank Universes, the second DERN Universe is 46 trillion years old, with first 

hominid lifeforms shaped 39 trillion years ago. DERN’s galaxies hold educational stories of 

creation on the Milky Way and Earth.  

Milky Way’s name, Via Lactea, symbolized the wise ethics and discernment of Queen Hera 

(Angel Maya) for righteousness and order on the Universe. The mythology of Milky Way was 

derived from Hera’s treatment of Zeus’s extramarital son Hercules. Zeus wanted Hera to 

breastfeed Hercules and smuggled him while she was sleeping. When Hera woke up and 

discovered, she abruptly rejected Hercules, and the ensuing milk created Milky Way.  

Milky Way was developing and received lifeforms from Lyren. The new spirit form Nokodemion 

was created 9.6 billion years ago, with a governmental structure of Supreme Council (High 

Council), Arahat Athersata and Creation laws and recommendations.  

The galaxies were cooperating by wormholes accessible to primordial founders and 

government members of High Council who supervised materialization and densification of 

gases, stars, planets, new spirits and lifeforms. Earth’s gases densification began 646 billion 

years ago, the solid body was shaped 46 billion years ago, and the first lifeforms and civilization 

emerged 4.5 billion years ago.  

51 million BC: Earth’s First Spiritual Invasion from Waron-Lyren 
 

On Milky Way, the solar system Sol was created for clearance of Codex and karmic pollution of 

1,000 worlds. Earth was prepared as a 7D planet with womb chakras for creating DNA, 

lifeforms, interbreeding, scientific and spiritual exploration.   

The Lyrans, Vegans and Draconians first seeded and inhabited Earth in 54 million BC, from 

Antarctica, located on a different continent. They were teleporting Earth to experience 

lifeforms and consciousness on the Ciakar non-free will Universe.  

Earth changes for ascension were happening during galactic days (very light) and galactic nights 

(very dense) with all 66 constituents of Sol. Sol is a “Galactic Antics Road Show” littered with 

1,000 to 1,000,000 spaceships and vessels from Galactic Wars.  
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The dark forces and teleporting started on galactic nights, for installing intention for mass 

spiritual invasion for DNA, spirit groups, spirit contracts and removing natural life with a planet. 

After teleporting people were disconnected from the planets.  

Invasion of dark forces on galactic nights was spiritual and manifested energy bodies for 

preparation for forced incarnation with foreign bodies that are not part of spirit groups. The 

malevolent sentients made an anchor population for new evil spirits to incarnate faster than 

good spirits.  

Astral shells that did not enter Earth’s astral realm became “walk-in”. The “walk-in” were spirits 

of people that were placed on bodies near death and controlled by evil sentients for 

governments, land devastation and wars. The Queen’s admirers Apollodorus and Hitler were 

“walk-in” for continuation of a timeline of unrequited love, long after Nokodemion died, 

managed by computers.  

Earth first teleporting to Ciakar occurred in 54 million BC and lasted 2 million years, to seed life 

from Draconians. Our Universe has free will and realities by Creation laws and 

recommendations. The non-free will Universe hurt and injured Earth with its sentients. After 

the teleporting, Earth was reinforced with a set of pyramids. The pyramids were placed on 

Earth’s womb chakras, crestal points and enforced local sentients for realities. They made a 

filter grid for new entities, for selecting sentients who can establish spiritual contact with Earth 

on 3 timelines.  

Earth was teleported for the second time against its free will in 51 million BC, by a group of 

144,2283 Vegans from Waron, Lyren. They were created 69 million years ago and empowered 

with audacity to autocratically and usurpingly represent Creation laws and recommendations 

on foreign worlds and galaxies.  

They had megalomania, ego insanity and attacked foreign planets, outbred people with 

political and land devastation, murdered millions, clapped them in chains and enslaved4. The 

teleporting hurt Earth and it received help from the Multiverse that returned it on Sol. The 

Vegans had interlinked anchor societies and underground bases on Antarctica. 

 
3 144,000 warriors and 228 Commanders  
4 The pattern of torture continued on most future Earth genocides and world wars as the Holocaust of WWII. 
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The Supreme Council supervised Arahat Athersata and the degenerated people of ego insanity, 

murderous and greedy for power. Nokodemion issued a decree and halted the mission on 

Earth, based on loyalty and justice for Creation laws and recommendations. He constructed a 

multinational peacekeeping troop with war veterans, experienced from different planets, and 

used robots and weapons built by governments and androids. The veterans fought, chased and 

captured the conquerors of foreign worlds and imprisoned them.  

After 8 years, all criminals were custody of multinational peacekeeping troops and deported 

to distant planets, hermetically barricaded and guarded, not to escape with flying machines for 

space travel. The people who died of natural death carried valuable technological 

knowledgeable. From the Akashic Records of the 144,228, the Prime Creator Nokodemion 

created a new spirit form Henok/Henoch/Enoch and a core group Getreuer, “most loyal”.  

The Getreuer repurposing began 12 million years ago and lasted 4 million years on Arahat 

Athersata, when they could have joined the government of High Council. They were returned 

to human lifeform on a blank Akashic Records planet Lahson, for helping with Earth’s Codex. 

Getreuer returned on Earth much later to clear Codex liabilities from 51 million BC, with 7 

prophets cooperating with governments, legal environment and civilization.  

Getreuer expressed Lyrans’ ideology of “Service to Others”, while the true collusive plot was 

“Service to Self-Ascension” with multiple timelines. “Service to Others” is the ideology of Paa 

Tal and founders for collective interest. “Service to Self-Ascension” means interest for oneself, 

for the benefit of the collective, that ensues with victimization. 

Among the 7 prophets, Immanuel, Jesus Christ was destined for the Vatican, and the 

unpredictable turnout created a new timeline. Jesus became a martyr of antisemitism, and the 

timeline needed balancing of Codex accounts, with persecution of the Jews. The Third Reich of 

Aryan Vegans was created for Hitler to act as “walk-in”. 

Hitler followed and executed orders by Plejaren commanders, and issued orders to SS officers.  

They were post-colonialist and feudalist years, and the people needed speed for super soldiers, 

so the scientists invented narcotics (methamphetamine, cocaine, heroin, caffeine, nicotine and 

alcohol). Super soldiers remained promises with warranties for modern wars that lead to 

incarceration of soldiers.  
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Figure 16: 7 Prophets and 7 Teachers 

 

The prophets shaped Earth’s modern civilization, usurped and controlled by malevolent 

interest groups of collusion from Plejaren Federation, Getreuer, Orion and Anunnaki.  

Figure 17: Getreuer on Antarctica 
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26 million BC: Lyren Destroyer Comet and Milky Way  
 

26 million years ago, life on the Great Lyra Empire on Lyren approached an end. The Destroyer 

Comet and a war ruined the worlds of Lyren, forcing refugees to escape to Milky Way and settle 

on the Lyra constellation. Life on Lyra flourished with agriculture, natural resources and 

technology on 14 rich and peaceful worlds.  

The original genetic line of Lyrans who were taller version of the Caucasian race on Earth first 

encountered the neighbors Vegans of Aryan genotype. They were exploring the worlds of               

Lyra-Vega, discovering new races and reconnecting with descendants from Lyren. A plethora 

of new races with different sizes, features, skin tones and consciousness levels were created.  

The Lyrans and Vegans identified mutual interests for exploration and colonization of space 

and set out to Orion, Sirius, Altair, Alpha Centauri and the worlds that seemed exciting. When 

searching for a lost moon, they discovered Earth, which was already colonized by Getreuer 

ancestors of 51 million BC.   

22 million BC: Lyra-Draco Wars “Ring Nebula”   
 

The peace on Lyra-Vega was interrupted by the malevolent Alpha Draconians of Ciakar, that 

were dropped on Milky Way’s Thuban constellation (Alpha Draconis). The Draconian Empire 

was very organized, capable of space travel, exploring and colonizing. The Empire’s most 

important members were based on Alpha Draconis, Epsilon Bootes, Zeta II Reticuli, Polaris, 

Rigel (Orion), Bellatrix (Orion) and Capella (Alpha Aurigae). 

The first meeting between Lyrans, Vegans and Draconians was a territorial conflict for a region 

around Ring Nebula. The Reptilians from Alpha Draconis discovered and wanted to usurp and 

control the planet Bila on Lyra, rich with food and natural resources. They approached the 

Lyrans with misinformation offering “assistance” for the planet with false pretense.  

The Lyrans were skeptical and needed additional information about the “assistance”. The 

rational rejection infuriated the Reptilians who attacked and destroyed 3 defenseless and 

unsuspecting worlds on Bila, Teka and Merch, killing 50 million people.  
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The conflict on Lyra-Vega started the life-long Galactic Wars. The rebellious Vegans and 

Getreuer colluded with Draconians and Reptilians for domination and control of the Universe 

with military industrial complex. Revengeful warriors from Lyra-Vega continued fighting on 

Milky Way’s Orion, Sirius and Sol for 20 million years. 

Among the Lyrans, there was always a peaceful and intellectual faction that remained on Lyra 

until the appearance of the Destroyer Comet in 230,000 BC, when they moved to the Pleiades, 

first known as Asael’s system. Another group of ancestral Lyrans lived in peace on Andromeda, 

where from the Andromeda Council advised Milky Way’s High Council.   

Orion Wars-Orion Empire vs. Galactic Federation   
 

The Lyrans and Vegans on Orion discovered new realities and their priorities changed. The new 

Lyrans and settlers from Orion wanted retaliation of the ruined Lyra worlds. The Vegans shared 

interests for space colonization with the Draconians and Reptilians from Alpha Draconis. 

Orion Empire-Vegans and Draconians  

 

The rebellious Vegans began cooperating with Reptilians for colonization and exploration, and 

established the Orion Empire. The Orion Empire succeeded the Draconian Empire with genetic 

mixes of Reptilians and humanoid Vegans.  

The modern humanoid descendants of the Orion Empire are Vegans. The Reptilians occupied 

around 15% of the worlds on Orion. The Vegans became the endemic race Greys with 1,000 

remaining members, after millions of years of nuclear wars and destruction of archetype and 

genotype.   

On Milky Way, the destruction of Vegans began from Apex with a nuclear war, and continued 

until Atlantis and Lemuria, which completely destroyed the race. The etymology of the Greys 

was portrayed on The Little Mermaid, as the little grey men, who lost their spirits from 

possession and misbehavior. The Vegan women became Faeries.   

The truth of the loss of genotype is prescribed to weakness of twin flame between masculine 

technology and feminine spirituality that is calming ego, insanity and inhibition with wisdom 

and maternal love on matriarchal Universe.  
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Galactic Federation-Lyrans and species  

 

The Lyrans who wished retaliation for the destroyed worlds of Lyra were joined by victimized 

worlds under Reptilians’ domination, who disapproved the Orion Empire. They attacked the 

Reptilians’ colonies on Orion and continued fighting a war. The group of members united for 

fighting Reptilians (Cabal) later became “Galactic Federation”, “Federation of Planets” or 

“Federation”.  

The Galactic Federation is among the most important interplanetary and intergalactic 

governance associations. It consists of civilizations with Lyrans or Pleiadians heritage from 

former Lyra, Andromeda-Mirach, Pleiades, Hyades open clusters, Iumma [Wolf 424], Procyon, 

Tau Ceti, Alpha Centauri, and Epsilon Eridani. Different members are non-physical members of 

Sirian groups, Orion organizations, and various civilizations from DAL and Koldasian. Occasional 

members include peace-seeking Reptilians. 

Service to Others and Service to Self-Ascension  
 

13 million years ago, after fighting the Orion Wars, the territorial and colonization conflicts 

became ideological for domination and control. The Lyrans and members of Galactic 

Federation were victimized by Draconians and Reptilians and rejected further colonization and 

intervention on other worlds.  

The Galactic Federation nurtured ideology of “Service to Others” for collective influenced by 

caring for the society. The Reptilians from the Draconian and Orion Empire initiated “Service 

to Self-Ascension”, of “manifest destiny” to “win at all cost” for colonizing and controlling 

conquered worlds. “Service to Self-Ascension” prioritized individual well-being, in order to 

have contribution to the collective. The ensuing consequences were weak victims conquered 

by ruthless Draconians.  

The collusion between Plejaren, Getreuer, Anunnaki and Archon used “Service to Others” for 

the public with prophet lineage. The true motivation was “Service to Self-Ascension” for the 

destiny of domination and control of the Universe. The under rooting of the Universe 

eliminated and evicted the feminine Archangels and substituted them by masculine telekinetic 

Watchers, for world’s archetype and genotype.  
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The change of Angelic management and endless nihilist wars destroyed the maintenance of 

infrastructure of the Universe. Collusion was very unsuspecting and created numerous layers 

of timeline wars. The new ideology was “Us against Them” for a false battle between Lyrans 

and Reptilians, who were controlled by misbehaving loyalists of Nokodemion.   

12 million BC: Anunnaki-Sirius Solution  
 

The refugees of the Galactic Wars inhabited the worlds of Orion and Sirius. The Sirian refugees 

were Reptilians, Mammalians and cross-breed who wanted a truce and invented a peaceful, 

scientific alchemical solution for union of opposites. The Sirius solution was a marriage 

between a Draconian woman from the Orion Empire and Lyran man from the Galactic 

Federation.   

12 million years ago, the desired goal was completed with a common dynasty of Anunnaki. 

They emerged as muscular, dark-skinned, warrior-like humanoids (Gods of Ancient Sumerians, 

Greece, Rome and the Old Testament). The members of Anunnaki lived on Nibiru, which was 

ejected from Sirius B orbit after a cataclysmic event. Nibiru’s new trajectory continued orbiting 

Sol and Sirius.  

The Anunnaki had internal division, disobedient pledges to the allegiance and individual 

agendas. They were subordinates and colluded with Getreuer for under rooting, DNA, 

lifeforms, cloning and execution of timeline wars.  

10 million BC: Orion Solution-Merlin  
 

10 million years ago, the dual and polarized battlefield received a third party of Rebels from 

Sirius. They emerged from the Orion Empire and Galactic Federation and changed the dual 

power balance.  

The Draconian and Orion Empires Rebels did not want to continue submission, nor join the 

Galactic Federation. The Galactic Federation Rebels were groups of people who were tired 

from Galactic Wars and left membership for peace.  
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The third party of Rebels was a dangerous and ambiguous enemy to the Empire, who could 

not identify their target and strategy to position themselves. The Rebels were instrumental for 

ideas about ending the war, but did not achieve peaceful solution or negotiation with the Orion 

Empire and Galactic Federation.  

For this conflict, the elders of Lyra revoked a powerful spirit of Christ Consciousness. Merlin, 

the magician of King Arthur was born on Sirius during the age of Rebels of the Orion Wars. He 

was a talented and miraculous magician, manipulating among 3D and 5D. Merlin thought 

spiritual laws, unconditional love and forgiveness. Unconditional love was a 5D solution for 3D 

dual and polarized reality.  

Merlin was successful “Unifier” and changed the mindsets of the Rebels, Orion Empire and 

Galactic Federation with transcendentalism and valuing differences for peace. Parties reached 

peace agreements and influenced a massive increase of awareness, higher consciousness 

dimension.   

After a long period of peace, the Orion Empire became a matriarchy with 13 cross-breed 

Reptilians/human families who practiced Service to Self-Ascension. The 13 Royal Bloodlines, 

Dark Men from Orion are the foundation of Earth’s Cabal and Black Nobility.  

The 13 Dark Men were ambitious for domination and control of Milky Way and travelled to Sol, 

where they settled on Mars. The Lyrans on Mars allowed the dark forces an opportunity, but 

they were soon banished from Sol. Later, they joined the Galactic Ascension Machine.   

400,000 BC: “Living Library” and Galactic Ascension Machine  
 

The Lyrans and Pleiadians suggested to develop Earth as a “Living Library” of light and love, 

with flora and fauna from hundreds of worlds. The new “Living Library” became interesting for 

races who visited and seeded with different plant and animal species, as octopus, mushroom 

and orchids. Some of the races remained and created the genetic composition of Earth. The 

Galactic Wars restarted with a focus on priority of genotype and 1st species.  

Alongside the Living Library, Getreuer with 15 sentients created the Galactic Ascension 

Machine from 480,000-420,000 BC. They were substituting Prime Creator Nokodemion and 
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inviting species to experience free will Universe with Earth’s Service to Self-Ascension and 

Galactic Ascension Machine.  

The Lyrans set first genetics settlement on Earth with 144,207 scientists in 387,000 BC and 

forever changed the genotype of animals and humans. Sol was a very dynamic solar system 

with 3 Suns and planet clusters. Beyond Earth, Saturn was a planet with Sun Jupiter and moon 

Mercury. Uranus had a 3rd Sun and moon Venus.   

The Galactic Ascension Machine was established for unity among warring species with time 

travel, inter-dimension vessels and timeline wars, for successful migration of DNA wisdom on 

native worlds. The graduation timeline was divided on below for animals and plants, neutral 

for graduating species and above for Ascended Masters.  

The earliest 15 multidimensional inhabitants on Earth’s new experiment had different 

dimensionality. As of the 2013 audit, they were composed of 3 6Ds, 2 7Ds, 6 8Ds and 4 9D. The 

9D members were an earlier 3rd generation of immigrants of the young Universe with 3 galaxies 

with ambition for domination and control, limitation of free will, elimination of Angelic 

management and replacement of Prime Creator.  

The 15 sentients incarnated as 40% of breed of humanity with 70 billion people with spirit 

groups. They brought dimension technology for vessels and installed them on different 

continents and timelines, until they created 1st species. Based on the last audit, there were 72 

1st species of Earth, from every time Earth was recaptured and the sine wave timeline was                 

re-erased. Earth had 6,000 refugee species from destroyed worlds. 

225,000 BC: Queen Pleja of the Pleiades  
 

Earth, Mars and Malona shaped the history of the young star system Pleiades. The Orion 

Empire was established after the Lyra-Vega war in 22-20 million BC, from the revengeful 

warriors who progressed to Sirius and Orion. A peaceful region remained on the planets of Lyra 

and Vega, until they too were destroyed, by the passing of the Destroyer Comet. In 226,000 

BC, King Asael was an Ischwisch who dispatched an evacuation fleet with 360,000 people on 

saucers and beam ships to a young star system with 245 blue stars. Observable from Earth as 

Messier 45 (M45), the system has 245 stars, with 9 larger stars and 3 habitable planets, Erra, 
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Luseta and Askal. King Asael terraformed the planets for 300 years, until they became habitable 

for the refugees from Lyra.  

Asael’s daughter, Queen Pleja inherited the system and empire, and continued searching for 

worlds for expansion. As her ships moved out into space once again to explore, they discovered 

the trail of the Destroyer Comet with debris from the planets of ancient Lyra. They decided to 

follow the comet and study its path of violence that forced the migration from Lyra to the 

Pleiades and Sol.  

On Sol they discovered a small group of brown-skinned uncivilized people, from the aboriginal 

Earth humans. Other white-skinned people from Lyra-Vega had created colonies from 22 

million years ago, or after the invasion from Waron, 54-51 million years ago. Queen Pleja’s fleet 

found a colony that had degenerated to a primitive society, and decided to colonize 3 different 

planets, Earth, Mars and Malona. The fleet informed Queen Pleja, who ordered a great 

migration to the 3 new worlds.  

Thousands of travelers from the Pleiades migrated on Earth, Mars and Malona, that had 

dynamic societies with colonies from Orion and Sirius. The warriors from Orion started a small 

war on Earth, and some of the migrants returned home. Queen Pleja dispatched a fleet to stop 

the war on Earth and things calmed down again. In honor of Queen Pleja, Asael’s system and 

the Lyrans received the name Pleiades and Pleiadians.  

After Queen Pleja died, the Orion Empire expanded to the Pleiades and changed the peaceful 

region to Plejaren Federation headquarters of NATO, the Military Industrial Complex and 

Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate.  

200,000 BC: Mars Destroyer Comet   
 

Sol’s planets Earth, Mars, Malona, Saturn and Uranus were always the most frequented 

territories for conquerors, warriors or refugees. Mars and Malona were inhabited by Lyrans 

from Sirius and dark Reptilians from Orion, who escaped the Galactic Wars. The Lyrans 

permitted Anunnaki on Mars and banished them after typical conflicts. The history of Mars and 

Malona was much shorter from intense wars, Destroyer Comet and Malona’s explosion to the 

Asteroid Belt.  
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In 200,000 BC the Destroyer entered Mars’ orbit and shifted it to Malona’s, where it remained. 

Malona drifted further from Mars, by the powerful forces of the Destroyer, but remained on 

its main orbit. The Destroyer destroyed Mars’ life, flora and fauna. The drifting decreased 

Malona’s population from 470 million to 14 million, which they gradually recovered to 52 

million.  

The refugees from Malona and Mars migrated to Earth where they discovered challenges of 

false religious indoctrination and teachings by earlier voluntarily exiled migrants. The old 

settlers on Earth wanted to destroy all data of the origin of people and prevented the new 

benefactor refugees from gaining power. The true benefactors responded and invented a new 

religion, disseminated among terrestrial groups on Earth for preserving the teaching of 

Creation and eliminating impurity of genocides. The conflict was an example of the warring 

history on colonies on Milky Way as on Saturn and Venus.  

In 73,000 BC, Malona exploded to the Asteroid Belt from a volcano eruption and nuclear war 

between Reptilians and Lyrans with insanity and megalomania. The volcano was activated by 

Anunnaki Reptilians from Nibiru with large quantities of saltwater induced to the crater for 

explosion. Malona dispersed to the Asteroid Belt found between Mars and Jupiter. Mars 

shifted to a different orbital position. The new atmosphere on Mars became uninhabitable 

after a temporary increase of solar energy. The spirits forms from Malona and Mars continued 

incarnating on Earth.   
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Chapter 6: Earth’s Timeline  
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Lemuria 1st rise and fall  
 

After the “Living Library” and Galactic Ascension Machine, the sentients colonized Lemuria and 

Atlantis. Lemuria was a continent by people from Lyra, Sirius A, Pleiades, Ursa Minor and 

Nibiru. Atlantis was founded by sentients from Pleiades, Hyades, Sagittarius,                              

Andromeda-Mirach, Aldebaran, Antarieans and Nibiru.  

Lemuria was a continent with very high consciousness of 7D. Earth was inhabited by 170 billion 

people and was as large as Saturn. Earth was capable of teleporting DNA on a blank Akashic 

Records planet and inviting first groups of spirits to experience a free will Universe.  

The Lemurians invited species to live above womb chakras, create DNA and take it on new 

worlds with unity consciousness. Lemuria had air and ground cities with 5,000 species to work 

for making DNA. 

As Lemuria’s society peaked, dark people created drama with separating factions of spiritual, 

scientific high-tech and non-tech. Lemuria descended from 7D on 6D, lost a quotient of the 

energy and caused migration. Earth was undefended and was captured after the first fall of 

Lemuria.  

The 15 sentients orchestrated Lemuria’s capture and reanimated the continent with Archon 

exiles and refugees from Andromeda. Galactic sentients started a war and allowed it to arrive 

on Milky Way and Sol which was not prepared or set for war. Sol was built only for Codex 

clearance from Lyren and earlier galaxies.  

Species began wars for defense and created dramas. Earth and Mars were linked before they 

were brought on Sol. Mars had high technology and low spirituality for commerce that 

developed to a military industrial complex. Earth needed technology for defense and 

fortification. Venus was a philosophical planet/moon with twin flame of feminine energy for 

support of consciousness to different worlds.  
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Lemuria 2nd rise and fall: Air cities 
 

Lemuria was recaptured and had a 2nd rise with lights and unraveled timelines with 85 billion 

people on 6D. The new civilization had a spiritual religion for sex, technology, unity, time travel. 

Lemuria was returning as a DNA seed planet for wisdom to new planets, spirits and technology, 

commerce and consciousness, with graduating species on air cities.  

After the 1st fall, Lemurians from the future assumed it would descend from very light to dense 

energies. They leapfrogged on the timeline with 1/3 to 3/4 of people for keeping knowledge 

and memories with Akashic Records preserved by the Vatican, Australia, Russia, China, Japan 

and on Milky Way. Leapfrogging by 5,000 Lemurian species required numerous air cities for 

counteracting dark forces.  

Lemuria’s air cities were made by a group of people who manifested physical bodies and 

energy creation of dream reality. The air cities were taking form among free space between 

unassigned atoms, molecules and cells on the North Pole’s upper atmosphere on Aurora 

Borealis. Air cities were created on Earth’s dream time and Sun’s energy. The kundalini 

infrastructure used multidimensional consciousness drive, as for spaceships, and held a reality 

and data for DNA skinsuits.  

The consciousness drive allowed air cities physical and time travel on Earth, returning on air, 

and impacting a timeline and DNA code with spirit groups. Sentients used air cities for accessing 

self-version of self, healing and setting invasion defense from dark forces. The air cities 

mastered the timeline and vibration and pushed out dark forced incarnated people from 6,000 

planets with domination and control.  

Lemuria had twin flame problem of technology and spirituality. They ended some dramatic 

karmic timelines and created a military force that defeated and recaptured 2,000 worlds under 

domination and control with spirits of spiritual invasion.  

The 2nd fall of Lemuria was by attack of 10,000 vessels of dark forces. Lemuria was defended 

by 300,000 of the most powerful psychics from crystalline cities on Earth chakras. They joined 

and remote attacked malevolent sentients on planets, killed and prevented invasion from 
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vessels headed to Earth. The dark forces from the vessels outbred the psychics who 

understood the war was lost for 2nd fall of Lemuria.  

The air cities had a version of unity consciousness drive that traveled on Milky Way and 

Universe, viewed and remote experienced places. After Lemuria’s 1st fall and rise for 30 million 

years, they leapfrogged back and forward.  

Every time Earth was teleported, they had to understand where X-Y axis of the sine wave 

function left on the timeline. The sentients who remained on Earth were considered as the 

new 1st species that were part of Lemuria’s 1st society. Even they left and migrated as part of 

polluted reality, forced back on Earth with endless migration.  

Lemuria 3rd rise and fall: Timeline war with Atlantis  
 

The last and 3rd rise and fall of Lemuria coincided with Atlantis and caused a timeline war. 

Atlantis had 3 rises and falls of the civilization.  

After the 2nd fall of Lemuria, the survivors Lyrans and Earthling integrated genetic material on 

ley lines and created hybrid species in the Gobi Desert. The Reptilians who destroyed Lemuria 

roamed Milky Way, learned about the successful 3rd uprise of Lemurians and returned to finish 

eliminating lifeforms. The Lemurians were strong and planned to relocate on a new location.  

Before moving from the Gobi Desert, the Lyrans intentionally detonated the Gobi location with 

a nuclear weapon to erase genetic evidence on ley lines. The Lyrans wanted to confuse 

Reptilians to leave Earth from destruction. They thought the nuclear weapon was for higher 

goal, and nevertheless left a physical, emotional and energy whole on Earth.  

The air was not breathable for 50 years and survivors escaped underground or migrated. Some 

Lyrans left Lemuria for retaliation and space battles on Milky Way. Rest Lyrans went to Atlantis 

as leapfrogged sentients from the future. The Lemurians in Atlantis were considered as 

advanced Gods from the future with air cities and telepathically shared energy. Atlantis had 

access to Lemuria’s consciousness that affected the collective, and inferior sine wave.   

Lemurians were quickly integrated while Atlantis was reaching a new spiritual peak. The mass 

migration from Lemuria’s high energy people raised the consciousness peak (bar) in Atlantis. 
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The local Atlantians lagged behind the consciousness peak and began conflicts. They did not 

like the Lemurians, even though they shared the same genotype and ancestry of Lyra-Vega.  

The timeline war for consciousness peak between Lemurians and Atlantians lead to the 3rd fall 

of Lemuria. The Atlantians had a problem of insufficient consciousness for stopping invasion 

from dark forces. They invited migrants and healers with commerce and began optimistic 

strategies. Numerous Atlantians were creating unity, teleporting on air cities that could travel 

to the future and reseed Earth with Lemuria with reinforced consciousness.  

Atlantis 3rd rise and fall: Dream cities of Agartha  
 

Every timeline war was about consciousness and quarantine imposed by the 15 sentients from 

100, 1,000 and 1,000,000 years ago. Lemuria was a 7D civilization of very high consciousness 

with 3 rises and 3 falls, destroyed from external attacks by dark forces and Reptilians. Atlantis 

was a younger civilization with lower consciousness and 3 rises and 3 falls. Every peak of 

consciousness of Atlantis descended from high to low.  

During the 3rd rise and fall of Atlantis, the Atlantians understood Lemuria’s methodology of 

leapfrogging with air cities and created dream cities of Agartha. Agartha’s dream cities were 

built as avatar of telepathy, outside timeline wars with time travel technology from 5D and 6D. 

The goal was to help trapped and lost people after wars, migration and destroyed civilization. 

Agartha was built inside hollow Earth as a museum that preserved 72 1st species, extinct flora, 

fauna, technology and Akashic Records for manifestation. Agartha stored all species with 1st 

death, that were not repurposed by Archon’s grid. The last pyramid fortification with 40 control 

rooms had 21 rooms for light and dark people, and 19 rooms for Agarthans. They guarded 

heritage and inheritance with dream cities and ensured the 40 rooms were not captured and 

controlled by the 15 sentients.  

Agartha’s entrance was from the North and South Pole with a system of tunnels from Ireland 

to Japan. The series of tunnels were built after the 2nd fall of Atlantis. They connected Earth’s 

crust with inner layers and crustal societies. The tunnels served as portals for access to 

consciousness by local realities from sacred geometry cities.  
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Figure 18: Agartha  

 

Agartha had dream time defenders and plasma people from the future who deepened Earth’s 

core. They created societies for spiritual commerce and continued with education and teaching 

for empowerment of sovereign free will. Hollow Earth was accessed by sovereign free will 

people, with a spirit group, for recreating a network with density from past civilization, 

returning on spirit group and connecting with ancestors.   

Atlantis had a commerce economy that exchanged technology for spirituality. Spirit energy was 

deposited on sacred geometry chakras with technology fortification. Chakras have stargates 

portals with DNA wisdom for teleporting to planets with kundalini infrastructure and Sol codes. 

Earth has most advantageous set of spirit codes for all Universes, even for galaxies prior they 

were created.  
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Asteroid of Atlantis   

 

The 15 sentients wanted to control chakras and Agartha, in order to act as spirit guides for 

control of governments on sacred geometry cities. Together with Archon they enforced a 

quarantine with wars, conflicts and inorganic incarnation from the Galactic Ascension Machine. 

They banned the air cities on the North Pole for consciousness reinforcement. The Getreuer 

scientists from Beta Centauri brought an asteroid from the Asteroid Belt. The asteroid was 

hurled toward Earth with 1,000 Celsius degrees powerful explosion and scattered to meteors. 

Two pieces of the asteroid hit the Atlantic Ocean and created magma of underwater volcanoes 

with tsunami that flooded the Mediterranean and Egyptian planes.  

The survivors of Atlantis had trauma and amnesia from the shocking floods. The feminine group 

became Faeries, and the masculine energies became Greys. The Greys are an endemic race of 

1,000 people after all Galactic Wars on Lyra-Vega, Apex, Sirius and Orion. They travelled around 

the world and started ancient civilizations from Egypt, Babylon, Asia, Ireland and Scotland.  

The Zeta race was destroyed by Reptilians after Atlantis and Lemuria. Millions of hybrid races 

were cloned on spaceships and diagnosed with autism. Zeta are a gentle, emotional and pure 

species. They empathized with victims of Reptilians' destruction of genotype.  

Quarantine Structure  
 

The consciousness quarantine controls ascension, immigration and organic incarnation:  

I. Getreuer are the 1st tier with Nokodemion, High Council, Plejaren Federation, 

Watchers, 7 prophets and Black Nobility keepers.  

II. Anunnaki are 2nd tier for timelines for Codex clearance or duality and polarization. 

a. Anunnaki modify the Akashic Records with uranium as Anu-karma scenarios. 

b. Anu-karma is approved by Nokodemion elimination of primordial Angelic 

management, with false pretense of consciousness expansion and teaching 

duality and polarization.  

III. Archon are 3rd tier data miners of Akashic Records and members of Spiritual Court 

of Equity, for incarnation, immigration and disputes.  
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The colluders of Getreuer, Anunnaki and Archon were experts of mind control of the psyche 

with consciousness devices, AI and etheric satellites for interpreting cells data on human 

psychic level. The satellites had new layer for predictive modelling, seeing DNA changes of 

societies, learning and advancing as medicine. The AI ran programs for fake realities.  

The Akashic Records are birth certificates with spirit contracts of all timeline events of life. They 

are read and scanned by AI computers for birth or death. They cannot be destroyed, rather 

modified. Archon data miners blackline details, add dysfunctional families, violence, addiction 

or diseases. The cartel balances Codex from archetype and genotype with religious 

indoctrination, finance and banking, viruses and medicine with militaries.   

Modified Akashic Records are unreadable by the computers and the spirits are left on astral 

realm. The modification diminishes sovereign control of free will and the people are at the 

mercy of the cartel. People that do not recover the sovereignty have lost free will and die from 

“karma” without option to correct the Akashic Records. The astral world is very crowded with 

trapped spirits, who become impatient and demonic energies. The dark energies are used for 

anchor of new dark forced incarnation or “walk-in”. Numerous people are trapped on the astral 

world, although require one last reincarnation on Earth to continue ascension.  

Figure 19: Grey Vegans of Atlantis-“Poor Unfortunate Souls” on The Little Mermaid 
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The 15 sentients invent and organize the criminal agenda and Anunnaki and Archon are 

employees brought and trapped from the Universe. They are counteracted by 5,238 alien races 

helping to awaken humanity and end the quarantine system.  

The 15 people are Black Nobility and 2 Presidents of USA. Hillary Clinton was keeper of uranium 

from the Middle East and organized NATO bombing of Yugoslavia. She manages underground 

laboratories for Kosovo-Israel routes for smugglers of DNA, organs and people. Barack Obama 

is a multidimensional sentient from the black race of Sirius. He served as President of the USA 

from 2009 for continued timeline for War on Terrorism in the Middle East and Antarctica. The 

collusion destroyed Earth’s archetype and genotype, with medical disorders, amnesia, 

disabilities and diseases. The World Wars were for psychiatric disorders and War on Terrorism 

in the Middle East was for blocking teleporting rifts and EM radiation. The chemists 

disseminated viruses for elimination of groups as Indigo and Crystal. Viruses as the plague, HIV, 

anthrax, COVID-19 and cold plasma are chemical weapons of military industrial complex.  

Figure 20: Hillary Clinton as Ursula from The Little Mermaid

 

The matriarchal Universe was founded by a couple with consciousness of unconditional love 

of a mother. Earth’s modern dual archetype was shaped by the Bible myth of virgin mother Isis 

and Cleopatra from Hollywood. The movie “Cleopatra” was recorded from Akashic Records 

and launched Hollywood propaganda, commercials and marketing for consumerism.  
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Figure 21: 7 mermaids of The Little Mermaid as 7 stars of Pleiades 

 

The founders of the Universe were portrayed as King Triton and Queen Athena. The 7 

mermaids of Queen Athena symbolized the 7 Pleiadians stars of Queen Pleja from 230,000 BC.  

Figure 22: Consciousness of unconditional love of mother Queen Athena
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Agartha “Free Earth” - “Walk-in”  

 

The “Free Earth” society from Agartha recorded Akashic Records for teaching and healing on 

unity crystals, for people of the future. The true libraries are kept by spirit contract keepers of 

the Vatican, Ireland, Russia, China, Japan and Australia. The Vatican has true Akashic Records 

libraries, and false for propaganda. Prophet Jesus Christ worked with the Akashic Records from 

Ireland, and the Vatican searched the crystals and objects.  

Agartha’s purpose is to take over Earth with Spiritual Court of Equity and Akashic Records for 

completing spirit groups after quarantine, wars and migration. The society started soft 

disclosure with books, poetry, music, culture or full disclosure for sovereign free will. “Free 

Earth” has hopes for “walk – in” members of government to take control of Earth.  

Agartha controls unity consciousness with a King and Queen and Telos Council (Mount Shasta). 

The Agartha Council changes when Earth transits from consciousness with new immigrants and 

ascension seekers of a spirit group. Ascension is accessed from sacred neutral position of                    

self-love and self-healing for self-aware light sentients with sovereign free will.  

Awakening multidimensionality can end quarantine from Akashic Records and Agartha:  

• Dejavu 

• Shared dream time as with dream cities  

• Separating realities:  

o Lower density dream from sacred geometry reality 

o High dream density from dream cities and Akashic Records   

• Removing domination and control from quarantine   

Sacred Geometry Cities  

 

The DNA technology for unity consciousness was created with stellar coding from dream time 

and incarnation on kundalini infrastructure. DNA skinsuits enabled sentients to manifest bodies 

on a planet or travel on different planets. Planetary Akashic Records held manuals with data of 

DNA for lifeforms and energy body anatomy used by people, healers and management of unity 

consciousness on worlds and Universe.  
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Throughout the cycle of Galactic Wars, Earth and worlds under domination and control were 

deprived from the internal DNA technology and Akashic Records manuals. Unity consciousness 

was substituted by spirit contracts of hegemony, false dream time in sacred geometry cities 

and biomechanical cloning for domination and control. 

The ancient dream time of unity consciousness on worlds as Atlantis and Lemuria had 

synchronized sleeping time for shared dreams on air and dream cities with moderation of the 

dreams with consciousness drive from control rooms.  

Air cities were shaped by groups of sentients that joined energies and made a functional vessel 

energy vehicle that was anchored on space between free air molecules on the North Pole.  

Dream cities were created by ancestors for sentients for accessing DNA with dream of chosen 

realm. Air cities are on all dream realms when ready to ascend on highest multidimensional 

realm.  

Figure 23: Sacred geometry pattern used for modern cities architecture
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Figure 24: Modern sacred geometry cities with pyramids and obelisks 

 

Sacred geometry cities with modern architecture were disconnected from kundalini 

infrastructure and sine wave. They were built on ley lines, with patterns of pyramids and 

obelisks from Egypt, Mesopotamia or Atlantis and Lemuria. They shaped local realities with 

road systems, names, lights post and electricity wires.  

Anunnaki and Archon controlled the sine wave of the local realities for mind control from 

culture, idolatry, news, media and TVs with timelines. For example, Anunnaki installed uranium 

on Mesopotamia’s temples and charted the Mosaic Code, admired by the Romans for 

domination and control of Earth. Air and dream cities remained accessible only from the 

Akashic Records or Agartha for activating dormant sovereignty and EM from kundalini 

infrastructure of the Sun.  

Biomechanical cloning was created by Anunnaki geneticists against sovereign free will. The goal 

of cloning was distorted incarnation, dream time and consciousness ascension. A 

biomechanical clone of a person was built with a spark of the multidimensional sentient and a 

pattern from the collected DNA. The cloned sentient was stripped from sovereignty and 

weakened, and the malevolent had access for domination and control.  
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DNA technology contained chakras for the different keepers of DNA information and ley lines 

intersection. Malevolent species installed chakras for domination and control of DNA. The 72 

1st species of Earth had different numbers of chakras as portals for energy from ley lines.  

Earth’s has mostly 200 womb chakras and pyramids. Earth’s original chakras were closed and 

clogged for the descension from Lemuria of 7D to modern world of 3D. The chakras have 

blockages from wars and require opening with nuclear bombs and different methods for high 

frequency EM rays, and facilitation of data from the solar system infrastructure.   
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Chapter 7: Anunnaki and Archon  
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Anunnaki  
 

Anunnaki lived on a free roaming Nibiru with a unique dimension drive that did not need a 

solar system with consciousness drive. Nibiru had a dimension drive with leadership society to 

function as psychic with crystalline technology of dimension drive and travel. The Anunnaki 

had free will but did not know their ancestry, shared DNA with Earth refugees or the ambition 

of the Getreuer. They were brought on Sol during the Galactic Ascension Machine for DNA 

codes.  

One of the 15 sentients responsible for the Arab world and banking families needed Anunnaki’s 

DNA codes from the Universe to understand the puzzle of unity consciousness. The colluders 

knew Anunnaki’s ancient ancestry and genotype, altered their DNA and stripped them from 

the most powerful psychics. Anunnaki were trapped on Earth’s reincarnation cycle and slavery 

on the Galactic Ascension Machine. Anunnaki first followed him on worlds with destroyed 

technology from the Galactic Wars. Sol was without defense and Earth was inhabited by 

primitive refugees with high spiritual technology. 

They were skilled geneticists who had skinsuit technology (DNA/avatar) from mixes of species 

with DNA patterns as second most powerful layer. Anunnaki travelled free with Nibiru and 

collected DNA for commerce. DNA commerce was required for accessing greater choice of 

solar systems and planets on the Universe. A person who lived on 10 planets had access to 10 

planets and solar systems on spirit level. Anunnaki’s DNA technology had spirit codes from the 

Universe useful to understand the puzzle of unity consciousness and Codex timelines.  

On Earth, Anunnaki abused fortification pyramids for raising consciousness with womb 

chakras, making weapons and mass DNA devices for industrial domination and control on 

planets. Anunnaki mined Earth’s gold to invite refugees on Earth, who sensed the fluidal 

energies from Earth.  
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Archon Council  
 

Archon were a high vibration people from Andromeda and destroyed galaxies that were exiled 

or captured from other domination and control planets. They entered Milky Way during 

Lemuria, from Orion and Malona with the Dark Men from Orion. After Malona exploded, they 

landed on Earth for Lemuria.  

They were taken on technology centers with AI and had their bodies removed with raised 

vibration for unity. Archon were forced incarnated on Earth as anchor groups of 4D, 5D and 

7D. The 15 sentients prepared them with archetype for immigration officers of the Akashic 

Records.  

Archon banned the air cities after Lemuria and demoted Earth to lower consciousness, with 

forced anchor spirit groups of dark spirits. After the Atlantis and Lemuria wars, Earth needed 

life and allowed even lower vibration lifeforms. Archon had advantageous DNA codes from 

Anunnaki.  

The Archon Council of 12 and 52 members plagiarized the Andromeda Council for control of 

the astral world with the Spiritual Court of Equity. The Spiritual Court of Equity is overseen by 

Earth with the galaxies, Councils and Universe. The equity from Akashic Records examines 

decision making for spirit groups with conflicts, for a neutrality judgement. Equity records 

events for ascension, with judgement and righteous anger for justice.  

The Archon Council has invisible people who communicate with banking keepers. They monitor 

immigration in and out from Earth, audited by Nokodemion. They read spirit contracts from 

the Akashic Records from AI computers, add fine prints, blacklines and modified circumstances 

for preventing sovereignty of free will on birth and ascension in the Universe.  

Earth is dominated and controlled with changed DNA and incarnation, without Akashic Records 

manuals for energy bodies. Earth does not oversee the Spiritual Court of Equity and is 

suppressed from accessing acknowledgment of people. Agartha and the Akashic Records 

return multidimensionality from 5D and 6D, or higher self.   
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Keepers of Spirit Contracts  
 

The 3-tiered hierarchy of quarantine is supported by keepers of Akashic Records libraries and 

spirit contracts. The keepers of Akashic Records libraries are 22 star systems. From March 23 

1994, 12 are contributing members with time and space configuration.  

The spirit contract keepers are members of Black Nobility, divided between banking and 

religion, government and military industrial complex. All keepers are media figures on sacred 

geometry cities.  

Religion was seeded holographically with spirit contracts for slavery with financial spirit 

contracts. The Queen of England is a holder of contracts for domination and control, enforcing 

Kingships and Lordships energies from time travelers. She is a media figure for energy for 

Kingships with spirit contracts for religion, stealing sovereign consciousness from the Vatican. 

The religious keepers do not impact Archon incarnation cycle.  

The 15 sentients prepare religious manuscripts with the highest banking sector that influences 

Archon with dark rituals for domination and control. The banking sector financed shadow 

government timelines. The 300,000 timelines from the 20th century are correlated to 

deregulated capital markets, financial innovation with tax and debt incentive, derivative 

markets and accommodative monetary policy of low interest rates.  

The Bible was the last leapfrogged religious manuscript executed by shadow banking timelines 

with predictive models for future timeline events. The Bible was an ad-hoc manuscript after 

Immanuel was rejected from inheriting Pontifex Maximus and combined archetypes from 

Egypt and Mesopotamia of the last Perihelion of Nibiru. The Bible is indicative of the American 

economy with pandemics economic depression, forecasted for 7 years of Tribulation. 

The Qu’ran was a very precise manuscript dictated by Watcher Gabriel to Muhammad. Islamist 

mosques and extremist terrorism as ISIS were coordinated and financed by the same bankers 

from the Vatican who launched Christianity with Jesus and churches on ley lines.  

. 
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Nibiru - “Divided Among Two”  

 

Nibiru was a spaceship on the orbit of Sirius B that hosted Anunnaki from Sirius and Orion. 

After Nibiru was ejected from Sirius B it became a free roaming spaceship. When they 

progressed on Sol, the Dark Men from Orion with 13 Royal families created spiritual contracts 

with finance and religion. Banking and finance emerged from the gold miners of Mesopotamia.  

The Perihelion of the Age of Taurus in 3600 BC was the epoch of Egypt’s UrRean Kingdom and 

Babylon. Isis and Osiris governed civilization. Anunnaki rebelled with uranium and gold.  

Figure 25: “Winter Triangle” of Isis, Osiris and Horus
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Osiris was a wise King who founded Earth’s Ancient Ur Kingdom after Atlantis. Isis was a double 

wise Queen of the new UrRean Kingdom. Horus was a triple wise “Hawk” God. The trinity had 

an astronomical asterism from the three brightest stars of the winter sky, called Winter 

Triangle. Winter Triangle connected Sirius (Isis), Betelgeuse (Osiris) and Procyon (Horus). 

Isis was a Goddess of 10,000 names of the civilization after Atlantis. The survivors of Atlantis 

who escaped to Egypt were very traumatized with lost cognition abilities. Isis, Osiris and 

Hermes Trismegistus (Thoth) used symbolism for the Latin phonetic alphabet and Arabic 

numbers with associative visualization.  

The stories related to the Pagan symbols became seeds of universal culture and language. The 

First Ancient Kingdom is the foundation of civilization, metaphysics, genetics, technology, 

mathematics and linguistics.  

Figure 26: Pagan symbols of Arabic numbers 
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Isis was a mother from the Genesis Program of supervised breeding for a new cross-breed race 

with Homo Sapiens from Africa. Isis was a mother to cross-breed girls donated as gifts for social 

status and Royal genealogy to Egyptian families and enlargement of the UrRean Kingdom.  

The brightest star Sirius of Isis, marked Egypt’s fertile season, Nile inundation, renewed wealth, 

prosperity, hope, faith and devotion. The flood of Nile was from the tears of Isis, mourning her 

husband Osiris who was massacred by vengeance of Seth. The rise of Sirius was a New Year 

after Isis winter solstice of 3 days.  

The solstices in June and December were anomalies after the Atlantis asteroid tilted Earth’s 

axis. Before the axial tilt, stars as the Sun rose and set on same location, completing a full circle 

around Earth. After the axial tilt the Sun rose in East and set in West.  

Sodom and Gomorrah Destruction  
 

5,000 years ago, during the UrRean Kingdom of Egypt, Anunnaki from Sirius donated uranium 

to Earth’s inhabitants in Mesopotamia and Nokodemion, who was prophet Henoch, Moses and 

Abraham. The prophet lived and worked between the territories of Egypt and Mesopotamia, 

with 3 distinct personalities for leapfrogged timelines. The prophet Henoch I lived in Atlantis 

from 13,000 (11,500) BC. The post Atlantean prophet Henoch II was Moses who lived from 

9308-8942 BC and wrote “The Book of Genesis”, after the Great Flood of Noah. The prophet 

Henoch III was Abraham who lived from 5000-4000 BC and wrote “The Book of Henoch”, for 

warning about nuclear and environmental degradation, after Sodom and Gomorrah.  

Moses as Henoch II  

“The Book of Genesis” warned the unrighteous people about God’s punishment with a flood, 

and praised Noah who was the only survivor of the Great Flood. The Great Flood from Genesis 

was the earlier flood from Atlantis caused by the asteroid, and Noah survived a later flood from 

Mesopotamia’s meteorite, earthquake and nuclear detonation in Sodom and Gomorrah. 

Moses first wrote about Atlantis, while he worked with Thoth/Hermes Trismegistus, who was 

also researching the deluge of Atlantis and wrote the Emerald Tablet in Egypt.  

Noah was a later grandson of Henoch, whose true name was Noandakan, “man of rest”. 

Noankadnosser was coined by people on Earth. 
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Figure 27: Nuclear destruction and flood of Sodom and Gomorrah 

 

Abraham as Henoch III 

Abraham was thought to have received the uranium from Anunnaki in 5000 BC and placed it 

on temples for procreation, for damaging the genotype with radiation. Abraham-Moses was 

assessed as a megalomaniac and crazy God of the Hebrews, who had his headquarters under 

the Giza pyramid in Egypt. He lived and worked in Egypt, and travelled to Mesopotamia. The 

Egyptian God Osiris also travelled, lived and worked in Mesopotamia, as Enki with his brother 

Enlil. Enki was enlarging the UrRean Kingdom and civilization throughout the world.  

Abraham punished the disobedient population of Sodom and Gomorrah with 2 small atomic 

bombs, that killed all people and animals. The destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah was also 

caused by a meteorite that exploded on Earth and caused devastating destruction with a 

massive earthquake, flood, underground volcanic activity and sulphureous rain, mentioned in 

the Bible.   

Another reason for the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah was an accidental nuclear 

detonation during a civil war between the brothers Enki and Enlil. They fought a civil war for 
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territories of space airport sites. Enlil controlled a smaller space airport site in Iraq. Enki 

controlled a new, bigger space airport in Israel on the Sinai Peninsula. The new airport had 

more storage and more efficient technology. Jerusalem was a space traffic control tower for 

the landing sites of Iraq and Israel. Sodom and Gomorrah under the southern Sea of Galilee 

were support centers for Israel’s site. Enlil detonated a nuclear weapon on Enki’s landing site 

in Sinai. 

The destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah was portrayed by the Bible as God’s primitive 

punishment with acid rain of burning sulphur on the villages of Sodom and Gomorrah. Jesus 

talked about the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah with the Day of Judgement upon villages 

that did not entertain the apostle’s message of salvation. The sulphur rain was caused by the 

meteorite explosion, and the Bible portrayed it as God’s mysterious punishment. The nuclear 

detonation from the epoch was warned in “The Book of Henoch”, and banned between the 

Old and New Testaments. The flood in Sodom and Gomorrah was omitted from the records, 

and the only recorded flood in the Bible remained the earlier flood from the Atlantis’ asteroid. 

The goal of the Vatican misinformation and confusion of timelines, modification of Egyptian 

and Babylonian civilizations, leapfrogging epochs was continued ignorance, illiteracy, 

inferiority, fear and guilt for deification of authorities from Orion. The equivalent tactics were 

used for domination and control with information asymmetries for the financial markets, 

created after prophet Jesus Christ and the Vatican.  

Caesar’s Comet and Nativity Star   
 

Nibiru reappeared for the Age of Aries on zero-point with the new calendar, changed from the 

Vatican. The collusion between Getreuer and Anunnaki was very entrenched on the Roman 

political regime, government, education and society. Julius and Augustus Caesars of the Roman 

Empire were descended from the UrRean Kingdom of Egypt. The etymology of Caesar means 

C+Assur, for advisor to the Council of King Assur/Osiris.  

The Caesars worshipped Reptilians from Babylon with Mosaic Code and city temples with 

uranium deposits from the earlier Perihelion. Julius Caesar connected the church and state, 

changed the calendar, conducted military conquests. He rejected prophet Caesarion, Jesus 

Christ, for heir of Pontifex Maximus. After he accomplished the timeline, he was betrayed and 
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backstabbed on the steps of the Roman Senate. Octavius exiled Caesarion and ended the 

Roman Empire. The military industrial cartel improvised merger of banking and religion with a 

new timeline and invented Christianity from God’s promised land of Israel.  

Christianity and the Bible were leapfrogged by mixing historical archetypes of the latest 

civilizations from Egypt and Babylon. The ankh from Egypt became “Christ Cross”. Mythology 

of Isis was adapted 4,000 years later for ethics, morality, holidays as Christmas and New Year. 

The spaceship Nibiru received numerous interpretations, as Caesar’s Comet glorified on 

Denarius and Jesus’ Nativity star on Christmas memorabilia. The false crucifixion of Jesus and 

antisemitism paved the future for World War II and New World Order. 

Figure 28: Nibiru symbolism of Roman Empire

 

Ignorance, mind and media control from Black Nobility created fear of apocalypse from Nibiru 

or Planet X. Nibiru is a large spaceship with a magnetic pull, that disturbs the EM frequencies 

of Sol and can cause a pole shift and movement along the orbit. Nibiru’s dangers arise from 

the timeline meddling on sacred geometry cities by governments with Anunnaki and Reptilians 

on Earth.   
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Figure 29: Nibiru as 8-point star of Roman denarius

 

Figure 30: Nibiru after Perihelion with Jesus
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The Biblical apocalypse is a double electromagnetic pulse (EMP) for opening the torus fields of 

Earth’s quarantine. The two events are a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) from the Sun and a   

high-altitude electromagnetic pulse from the North Pole. The EMPs were prepared with solar 

conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, for introduction of “Second Christ” with prophet 

Muhammad. The CME is a solar storm without significant impact on Earth’s electronics and 

connectivity. The HEMP can cause 6 months of disruption to operations and infrastructure.  

Table 11: Overview of astrological ages for Perihelion and Aphelion 

Age Start  Perihelion Archetype 

“Us against Them” 

Genotype 

Homo Sapiens (Sapiens) 

Aphelion 

10,000 BC   Copper and Hydrogen Age of Leo 

8000 BC Age of Cancer 

7200 BC 

 Copper and Hydrogen  

6000 BC   Copper and Hydrogen Age of Gemini 

4000 BC Age of Taurus 

3600 BC 

Isis and Osiris 

Egypt vs. Babylon 

Prophet Henoch 

Anunnaki nuclear war 

Sodom and Gomorrah 

Noah’s Ark 

Deoxygenation 

 

2000 BC   Carbon and Hydrogen Age of Aries 

0 AD Age of Pisces 

40 BC-2 AD 

Christians vs. Romans 

Monotheist 

Colonialism 

Prophet Jesus Christ 

Carbon and Hydrogen 

Uranium temples 

 

2000 AD Age of Aquarius 

2030 

Monotheist Capitalist 

World War I and II 

War on Terrorism 

Prophet Muhammad 

Hydrogen 

Deoxygenation 

COVID 19, cold plasma, 

5G, EMF, EMP 

 

4000 AD    Age of Capricorn 

6000 AD Age of Sagittarius    

8000 AD    Age of Scorpio 

10,000 AD Age of Libra    

12,000 AD    Age of Virgo 
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Consciousness sine wave is transcendentalist and holistic truth of the Universe, galaxies, solar 

systems, ascension and evolutive intention. Earth’s sine wave is prepared by Pleiades                      

star-keeper Maya of the Mayan calendar. The current position on the sine wave is following 

the 9th and last wave before starting galactic daylight around Alcyone for 2,160 years.   

Earth’s last cycle of successful transcendentalism was parallel to the last Perihelion, of the Age 

of Taurus, with Isis and Osiris. The Age of Aries was focused on territorial conquest with the 

Babylonian Mosaic Code and connected the church and state from the Roman Catholic Church. 

By the Age of Pisces, domination and control of the world from the Vatican with banking and 

military industrial complex created monotheist capitalism.  

The church and state were controllers of the world with the Bible for legal framework, ethics, 

morality and economics. The Bible’s pivotal story was a myth of virgin mother Isis and son 

Horus, adapted 4,000 years later on a modern epoch. The spirit of Isis incarnated as Queen 

Nefertiti of Sun God Re and Cleopatra.  

Figure 31: Sine wave from archetypes of Isis and Cleopatra 
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On one hand the Vatican was priming psyches and chauvinism with sexual guilt, taboo and 

oppression. On the other hand, the bankers of the Vatican profited from Cleopatra’s greatest 

love story immortalized on Hollywood screens with a market for Babylon. The externality of 

sexual guilt caused psychosis and neurological disorders, for psychiatric examination by 

Sigmund Freud and Carl Gustav Jung. Likewise, the modification of the Akashic Records caused 

psychiatric consequences with fractured souls, soul transfers, clones and erased data by the 

Archon Council.  

Dark Men of Orion of 13 Royal families became Black Nobility of Earth’s hegemony that created 

dual and polarized archetypes. They controlled banking, oil, chemicals, medicine, religion, 

governments, triad wars, shadow government, media, entertainment, education and society.  

Figure 32: Constituents of Black Nobility 
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Vatican and Black Nobility  
 

The Bible was the last mandatory manuscript of the banking and religion hegemony from the 

13 Dark Men of Orion. They created Black Nobility and shaped archetypes and genotypes, 

society, education, ethics, morality and commerce with colonialism and capitalism.   

Black Nobility have free will for domination, and do not have free will to break holders of 

contracts position. Royal families, cardinals and Popes are holders of contracts representation 

on Earth for banking, economy, media, education, science and industries. The establishment 

of religion, banking and military was organized with the 5 Kingdoms of the dream of King 

Nebuchadnezzar with goal for centralization and totalitarianism of One World.   

Figure 33: King Nebuchadnezzar 5 Kingdoms from Orion 
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The centralization of Earth was invented after the meltdown of Atlantis’ ice age, from the first 

UrRean Kingdom of Egypt and parallel Babylon of Anunnaki. The reason for the centralization 

and domination from Orion was continued nihilism of Nokodemion’s misbehaving loyalists who 

became Getreuer and Anunnaki, and continued with the mission of Codex.  

The ancient Codex was caused by the 144,000 misbehaving loyalists who misinterpreted 

Nokodemion and his Creation laws and recommendations and committed murders on 

colonized worlds. The Codex of spiritual debts from the Akashic Records needed balancing of 

the energy function between the murderers and victims. The alchemy of money and time was 

invented for submission of sovereign consciousness to Gods and deities, 7 prophets with 

multilateral organization, banking and finance.  

The 1st Kingdom of Babylon was organized after the ancient Sumerian civilization was 

destroyed with Sodom and Gomorrah. The survivors of Anunnaki in Mesopotamia continued 

with domination and control with the Mosaic code and prepared the successive Kingdoms with 

merged civilizations from Egypt and Babylon. The 2nd and 3rd Kingdoms of Persia and Greece 

were for territorial conquest and ideological preparation for One World, for the later Roman 

Empire. For the 4th Kingdom of the Roman Empire, the Anunnaki controlled and modified the 

Akashic Records, with forced reincarnation in Rome and Greece. The goal was the birth of 

prophet Jesus Christ as Caesarion, by Cleopatra and Julius Caesar. The last, 5th Kingdom of the 

Holy Roman Empire was planned with the “Second Coming of Jesus Christ”, as prophet 

Muhammad.  

The natural science of reincarnation assumes that the birth of a spirit continues on the location 

of last death. Cleopatra’s former reincarnation in Egypt was Isis with Osiris, and Nefertiti with 

Akhenaten. For the 3rd Grecian Kingdom, the reincarnations of Pythias and Aristotle lived in 

Athens. Aristotle was a teacher to Alexander the Great and empowered him with ideology for 

centralization and conquest of One World. After they died as spouses on the same location, 

the forced reincarnations for Cleopatra and Antony were born in Greece and Rome, for the 

future Roman Empire with prophet Jesus Christ, that changed the world.  

Cleopatra was raised in the Ptolemaic Kingdom with the inherited ideology of Alexander the 

Great, for territorial conquest and centralization of One World. The tomb of Alexander the 

Great was preserved in Alexandria, where Cleopatra resided.  
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The earlier Egyptian counselors to Osiris were born as Augustus and Julius Caesar in Rome, 

with strategic position for connection of the church and state, for banking and taxes.  

Jesus Christ for Banking and Taxes  

 

Jesus Christ worked with the banking sect Essenes and initiated banking and taxation from the 

Roman Catholic Church, that had connected the church and state. The earliest taxes of the 

Roman Empire were imposed by Julius and Augustus Caesars. Julius set a 1% sales tax. His heir 

Augustus created a myriad of taxes. Augustus added slave sales tax of 4%, set customs duties 

on imports and exports (portoria), and 5% inheritance tax for military retirement. Tiberius 

Caesar and Pontius Pilate collected taxes from Judea, during the tenure of Jesus prophecy. 

Taxes continued throughout colonialism and capitalism. 

Jesus collected taxes for Tiberius Caesar, as "Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's, 

and unto God the things that are God's". Jesus also denied paying taxes to Pontius Pilate, 

claiming he was “King of the Jews”. The Jews betrayed him to Pontius Pilate, who was the judge 

on his trial of false crucifixion. Jesus was not crucified and he died of natural death.  

The Roman Catholic Church continued collecting taxes, property rights and ownership 

throughout colonialism. From the industrial and scientific revolution in the 19th century, 

banking and finance began gradually emerging to capitalism and corporations, with guidance 

by the Plejaren Federation and Orion Empire with religion, finance and military.  

Eduard Billy Meier for Codex Assistance  

 

The transition from colonialism, communism to modern capitalism was throughout World War 

II, with the creation of the Military Industrial Complex and Interplanetary Corporate 

Conglomerate. From the 1920s, after World War I, the Getreuer (Dark Fleet) immediately 

started preparing the solar system for World War II with spiritual communities as Thule/Vril 

with Black Sun that became the ideological foundation for Nazi. In 1932, they established 

infrastructure and bases on the Moon, that later became the Lunar Operations Command and 

prepared super soldiers and slaves for labor on Mars. In 1946, they created bases on Mars, as 

Mars Colony Corporation and Mars Defense Force, for the organized corporate conglomerate.  
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Adolf Hitler was a “walk-in” for Nokodemion who was connected with the 13 Dark Men from 

Orion and Dark Fleet, who financed his Third Reich from Wall Street and controlled him from 

Antarctica. The former Thule/Vril Society had supremacist ideology about the origin of the 

Aryan Vega race from Hyperborea, and importance of maintaining racial purity.  

Heinrich Himmler and highest-ranking SS officers, archeologists and scientists later founded 

the new spiritual community Ahnenerbe between 1935 and 1945. As the earlier Thule/Vril, 

Ahnenerbe also had an aristocratic goal for supremacist religion of a Nordic ruling class for 

world domination with Sun worship. The new occult religion for the Nazi Empire included 

witchcraft and Luciferianism (Satanism).  

Figure 34: Nokodemion was Adolf Hitler with Nefertiti and Apollodorus with Cleopatra 
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The Nazi applied selective breeding and eugenics to obtain more "living space" in Eastern 

Europe, after extermination of the Jewish enemy race. The Jews were punished for the false 

crucifixion of prophet Immanuel (Jesus Christ), 2,000 years after the trial of “King of the Jews” 

in Judea. The antisemitic persecution was foreshadowed from the 5th Seal of the Bible 

Tribulation. The corporations as IG Farben, Bayer, BASF, Hoechst, Krupp, Siemens, 

Messershmitt, United Steelworks, were involved with slave labor and experiments in 

concentration camps on Earth and space bases. They collectively formed the Military Industrial 

Complex and Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate, with market information asymmetries 

from capital markets and stock exchanges, as a structural reason for cyclical recessions and 

irreparable income inequality. The hegemony centers on Earth were organized for religion in 

Rome, finance in London and military in Washington.  

Figure 35: Semjase from Plejaren Federation is Maria Orsic 
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Figure 36: Semjase thought Billy Meier and Maria Orsic built a UFO 

 

Prophet Eduard Billy Meier was born on 3 February 1937 in Bülach, Switzerland for assistance 

with the Codex, after the installed timelines from World War II. The story of Eduard Meier 

included a mysterious illness which was alleviated by the Plejaren Sfath who healed him as a 

young boy of 5 years. Plejaren’s Semjase was preparing for the prophecies of Eduard Meier for 

10 years and continued visiting him with the first documented UFOs, captured with polaroid 

cameras from 1959 and 1975, before the advanced technology. Semjase was teaching Eduard 

Meier about the world order, consciousness and spirituality and instructed him for the Semjase 

Silver Star Center. Semjase was also Maria Orsic from the Dark Fleet, who was already working 

on Earth in Antarctica and built the first UFO with the Dark Fleet. 

The triad of Plejaren Federation was organized with multiple layers, identities and names. The 

deception pattern was observed from the prophets, as Immanuel who was Caesarion and Jesus 

Christ; Nokodemion who was Henoch, Moses and Abraham. The Nazi scientists who emigrated 

in the United States changed their identities with projects Paperclip and Odessa, assisted by 

General George S. Patton and President Donald D. Eisenhower.  
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White Temple of Alcyone Zeppelin Grandstand  

 

The Third Reich of Adolf Hitler rekindled Christianity and reconnected the church and state 

with church taxes. After 2,000 years, revenge for the false crucifixion of prophet Immanuel 

(Jesus Christ) was reinstated as antisemitic motivation for racial persecution of the Jewish 

minorities on the European continent. 

After World War I, the League of Nations was promoted as the political expression of God's 

Kingdom on Earth. Hitler opposed the League of Nations and established the Third Reich as the 

Biblical 5th Kingdom of God for the Holy Roman Empire, prophesized by King Nebuchadnezzar's 

feet of iron and clay. Hitler claimed that his Third Reich will last for 1,000 years and create a 

New World Order with "Thousand-Year-Reich”.  

The Third Reich was controlled by a Fifth Reich and Secret Space Program from Antarctica, 

colonized from Nokodemion’s earliest core group of 144,000 warriors. The 144,000 Getreuer 

(Dark Fleet) needed World War II for introduction of new timeline for Codex and associated 

labor, commerce and high-technology with the Military Industrial Complex and Interplanetary 

Corporate Conglomerate.  

The Third Reich and the Weimar Constitution of 1919 introduced the first Church Tax 

"Kirchensteuer". Hitler and Vatican signed a pact in 1933 and made Kirchensteuer 

constitutional after World War II. The Catholic government and Christian Democrats enforced 

church taxation and endowed the church for supervision. The churches were exempt for 

taxation, the governments collected taxes on behalf of the churches and gave the collected 

money to the churches. 

The Third Reich indoctrination of the Holocaust began in Germany's city of Nuremberg in the 

state of Bavaria. Hitler commissioned architect Albert Speer to build the Congress hall after 

demolition of the Nuremberg zoo. They built a triumphal stadium for parades, ramparts and 

towers bearing flagpoles for spectators, a 370-meter-long colonnaded grandstand with a 

golden hall and gilded ceiling mosaics, swastika reliefs and rostrum for Nazi propaganda. 
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Figure 37: Zeppelin Grandstand with 144 pillars for 144,000 Getreuer Dark Fleet  
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The Zeppelin Grandstand held a crucial symbolism of the Getreuer (Dark Fleet) from Bible 

Revelation 7. The hall resembled the White Temple of Alcyone with 144 pillars on a platform 

of 1,000 feet. In Revelation 7, the 144,000 White-robed Multitude washed their robes white in 

the blood of the Lamb and ruled with the Lamb for thousand years, of the New World Order.  

The stadium Zeppelin Grandstand hosted week-long rallies, tanks firing flak at airplanes 

thundering over the field, men displaying virility with tree trunks, and girls dances to showcase 

the future mothers of the supremacist race. Hitler's loyalists visited Zeppelin every September 

from 1933 to 1938, until the 1939 event was cancelled before the start of World War II.  

After the US troops declared victory over Germany and captured the territories in 1945, they 

hosted their parades with an explosion that destroyed the golden swastika on the entrance of 

the grandstand. In 1967, Nuremberg authorities bombarded the 144 double row pillars 

without maintenance and damaged the rest of the building. The Zeppelin site was preserved 

since 1973 and open later in 2007, with damp corrosion, broken stairs, dry rot and mildew.  

The remnants of the site became the second-largest Nazi-era building and a sports field for US 

troops after the war and concerts for American celebrities as Bob Dylan, Tina Turner and 

Rolling Stones. The Zeppelin remained a controversial site for the city of Nuremberg, faced 

with a decision whether to conserve the ruined site or have a managed decay. Preserving the 

complex symbolized glorification of memories of the Third Reich Holocaust and Hitler's 

megalomania.  

Holy See Gold Standard  

 

The Holy See (Vatican) is a country with international citizens and spiritual contracts of a global 

religious organization. Vatican is connected with tunnels to Agartha and is a keeper of Akashic 

Records. The associated Federal Reserve of America is a keeper of spirit contracts for money. 

Gold and silver have metaphysical values as crystal batteries for healing and consciousness 

exploration.  

Free gold on land interacts with consciousness, whereas bricks in banking vaults are 

suppressed from fluidal energies and consciousness. Gold’s consciousness activates aliens’ 

consciousness on foreign worlds and is used to smuggle people from Earth. The smuggled 
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people are sprayed with liquid gold without harming them, for defense from rift energies, on 

portals on the upper atmosphere.  

After WWII, a multilateral New World Order emerged from Iron Mountain in America. 

Economists declared international finance and currency parities with gold standard in Bretton 

Woods. New York became the world’s financial and trade center with Wall Street and the 

World Trade Center. The gold standard lasted until the energy from gold and silver was drained 

and the world required a new spirit contract.  

By 1971, President Richard Nixon eliminated the gold standard and launched petro-dollar with 

financial engineering, derivatives and new cartel of banking, oil and pharmaceuticals. When 

the military timeline of WWII was accomplished, the World Trade Center of New York was 

demolished on September 11, 2001 and seen on a $20 bill from the Fed. The fear event was 

coordinated by 27 layers and coincided with 6 local realities when they declared terrorist 

hijack. It created a new timeline for War on Terrorism. 

Fear events as 9/11 expressed a rare uprise on the geomagnetic activity of Earth. 

Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellites measured the geomagnetic field and 

recorded a spike of electromagnetic activity on September 11, 2001, from frightened people 

from the bombing.  

In the future, oil from petro-dollar will disappear and the drilling technology will be repurposed, 

cleansed and manifested for Earth’s consciousness. The fall of the Vatican and banking system 

is affected with timeline wars and is precisely forecasted.   
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Figure 38: Conspiracies of cartel for 9/11 terrorist attack for timeline wars

 

Figure 39: Electromagnetic activity on 9/11  
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300,000 Merged Timelines  
 

Timeline wars from the early 1900s were industrial and a time travel faction began corrupting 

governments on a large scale. Military budgets had multiple black projects for shadow 

government. Time travel entities knew and inserted organizations for fundamental finding of 

the military for having budget for black technology from shadow government.   

Every 10 years someone from the future returned to ensure money was appropriated and 

technology was available for people forward and backward on graduating timeline, while 

making timelines to cover up what they were doing with black budgets of timeline wars.    

From June 2011, 300,000 timelines merged in 1 timeline. Manifestation allowed creation of 

new timelines and people could dream back timelines. Vessels were on Sol to prevent ghost 

timelines. Shadow government continued with massive black projects and needed to shuffle 

money from black side and return it on 3D matrix without disclosure of origin of money.   

The black projects include consciousness commerce for electricity of slaves with genetic codes 

for access to solar systems, sold to smugglers from portals. Most Earth inhabitants are 

multidimensional starseed that have lived on several planets and contain DNA access code to 

all systems they inhabited.  

Prophet Hypocrisies   
 

Prophets were always accompanied by triad hypocrisies with multi-layered timelines for 

preventing illumination of the collusion between Getreuer, Anunnaki and Archon. The 

prophets had a purpose for Codex clearance after Antarctica. Codex is spirit equity accounting 

from misbehaving loyalists without discernment.  

Nokodemion was prophet Henoch, Moses (Henoch II), Abraham (Henoch III) from the 

leapfrogged timeline after Atlantis until Sodom and Gomorrah, during the Perihelion in 3600 

BC. Henoch’s grandson Noah survived the flood from his bloodline of Nokodemion. The Bible 

falsely portrayed him as the only righteous man who was saved by God, while all the rest guilty 

people were punished by God’s wrath.  
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Jesus was a multilayered hypocrite who exposed the hypocrisies from the Bible as cover up, 

although his true mission was promotion of banking with the Essenes from Vatican. Jesus 

travelled to Ireland and worked with the Akashic Records.  

The last prophet Eduard Billy Meier is a “Guardian of Treasure” and a hypocrite from the 

Semjase Silver Star Center and Plejaren Federation. Meier is teaching spirituality and criticizes 

the Bible and God delusion, while holding a key position for the Bible Tribulation. He claims to 

have seen the San Andreas earthquake in San Francisco with time travel technology.  

The prophet Muhammad was expected for “Second Jesus”, prepared for the 9th Mayan sine 

wave. The Codex of Getreuer lasts until 3999 with last orbit around Alcyone, when they hope 

to access government position. The first Muhammad was a military timeline for religious 

fundamentalism of Islam and extremist terrorism with ISIS founded by CIA and sponsored by 

Vatican, who financed Christianity.  

Figure 40: EMP for prophet Muhammad, Biblical Rapture for opening torus fields 

 

The EMP is required for opening torus fields of quarantine for “Christ Consciousness”. Earth is 

intentionally kept in quarantine by Getreuer, Anunnaki and Archon for domination and control. 

The scientists from the Universe empower themselves from artificially ignorant and inferior 

people, with misguided education, knowledge and triad of collusion.  

Earth has a transplanted archetype for cyborgs and androids with unattainable speed of 

performance, made possible by narcotics and nanotechnology.  
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The collusion of the prophets and Black Nobility was very unsuspecting with multiple complex 

timelines. The triad became apparent by mutual interests for extinction of overpopulation and 

verifiable and replicable patterns that form a conspiracy theory of hegemony.  

The Vatican faction has the HEMP from the North Pole and New York tsunami, with clues on 

$10 and $100 banknotes. The Meier faction has an EMP as CME from the Sun and a San 

Francisco tsunami. The events are part of the Akashic Records and directed as blockbuster 

movies of Hollywood, with “The Day After Tomorrow”, “San Andreas”, “Greenland”.  

Oxygen Stellar Coding  

 

The new Perihelion of the Age of Aquarius is planned with the Bible Tribulation of 7 years. The 

timeline has deoxygenation for hydrogen genotype, viruses and vaccines, crop diseases and 

famine with economic depression for extinction.   

Figure 41: Leaked plan of chemical war on the Sun
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Deoxygenation for hydrogen race is loss of kundalini, without solar system infrastructure and 

a Sun. Hydrogen genotype is the most disadvantageous without advanced brain capacities or 

space/hyperspace travel opportunities. Hydrogen Reptilians are regressive cannibals that steal 

kundalini from 1st and 2nd chakras and consume flesh and organs.   

The human genotype of 5000 BC contained minerals of copper, zinc, magnesium and iron, with 

green blood color and gold skin tint. The new carbon DNA became based on 72% hydrogen 

(water), 12% carbon (Earth), 6% oxygen (air), 4% nitrogen (fire) and 6% ether (Akashic), with 

red blood color.  

Earth’s atmospheric oxygen is decreasing from the last Perihelion in 3600 BC. The oxygen 

composition in 3500 BC was 34%-38% and decreased to less than 17%. The deoxygenation of 

Earth’s atmosphere is caused by Black Nobility for elimination of races with industrial 

deforestation, manufacturing carbon dioxide pollution, commuting congestion, EMF 

technologies, 5G, COVID-19 and cold plasma.  

Figure 42: Archangels/Watchers and elements 

 

COVID-19 was released with 5G from China in December 2019 as EM weapon. On one hand 

COVID-19 causes lung and heart diseases, acidifies the pH value of blood and prevents 

absorption of EM frequencies from the Sun. On the other hand, 5G EM frequencies require 

60% higher amounts of oxygen for maintained mitochondrial functions of cells, on atmosphere 

with 17% oxygen. COVID-19 tests are sampling DNA for invention of new vaccines and viruses.  
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Companion to COVID-19 is a new atmospheric cold plasma “germs purifier”. “Germs purifier” 

is marketed for “purifying and disinfecting surfaces, food, germs and viruses” with “ultraviolet 

component of the Sun”. It is a 60 GHz EM weapon, radiation poison and reactive diatomic 

pathogen.  

The reactive oxygen and nitrogen molecules cause changes on diatomic oxygen and nitrogen. 

The nitrogen absorbs the oxygen and causes fast and fatal lung injuries, respiratory paralytic 

illness, shortness of breath from inhalation and skin rashes from millimeter wave systems. The 

pathogen for new diseases requires new medicine and vaccines. It was released in American 

air conditioning and heating systems in schools, hotels and cruise ships.  

The pattern of destruction is market externalization and breaking up the atom with uranium 

and nuclear bombs. Nuclear wars, placebo viruses, EM technologies, calcification, fearful 

media and nudity unplugged our genotype from 12 to 2 chakras. Leapfrogged religious 

manuscripts disturbed the archetype with psychiatric disorders for hydrogen race.  

All collusive events are part of multi-layered military timeline agendas:  

• Nuclear bombing: nuclear bombs on Earth chakras, nuclear disasters as Fukushima 

• Oil spills and fires: British Petroleum on Gulf of Mexico and explosion on drilling  

• Deforestation: highways, capitalist factories, data centers, infrastructure, EMF, 5G    

• Triad World Wars: WWI and WWII  

• Triad Terrorism: multilayered terrorism conflicts and attacks  

• Chemical Wars: viruses as plague, HIV, anthrax, COVID-19, cold plasma purifier  

• EM Wars: 5G technologies, EM-hostile radiation, technology devices 

• COVID-19: AI surveillance for food, exercise, supplements, medicine    

• COVID-19 test: DNA sampling with viral, nasal and blood tests  

• Vaccines: 48 vaccines from aborted babies, volcanos, humanized mice and plants 

• Famine: artificial starvation, stopping food production, GMO warms, plant destroyer, 

volcano protein malnutrition   

• Nanotechnology: DARPA nanoparticle hydrogel, CRISPR, EM nanotech, ID2020  
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Modern Triad Timelines   
 

The collusion of prophets and Black Nobility was prepared by shadow government and shadow 

banking. In addition to the EMP and tsunamis, they created several activities for extinction. 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) of the United Nations are a marketing for triad of 

military timelines. All 17 SDG will never have execution, especially the economic goals after the 

collapse of capitalism and expected EMP and tsunamis.  

Super Soldiers Israel Archon  

 

Israel’s Archon faction has technology from ancient control towers, with false algorithms for 

training and mind programming super soldiers for timeline events, with warranties for android. 

They program action and disreaction algorithms, insert them in super soldiers with 

consciousness devices, and give them warranty.  

The warranties are for people under domination and control. They guarantee fixing soldiers 

from breaking down on timelines. The soldiers are unplugged people given advanced 

algorithms with consciousness devices and breaking down, without fixture and going to jail.  

Fukushima Tsunami   

 

Fukushima tsunamis was a timeline event staged by Israel’s Archon for continued smuggle of 

DNA. Israel and Middle East faction disagreed about selling people to aliens on the black 

market. Israel wanted to continue and needed a cover timeline fear event for triad conflict with 

Middle East and Japan. Israel triggered Fukushima with boxes on all coasts, except Japan, 

coordinated with US media for fear. 

The Middle East faction wanted to keep neutral between Israel and Hezbollah (Free people). 

The Japanese Oriental faction was not warned of the Fukushima nuclear event. The conflict 

caused reverberation among Israeli forces and controllers were eliminated, enabling Israeli 

undisturbed smuggle of DNA.   

Sand boxes as on Nibiru are used as devices for prevention of re-manifestation of timeline 

reality. Boxes absorb consciousness from altered ground with disaster propaganda for 
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lessened destruction. The Fukushima tsunami is an example for the tidal wave was supposed 

to include the US, and Israeli faction removed boxes only around Japan for targeting 

Fukushima. 

Ley Lines Nuclear Bombs 

 

New spiritual technology and DNA skinsuits for psychic energies have to be integrated with AI 

for access to personalized mental programs, for accomplishment without money or secrets. 

The purpose is to establish trust among people, without fear from corrupt system of 

domination and control. Spiritual technologies include pilgrimages on the North Pole, ley lines 

healing, secret spots charged with energy for people.  

Ley lines are covered by sacred geometry cities, churches and mosques for demonic rituals and 

terrorist attacks. The free ley lines are burdened by wars, such as the Syria refugees. The 

current ley lines will return to a natural position after sufficient nuclear bombs are applied for 

clarifying debris and liberating EM rays. Ley lines will have energy and erase old sacred 

geometry city systems built for hundreds of years.  

Sacred geometry cities have underworld cities, as micro version of dream cities. Moscow has 

a micro-version of a control room for dream time as vessel of consciousness, with stolen 

Arcturians technology that can take consciousness of everyone, place it on unity drive and send 

it on a new planet. 

Antarctica Control Room  

 

Antarctica is a control room with air and dream cities technology for raising consciousness. It 

has a 75-mile metal energy battery from Lemuria on the South Pole. The battery is aligned with 

technology of air cities, linked with dream time of the astral world and Agartha. The astral and 

dream time were linked for easier access to consciousness, without using intermediaries for 

sour contracts. 

Earth was freer when it was created. Antarctica’s battery of energy is used for snow and ice, 

created on crystalline structure for mass piezoelectricity effect of kundalini. The Sun’s kundalini 

from beta rays enters Earth from the South Pole of Antarctica.  
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Kennedy’s Suicide  

 

John Kennedy was a President of the USA who was working for disclosure of the extraterrestrial 

presence on Earth and liberation. Throughout his tenure he was collecting spirit contracts for 

liberation from domination and control. He was cornered by money and power from cartels of 

shadow government. His death was a suicide with a brain popper shot, staged as assassination 

for fear from ether satellites on TVs.   

2006: New Sirius-Grey and Orion wars  
 

The conflicts for DNA and people lead to wars on Earth or Milky Way. The last war on Milky 

Way on Sirius and Orion in 2006 was initiated from the 15 sentients, smugglers and Greys. The 

1,000 Greys on Sirius required DNA codes for kundalini from smugglers or abduction.  

After the war on Sirius and Orion, they depleted forces without physical power and visited 

Earth for confronting darkness. In order for races to achieve healing and help each other, they 

require interaction for shared experiences and knowledge for higher consciousness. Earth is 

under quarantine and 5,238 alien races are helping awaken consciousness from Agartha.  

The destruction of archetype and genotype is prevalent on Earth and Milky Way in 2020. 

Earth’s species survived a nuclear war and lost the copper genotype after the last Perihelion. 

From then, Earth is losing oxygen, as a last element for crystalline genotype for intellectual 

cognition for civilization management and education. Earth’s oxygen composition declined 

from 34-38% to 15-17% and is a target of COVID-19, breathing quarantine, cold plasma, 5G, 

EMF technologies, industrial deforestation, oceans pollution with oils spills and sewage, and 

carbon emission. 

The latest Galactic Wars in 2006 on Sirius and Orion continued a pattern of duality and 

polarization of the twin flame from Atlantis. The Sirius war was for karmic resolution with 

controlling species and DNA smugglers. The Orion war was the darkest on the Universe and 

divided societies between technology and spirituality. The polarity manifested as 75% dark and 

25% light people.  
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The spiritual faction adopted technology, whereas the technological refused spirituality. They 

were making trees of life, clones for warriors, super soldiers, stealing people from worlds for 

psychic energies and consciousness drive for powering engines. The technological faction was 

not concerned for the spirits of people, and treated them as numbers for fueling engines with 

gamma energies. 

Orion released slaves on 1,000 worlds and created a mass refugee crisis without food, water 

and technology. The technological faction had invested 1,000,000 ships to break blockages 

(quarantine) built on worlds for preserving energy. Giant ships were fighting giant planet ships. 

Silver Legion forces arose for teaching worlds how to attack against domination and control. 

They recruited high energy people to work with them as dream time defenders from darkness 

and raising awareness. After the Orion war, the despots were bringing people on Alcyone for 

2nd death recycling.  

Prior to the audit of 2013, Earth had a chance to help Orion in 2006. Earth was not involved 

with the Orion war and did not need to include 3D people that were activated and actualized 

without surviving from different planets. There was no ascension in 2006 without forces and 

smugglers were able to break blockages to steal people’s DNA. Sirius ascension was prevented 

from Earth. Lyrans were involved with external technology with weapons and ships, as Lemuria 

and Atlantis when they travelled with ships.      
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Conclusion: Discernment   
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Universes and galaxies are created by a group of spirits with permission from the Multiverse 

for exploration of sciences and consciousness. The founders of Universes or galaxies invite 

spirit groups and sentients. The members join for experiencing lifeforms, learning natural 

sciences for polymaths, contributing with labor and creating infrastructure on the Universe.  

The kundalini infrastructure of the Universe has solar systems with Suns and moons, Photon 

Stars and Belts as keepers of light and sound frequencies of photon humans. Suns are created 

and joined by spirit groups who unite as energy cities. Solar systems can move as planets for 

inviting new inhabitants and starting commerce for consciousness, wisdom, DNA, technology 

or infrastructure. They gain wisdom from local realities on a graduating timeline, with a sine 

wave of consciousness rotating around the central galactic Sun.  

Discernment of consciousness is judgement and application of available acknowledgment for 

decision making and Universe expansion. It is inferred from consciousness events, education, 

culture, media and experiences. On Our Universe, discernment and consciousness are very 

dependent on the time sine wave and speed of access to information. Although the modern 

world is most technologically advanced with data, people do not have time and wisdom for 

extraction of information for discernment.  

On Earth, time is money and creates impediments for access to data and wisdom for 

consciousness and discernment. Sometimes, for lower income brackets, lack of money 

prevents access to education, knowledge and data for discernment and acknowledgment. 

Other times, lack of time prevents clarification for wisdom.  

On the Universe, time is measured by age of spirit. The Universal currency is Akashic Records 

knowledge with universal ether element, accessible to all races and species. Universal wealth 

is life experience with reincarnation on various solar systems, galaxies and Universes with 

personalities.  

The Universal currency and wealth initially attracted sentients on Earth’s Galactic Ascension 

Machine by the 15 sentients. After they visited and inhabited, they invented the construct of 

timeline and time value of money with gold spirit contracts. The gold standard was a keeper of 

value until the 1970s when former President Richard Nixon created a new peg with oil, for 

petro-dollar, that lasted until 2020.  
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Time value of money is transplanted from a time sine wave equation, with assumption of 

consciousness variables from the environment. Time value of money includes macroeconomic 

and microeconomic variables for consumer expectation, demand and supply, and cash flows. 

Time sine wave includes macrocosmic and microcosmic variables for making fluffy matter, 

gases and solidifying planets. On the Universe with 7-fold steps, thoughts shape intention and 

will power for science and machinery. 

Consciousness for discernment of complicated environments requires polymath education of 

natural and social sciences. Discernment is a path toward knowledge from the heart chakra 

which opens access to the Akashic Records for higher self and mysteries of the Universe with 

thought pattern from the brain.  

The heart is the first brain of the fetus, and center of love and empathy that becomes a brain 

with a spinal cord. The brain discerns with 5 senses and chakras. The pineal gland (3rd eye/6th 

chakra) is always activated and connects the heart and brain. The pituitary gland (crown/7th 

chakra) complements the pineal gland for access and interpretation of the Akashic Records 

and environment. The throat shares truth with vibration from the heart.  

True information or disinformation, without violation of free will, is resonating with Earth’s 

Akashic Records with biomagnetic field of Earth. All emotion felt or experienced by people 

affects the magnetosphere and ionosphere of Earth. The geomagnetic field of Earth spiked on 

9/11 from the cumulative EM activities of fear after the shock of the terrorist attack. Even after 

9/11, fear affected the EM field from the 1st chakra for mind control, imposition of authorities 

and War on Terrorism.  

The new chemical attack of COVID-19 and cold plasma has equivalent fear affect, albeit not 

dramatic. It ensues deification of hospitals personnel and government providers of vaccines 

for fearful and ignorant healthy people. The expected EMPs and tsunamis on $10 and $100 bill 

were announced as “storm” from early 2020 and contributed to the fear of the entire year, 

prepared for Tribulation of 7 years extinction. 

The Akashic Records are keepers of data for archetype and genotype, and target of interest 

groups for domination and control. Human energy bodies had copper genotype with advanced 

superpowers. After the nuclear war of Perihelion, the genotype remained dormant crystalline, 

controlled by hegemonies that maintain a carbon genotype without discernment. Malevolent 
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hegemonies have intention to destroy the DNA to hydrogen based, with tacit chemical 

weapons, such as COVID-19, cold plasma and diseases preventing access to EM radiation from 

the Sun. The genotype control is coupled with archetype destruction, devised to keep people 

trapped on personal dramas for hydrogen genotype.   

Even though all people should have free will and sovereignty, the organic incarnation cycle for 

life is controlled by 15 sentients and Archon Council, who are playing God. They force 

incarnation, blackline important details, add dramas, diseases, addiction or issues to 

complicate the organic incarnation and destroy archetypes and genotypes.  

Earlier colonies as Atlantis and Lemuria had air and dream cities for consciousness and 

discernment, that were substituted by sacred geometry cities with local culture and reality. 

Proliferation of technology with EMF radiation, 5G, unshielded wires, phones and computers, 

consumerism and calcification clogged chakras and pineal and pituitary gland. Fluoride 

calcification of pineal gland prevents access to etheric satellites with sacred geometry cities. 

Nanotechnology is abused for artificial archetype of transhumanism and cyborgs, controlled 

by malevolent sentients without integrity of the Universe.  

Most people are never acknowledged from a reality on sacred geometry cities with local news, 

TV shows, movies, celebrities, pop-culture and history. For example, while the world was 

fighting World War II, the Universe, was fighting Galactic Wars for 9.6 billion years. Then, Hitler 

loved Nefertiti as a mystery, which is a hindsight discovery of the higher truth of the Universe 

and origination of the Angelic rebellion.  

Nokodemion was a rebellious Angel with the early founders and had ego frustration of 

unrequited love from a colleague, without ethics for private and professional life. He created 

a new patriarchal spirit form for a matriarchal Universe and treated women as objects for 

slavery. His people became loyal chauvinists of the military industrial complex with murders, 

genocides for domination and control on worlds.  

The ensuing Codex on worlds is clarified by timelines on the Mayan calendar and collusion of 

Plejaren Federation, Getreuer, Anunnaki, Archon and Black Nobility. The timeline consists of 7 

prophets, military industrial projects, shadow government and banking.  
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World War II was the most important Codex timeline that launched the hegemony of 

democratic multilateralism, financial capitalism, standardization and free-trade militarized 

globalization. Unplugged post-colonialist citizens with 1st and 2nd chakras, after World War I 

and the Great Depression of America were easy prey of carrot-stick tactics for employment by 

armies. SS officers replicated cyborgs and super soldiers who followed orders from computers. 

The numbered Jews and minorities were treated as android workers in concentration camps 

for labor with moto “Arbeit macht frei”.  

The choice of antisemitism and Jews was arbitrary and they were selected with ad-hoc tactics 

for the prophet Immanuel who was rejected from inheritance of Pontifex Maximus. Immanuel 

was born as Caesarion on 23 June 47 BC in Alexandria. He became Jesus Christ born on 

December 25 for Isis’ holiday of Winter Solstice. He was never crucified and died of natural and 

peaceful death. The summer and winter solstices were remnants of the Atlantis asteroid and 

axial tilt. The first civilization after Atlantis was organized by the UrRean Kingdom of Isis and 

Osiris and continued influencing the archetype from the Bible.  

The Bible leapfrogged numerous Kingdoms and Empires from different epochs and connected 

banking and government with spiritual contracts on consciousness sine wave. The Vatican 

alchemized money and time, with capitalism, artificial fast speed and nanotechnology.   

At the end of the Bible timeline and revelation of the truth of Angelic rebellion for 9.6 billion 

years of unrequited love, Earth is liberated and free. Sentients have sovereign opportunity for 

choice of new calendar and sinewave of biological archetype for polymaths with education and 

labor. Successful civilization is developed by educated and acknowledged population that will 

contribute to expansion of the Universe. 
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Appendix A: Chronology of Milky Way and Earth  

 

The dates of the chronology are from Plejaren Federation methodology and Akashic Records. 

The timeline changes from different historians, for the essence of a patriarchal story of 

Nokodemion and the misunderstood warriors and Orion Empire.   

46 trillion years BC - Twin Big Bang of Universes DERN and DAL  

40 trillion years BC - First solid matter 

39 trillion years BC - Lyra developed the first hominid lifeforms of the DERN Universe 

810 billion years BC - Milky Way was created and densified from gases 

646 billion years BC - Earth's gases merged with densification 

46 billion years BC - Earth’s solid body was densified 

9.6 billion BC - Nokodemion spirit form was created on the planet Sadr on Waron star system 

of Lyren galaxy5. Later, Nokodemion moved to Milky Way, 3.816 billion light years from Lyren  

8.4 billion BC - Henok (Henoch) was created 1.2 billion years after the first Nokodemion as a 

new mission of Time of Henok, The Initiate, The Wise Man of Time on Milky Way 

7 billion BC - Earth’s first solid body without life   

4.6 (5) billion BC - Earth was created as a solid planet from gas and minerals and first primeval 

life began  

4.5 billion BC - Start of Precambrian Era on Earth  

554 million BC - Start of Paleozoic Era on Earth   

245 million BC - Start of Mesozoic Era on Earth  

65 million BC - Start of Cenozoic Era on Earth  

 
5 Nokodemion is integrated with the High Council of the Andromeda galaxy, 2.537 million light years from Milky 
Way.  
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54 (55) million BC - Earth was first colonized by sentients on Antarctica, with a different location 

from the South Pole before the pole shifts. Pole shifts were events for introducing new 

ecosystems and species   

52 million BC - Earth spent 2 million years on a different non-free will Universe, and was 

returned to Milky Way  

51 million BC - Earth was colonized by group of 144,228 Vegans for spiritual invasion of 

teaching Creation and teleported from womb chakras  

26 million BC - Great Lyra Empire on Lyren was destroyed and dissolved by the Destroyer 

Comet, fire ball of nitrogen, which was 1.56 times larger than Earth and moved to Milky Way    

22 million BC - The Lyrans settled on Lyra on 14 rich planets and lived with peace until attacked 

by Draconians on the region of Ring Nebula, which started the long Lyra-Draco wars  

13 million BC - The Lyra-Draco war became war between Galactic Federation and Orion Empire, 

with changed territorial conflict for usurping resources-rich worlds, as focused ideological war 

of “Us against them”, “Service to Others” against “Service to Self-Ascension”   

12 million BC - Sentients from Sirius created a peace solution by marrying cross-breed among 

Lyrans and Draconians for Anunnaki who lived on Nibiru, which means “divided among two” 

12 million BC - Nokodemion created new auxiliary spirit group for the 144,2286 conquerors of 

Earth of 51 million BC, called Henok with a new mission Getreuer, repurposed for 4 million 

years on Arahat Athersata and returned on the planet Lahson 

8 million BC - Getreuer spirit group was released after 4 million years on Arahat Athersata  

o 1,151,828 people were involved with Nokodemion mission 

o 575,914 people remained on Earth, died there and are born again 

10 million BC - A group of independent Rebels emerged as a third party from the Galactic 

Federation and Orion Empire 

 
6 The 4 galaxies were visited by 8 teams of 144,000 Lyran volunteers (emigration power) with 200 commanders 
(emigration swiss), symbolic for 144,000 DNA genes of the human body. The volunteers were pronounced 
idealists or exiled criminals, willing to provide development aid, manufacture of products, tools and hunting 
weapons, clothing and food containers. 
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10 million BC – Nokodemion was returned as magician Merlin, as spiritual teacher for 

unconditional love of 5D and contributed to 5.5 million years of peace  

970,000 BC - Destroyer Comet traces entered the Sol solar system, after destroying Lyra-Vega 

with unpredictable and incalculable trajectory 

480,000 BC - The “Living Library” of light and love was being established on Earth by                             

Paa Tal/Elohim and Anunnaki version of “Galactic Ascension Machine” 

387,000 BC - Lyra launched first official mission of 144,207 twin flame pairs and commanders 

on Earth with geneticist Semjasa, who modified their DNA for the hostile atmosphere and 

changed the genotypes of Earth with experiments 

387,000 BC - Space travel began among Earth, Greater Earth/Malona/Maldek and Mars   

230,000 BC - The Destroyer Comet, 1.56 as large as Earth, destroyed Lyra-Vega planets with 

earthquakes, tidal waves, storms 

228,000 BC - Ischwisch Asael escaped Lyra-Vega with 360,000 people on saucers and beam 

ships to Messier 45 (M45), Plejaren system with 245 stars, 7 Suns and 3 planets Erra, Luseta, 

Askal, developed for 300 years for habitation  

226,000 BC - Ischwisch Asael died and his daughter Pleja inherited Asael’s system   

226,000 BC – Ischrisch/Queen Pleja was searching for new territories to expand her Empire, 

and founded colonies on Earth, Malona and Mars 

225,000 BC - A small war erupted on Earth and Queen Pleja dispatched a fleet to retrieve the 

scientists, who changed Asael’s system to Pleiades and Pleiadian people  

200,000 BC – The Destroyer Comet pushed Mars to Malona’s orbit, nearly collided and 

destroyed all flora, fauna 

196,000 BC – A war broke out on Earth and the people were evacuated to the Pleiades   

116,000 BC - After the war, several small colonies were created on Earth by groups of 144,000, 

for 80,000 years  

73,000 BC – Malona exploded to the Asteroid Belt by a nuclear war among Lyrans and 

Reptilians with insanity and megalomania, and a volcano eruption from large quantities of 
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saltwater induced to the volcano’s crater, that changed Mars’ orbit and ended life on the 

planets   

71,344 BC - The Great Pyramids were built in Egypt, China, and South America by Lyrans 

58,000 BC- The Great Plan of Pleiadians who built a great society on Earth that lasted for almost 

10,000 years 

48,000 BC - Ischwisch Pelegon from Erra moved to Earth with 200 scientists, as first Earth God 

with highest spiritual culture, levitation and inhabited all continents for 10,000 years 

31,000 BC - Ischwisch Atlant from Bernard Star moved to Earth to start Atlantis with Ischrisch 

Karyatide who developed Lesser Atlantis, and made them habitable with very developed 

technology and gigantic underground cities and metro 

30,500 BC - The great city of Mu from Lemuria was founded by Muras, the father of Atlant's 

wife, Karyatide 

30,000 BC - The black race from Sirius visited Earth  

13,000 BC -The geneticist Semjasa, the second in command to Arus, procreated with an Earth 

woman Eva and created the first archetypal male human Adam; The second procreation was 

for a female human called Eva, which became the Bible story of Adam and Eve  

11,000 BC – The civilization on Easter Island (Mot) was established with tools from unknown 

ETs, with a leader Viracocoha, who controlled the city of Tiahuanaco 

9500 BC – Nokodemion was returned on planet Lahson, by 7 ascended Pleiadians, with purpose 

for helping Earth’s humanity for consciousness after Atlantis, with 7 prophets  

9498 BC - Atlantis and Lemuria entered war, after Lemuria’s 3rd fall and Lemuria’s nuclear 

explosion to hide traces from the ruthless Reptilians; Scientists from Beta Centauri destroyed 

Atlantis with an asteroid from the Asteroid Belt hurled toward Earth with magnets  

8239 BC - The Destroyer Comet passed closely by Earth and parted the Atlantic Ocean 

8104 BC - The Book of Genesis recorded the Great Flood with Noah’s Ark (Nokodemion’s 

grandson), for the flood and tsunami that destroyed Atlantis  
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5981 BC - The Destroyer Comet approached Earth, causing great destruction and changed 

Venus’ orbit that moved around Uranus and was inhabited by philosophical twin flames with 

feminine Elohim energy  

4930 BC - The Destroyer Comet once again passed close by Earth and caused tidal waves 

1500 BC - The Destroyer Comet passed by Earth, caused the Santorini Volcano eruption and 

pulled Venus into its new current orbit, as 2nd rocky planet to the Sun 

568 BC - A group of Andromedans came to Earth and created the important lines of Nazca  

32 AD - Immanuel, Jesus Christ, was falsely pronounced crucified on a cross 

115 AD - The true Immanuel, Caesarion died and was buried in Srinagar, India, and was 

inherited by 3 sons  

189 AD - Immanuel’s teachings were rewritten and modified by Orion for Christianity 

1920 AD - Plejaren Dark Fleet established the Thule/Vril society for Nazi ideology  

1932 AD - Plejaren Dark Fleet founded a Moon base, leased from Draco Reptilians  

1937 AD - Eduard Albert Meier was born in Bulach for assistance with Codex  

1938 AD - Plejaren Dark Fleet established underground bases in Antarctica  

1939 AD - Start of World War II  

1942 AD - The Pleiadians established physical contact with young Eduard Meier for assistance 

with Codex, after World War II with Semjase Silver Star Center    

1946 AD - Plejaren Dark Fleet established base on Mars for slave labor and super soldiers   

1955 AD - The Military Industrial Complex was initiated by President Dwight D. Eisenhower by 

Treaty with the Orion Empire (and Dark Fleet) for labor on the Moon and Mars  

1970 AD - The Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate expanded the Military Industrial 

Complex for labor, as Brain Drain, during capitalism on the Moon and Mars      

2255 AD - The year the Pleiadians predicted the Destroyer Comet will return to Earth 

3999 AD - The start of Age of Capricorn and end of Nokodemion mission and Codex from Earth  
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Appendix B: Nokodemion migration from Waron  

 

According to Plejaren Federation, Nokodemion was born and lived on planet Sadr, Waron, 

Lyren, 9.6 billion years ago. Nokodemion was a patriarchal prophet who created his Creation 

laws and recommendations and invited groups of 144,000 men for teaching his Creation. 

Nokodemion had reached pure spirit form Arahat Athersata after 58 million years on Sadr, 

Waron, where he established, engendered and created his peoples. 

The 8 groups of 144,000 warriors were dispersed on the 4 galaxies of the Universe. The core 

group of 144,000 warriors from Waron, Lyren colonized Milky Way 54-51 million years ago. 

After the Destroyer Comet destroyed Lyren, the entire Lyren population migrated to Milky Way 

on the region of Lyra-Vega, 26 million years ago.  

The core group of 144,000 warriors misunderstood and misinterpreted Nokodemion, and were 

only power-hungry. They had audacity to spread out in the Universe, autocratically and 

usurpingly force teaching of Nokodemion’s Creation. They attacked foreign worlds, bestially 

murdered millions of people, clapped them in chains or enslaved them. The torture methods 

were preserved for the slave camps in Antarctica. In Egypt, they lived under the Giza pyramid 

and Agartha with entrance from the Alexandria library, and used slave methods with chains.  

Nokodemion returned from the spiritual Arahat Athersata 12 million years ago. His purpose 

was to establish order and punishment for the degenerated people, based on the sense of 

justice and loyalty to Creation. He established a solution with Creation laws and 

recommendations and issued a decree which commanded a halt of the mission of the warriors.  

Nokodemion joined war experienced leaders from governments of different planets and 

created gigantic android armies, for capturing the misbehaving loyalists. The united 

interplanetary war veterans merged their robots and weapons into a peacekeeping troop that 

captured the warriors after 8 years. They were deported to a distant planet, hermetically 

barricaded and guarded, not to escape with spaceships. The warriors were not immediately 

reincarnated, and Nokodemion repurposed them to a new spirit form “Getreuer”, as most 

loyal, 12 million years ago on Sirius.  
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The repurposing of Getreuer on Sirius lasted for 4 million years, and they returned in the 

physical worlds, 8 million years ago, on the planet Lahson. On a parallel timeline on Sirius, the 

Anunnaki dynasty was created from alchemical merger of opposites from Lyra and Draconian 

races.  

The cartel of Getreuer-Anunnaki was the foundation for the modern Nazi cartel from Orion, 

whereby Getreuer became Dark Fleet and Earth Alliance, and Anunnaki became the Cabal and 

bankers with Archon Council.  

Figure 43: Nokodemion returned from Arahat Athersata for Getreuer 
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Contact Report 238 Translation: Part 10 

 

Billy: 

You can talk about that later. My question concerns our Milky Way, and indeed in relation to 

the age of the lady. On the same point I also want to know something more in relation to the 

oldest planetary body that arose from our Milky Way. The Earth itself had the beginning of its 

origins 646,000,000,000 years ago, as the first gasses, molecules, and atomic particles and 

quarks, and so forth, formed, which, in the course of time came together and solidified, flew 

apart again, newly came together and solidified again and so on, until finally everything was 

bound together in such a way that about 46,000,000,000 years ago the solid body of Earth 

began to form, which then, about 5,000,000,000 years ago, was so hard and solid, that slowly 

life developed on it, first only seas of lava and volcanoes and then, in the course of time, also 

the very first and ur-primitive life in the form of lichenoid plant life. That was about 

5,000,000,000 years ago. At the least, concerning the age of the solid material in the SOL 

system, everything may just be about 5,000,000,000 years old, if one conceives that the 

youngest material would only be about 200,000 years old, as Quetzal explained. In regard to 

that, I am also still able to remember that he said that during the first time that the planetary 

bodies were solid, and thus the Earth and all planets, which, due to the monstrous volcanism, 

so to speak, would allow no cosmic rays at all to penetrate onto the still, partly fluid, solid 

bodies, consequently such radiation could only penetrate onto the planets very much later, 

whereby this later time can be up to 1,000,000,000 years depending on the development of 

the planet. This, so he explained, led thereto, that the radioactive material would exhibit 

completely different particulars of age than that which would correspond to the actual age of 

the solid bodies and so therefore to the planets. Unfortunately I don’t understand much of 

that. 

Ptaah: 

637. Your explanations correspond to our knowledge, and actually there is no material of a 

solid form in the SOL system older than about 5,000,000,000 years, which also corresponds to 

the average age of the planets and their moons. 
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638. Whereas the youngest coarse matter material is only of an age of not yet fully 200,000 

years. 

639. SOL moves itself forward in space, with the entire system, in two directions, so on one 

hand in the direction of the constellation of Hercules at about 20 kilometers per second, but 

also, on the other hand, around the entire Milky Way, and indeed with a speed of 257.07 

kilometers per second, whereby one rotation of the Milky Way, as the Earth human names the 

galaxy that he and the SOL system belong to, takes 311,000,000 years, which is in comparison 

to the erroneous assumptions of the Earth scientists, who take only about 200,000,000 years 

as the starting point, because they measure too small a distance to the center of the galaxy. 

640. The age of this galaxy amounts to close to exactly 810,000,000,000 years since the 

beginning of the first formations of gas, whereby I also have answered your question in relation 

to this. 

641. Consequently, only your question still remains to be answered regarding the oldest solid 

material, respectively, according to the oldest planets in this galaxy, about which I have already 

thereby answered you, as I explained to you, that the oldest material in the SOL system 

indicates an age from around 5,000,000,000 years. 

642. All further, and the oldest systems of suns or planets in the outer and outermost realms 

of the galaxy’s spiral arms, indicate the same age, with insignificant differences which, as a rule, 

do not exceed 500,000,000 years. 

643. The SOL system exists in the outermost realms of a spiral arm, and forms, so to speak, an 

enclave, and therefore the SOL system is one of the oldest systems in the galaxy. 

644. In spite of its state, of being one of older solar and planet systems, it is, however, still a 

young system, in contrast to other systems in the most distant galaxies, because the Milky Way 

galaxy itself is still very young, with a total age of only 810,000,000,000 years. 

645. Other further and very much further galaxies are much older, and these naturally also 

show very much older solid material, because naturally, due to of the greater age of the 

galaxies, their suns and planet systems are also older. 

Billy: 
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Then the Wanderer, or now the Destroyer, as you have named it, must actually be about 

5,000,000,000 years old, I mean as a solid body. 

Ptaah: 

646. Your assumption is correct, at least concerning the age of the destructive wandering 

planet. 

647. However, regarding the designation, Destroyer, you have erred with your words, because 

our earliest forefathers had already given it this name. 

Billy: 

Also right. I also want to give your forefathers some respect. OK, but how old now is the oldest 

solid material, or indeed coarse matter, in our universe? 

Ptaah: 

648. Unfortunately we don’t know that. 

Billy: 

But then can you at least tell me which age is indicated by any materials, in the form of coarse-

matter, as is known to you? 

Ptaah: 

649. That is no secret over which I must remain silent: 

650. The oldest solid material known to us is numbered by our scientists with an age of 

37,100,000,000 years, whereby it deals with the material of an iron meteorite, which 

originated in a very distant galaxy, which is about 2,763,000,000 light years away from the 

Pleiades stars. Since you can also equally say, that any galaxy – what are they actually called?, 

is about this distance away from the Earth or SOL system, then the 500 little light-years from 

the Earth to the Pleiades also don’t carry much weight compared to these gigantic distances. 

Billy: 
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You can also say right away that this galaxy, what it is called, is this distance away from the 

Earth or the SOL system, because the 500 light years from the Earth to the Pleiades are no 

longer significant in this gigantic expanse. 

Ptaah: 

651. That is naturally correct. 

Billy: 

Exactly, exactly, so why then also so complicated when it also goes simply. 2,763,000,000 light 

years, that is a figure with about – wait a moment – yes, indeed with about nine zeros, 

therefore ten to the power of nine. A quite tidy quantity of light-years, if one thinks that way. 

Ptaah: 

652. Certainly. 

Billy: 

You said that the oldest solid coarse matter known to you indicates an age of 37,100,000,000 

years. Our DERN universe is now just 46,000,000,000,000 years old, even when the smart Earth 

scientists ignorantly and uncomprehendingly assert that this cannot correspond to the truth, 

because, since the formation of the universe, only 13,000,000,000 years have passed, over the 

entire course of time. On one hand I, indeed, understand their error, on the other hand, 

however, their narrow-mindedness and megalomania are simply repugnant to me. According 

to your statement alone you are in possession of coarse matter material which is already 

double the age that the Earth scientists assert that the universe is. Already that testifies to how 

short-sighted the Earth scientists are, who often only assert things according to erroneous 

measurements and assumptions over which nonsense one bristles. Indeed I understand that 

they can err regarding the age of the material, because they indeed only have at their disposal 

material pieces which stem from the realm of our solar system, and which on average are 

about 4,600,000,000 years old, whereby the greatest part of such material consists of stone 

and iron meteoric material. That the scientists are thereby, however, blinded and let 

themselves be deceived to megalomania and, from that, draw their wrong conclusions that the 

universe is just 13,000,000,000 years old, already borders on narrow-minded stupidity and 

arrogance. It is completely striking that an unrivalled narrow-mindedness dominates here, 
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even though actually a great many things indicate that the scientific astronomical calculations, 

data and assumptions, as well as measurements, and so on and so forth, are not correct, or in 

certain things simply cannot be applicable. Even if the authoritative scientists perhaps really 

think a lot, they indeed very often think erroneously and in a short sighted way. Naturally that 

can happen to anyone, so therefore also you and me. But yet I find that people other than even 

downright narrow-minded scientists often think more accurately and sooner recognize the 

reality than even the so-called learned, who are often not more than specialist-idiots and, in 

this characteristic, have a constructed framework in front of their skulls. Indeed, I am also not 

exactly a luminary regarding astronomy, and so forth, yet I think that at least I am able to think 

logically, and likewise, put two and two together, whereby I can often get to the bottom of 

things and facts, which appears to be phenomenal to others, although there is nothing 

phenomenal about it. Thinking logically, logically combining and acting logically, often emerges 

over long years of study and brings more than any irritating shop-talk about things and matters 

of which one has only a little knowledge. You see, Ptaah, therefore, once again I am struck by 

something that is, to be sure, only a theory and therefore an assumption from me, but of which 

I am certain that some of it must correspond to the truth. It therewith deals with the age of 

the universe, which reaches 46,000,000,000,000 years. When, every now and then, I spoke 

with Semjase or Quetzal or with somebody else from you about the age of the universe, then 

the talk was really always only about the age of the universe, and only since the course of 

recent time, did I come to the salient point that therewith something very essential was 

forgotten. The universe is indeed comprised of seven different belts, and indeed the talk about 

that was always that these seven belts, namely, together and entirely, form the universe. We 

only ever spoke of that. It never came to our minds to be more exactly precise in regard to that 

which we essentially meant and really wanted to know, namely, how old actually the oldest 

galaxies and their suns and planetary systems are, and which age the materialization belt 

indicates as it began to form the first denser, and therefore coarse, matter. I want information 

about that from you, friend Ptaah. 

Ptaah: 

653. First I must clarify just once that we speak, then, of a solid material, when this is entirely 

formed as such. 

654. It … 
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Billy: 

Just a moment please. Therewith, you presumably want to say that your term solid material, 

according to terrestrial understanding, designates completed course material, and indeed such 

that it is already developed to the extent that the lowest life is able to emerge out of it … or? 

Ptaah: 

655. That is actually what is meant by that. 

Billy: 

Good, then you can answer my question further, which is directed thus; that the solid coarse-

matter material, in its emerging, cannot indicate the same age of 46 trillion years as does the 

actual universe, rather that this material in the materialization belt perhaps first had its origin 

about 40 trillion or even only 39 trillion years ago, and then the first galaxies, and so forth, 

formed out of it. 

Ptaah: 

656. Has anybody already informed you about this? 

Billy: 

No, why? I have never yet spoken with anybody about that. 

Ptaah: 

657. Then you now see me astounded, as your assumptions come very close to reality. 

658. According to our research, and according to information from higher planes, what 

occurred is that approximately 41.8 trillion years ago that stage of the universe’s development 

was reached in which the first fine matter began to change into its transitional form and... 

Billy: 

Excuse me, do you mean that transitional form that looks like a fluctuating, translucent and 

ungraspable mass, as when, in the reverse case, solid material transforms into fine matter 

energy or fine matter material? I mean, exactly as is presently the case with the Supreme 

Council? 
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Ptaah: 

659. That corresponds to the meaning of my explanation. 

Billy: 

And then how long did it take for the first solid material to come into existence? 

Ptaah: 

660. Approximately 1.5 trillion years. 

Billy: 

And when did the first human life-forms come, which then also developed in higher levels, and 

where did the spirit forms of the different levels come from, like, for example, Arahat Athersata 

and Petale and so forth? 

Ptaah: 

661. At their formation, all higher levels, through the creativity of Creation, are already 

equipped with spirit forms which are equipped with the required knowledge and all the 

wisdom of that pertinent level. 

662. These spirit forms then further develop themselves quite normally, so they thus are 

subject to natural evolution. 

663. They are then, now and again, also the leading and guiding spirit-form powers of these 

levels for those evolving ones following from lower levels. 

664. The first higher forms of life came into being seemingly exactly 39,260,000,000,000 years 

ago, after which, the possibility was created, through fauna and flora, that even human life 

could develop, which, since then, evolves during between 60,000,000,000 and 80,000,000,000 

years in such a way that it can enter into a half spiritual, and later in a purely spiritual, level of 

a higher form. 

Billy: 

I’ve also thought everything was approximately like that. Then I haven't been horribly off the 

mark. Perhaps I lie in the realm of the possible, when I assume that coarse matter material 
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does not exist very long, rather, is subject to a constant change of coming into being and 

passing away. This might also be the grounds for why you have only found pieces of meteorite 

as the oldest material which exhibit an age of 37,100,000,000 years. If I have really correctly 

understood cosmic life, then the coarse material forms out of fine matter material, which, in 

its turn comes out of fine matter energy, and so forth. But the coarse matter material, as, for 

example, suns, moons, asteroids, comets and planets, and so forth, again disintegrate, become 

dust and gasses, and change back again into energy, into gasses and radiation and the tiniest 

particles, and so forth, which through the cosmic laws, inevitably again finds itself together, 

and conglomerates, and new gas and matter clouds form, as well as new galaxies with new sun 

and planet systems. So there is practically no coarse matter in the universe, neither iron nor 

other metals nor stone nor minerals, and so forth, which would be older than even perhaps 

37,000,000,000 or 40,000,000,000 years, indeed, then, these also exist only in places in the 

universe where similarly old suns or planet systems and, naturally, also such old galaxies exist, 

or existed. 

Ptaah: 

665. You could be one of our scientists, because they have the same explanations. 

Billy: 

You’re joking. But now tell me, is it also known to you or your scientists when the first human 

life formed in the region of our Milky Way? 

Ptaah: 

666. I can serve you with some information about that.  

667. According to our research and according to the information from the Arahat Athersata 

level, the first humans, in their original form, came into being on the oldest planetary systems 

nearly 28,000,000 years ago, after which, then, about 27,000,000 years ago, the first physically 

recognizable humans emerged from them quite certainly as the life forms named hominids, 

which, however, first appeared very much later on the Earth. 

Billy: 
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Aha, and therefore that means that, until now, no human life forms whatsoever in our Milky 

Way system could have developed as far as those only in the form of the fluctuating Supreme 

Council, not to mention, also then being able to enter into a higher level, as, for example, in 

the Arahat Athersata level. As is generally known, it indeed takes 60,000,000 to 80,000,000 

years until the form of spirituality is reached which leads to the Arahat Athersata level which 

comprises the first pure spirit level. But now the question remains open, where did, for 

example, Nokodemion come from, who not only established and engendered new peoples, 

rather he also created new peoples, who he then equipped with an advanced knowledge. It is 

generally indeed known that Nokodemion knows an age of 86,000,000 years and his oldest 

created people 29,500,000 years. Therefore he can certainly not stem from this Milky Way 

system, nor can the old Lyrans and their direct ancestors, nor can the Plejaren. The first 

genuinely recognizably human forms of life were created on the oldest planets of our Milky 

Way system about 9,000,000 to 12,000,000 years ago, and, before these then became real 

humans, who could really be designated human, certainly yet nearly another 1,000,000 years 

passed, or perhaps even more. Therefore Nokodemion and his peoples could never have 

stemmed from the Milky Way system. So, from where did he and his peoples come? 

Ptaah: 

668. This question also occupied us, so we asked the Arahat Athersata level, who explained to 

us that Nokodemion was a creation of the planet SADR, which was in the WARON sun system, 

which moved in the LYREN galaxy, 3,816,000,000 light years distant from the SOL system. 

Billy: 

You said it moved. Then does it no longer exist? 

Ptaah: 

699. The LYREN galaxy also went the eternal way of coming into being and passing away. 

670. It dissolved itself and turned into energy, out of which new stars and planets and a new 

galaxy came into being. 

671. This happened 26,000,000 years ago, which is why Nokodemion left the home worlds 

with his peoples prior to that and settled on the worlds of the LYRA and VEGA star systems, 

however shifted a little and only about a fraction of a second from the present time. 
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672. So Nokodemion and his peoples therefore came very far out of the depths of the universe 

and settled themselves in the oldest space-shifted system area of the Milky Way galaxy. 

673. However, this was already Nokodemion's third exodus, because before he established or 

created his people on the planet SADR, he came from other galaxies and planets that were 

older than the LYREN galaxy, and which also passed into the way of decay. 

674. But he established, engendered and created his peoples shortly before he became a 

purely spiritual form, whereby he attained that form at 58,000,000 years, which today the 

Supreme Council possesses, in order to then transform to the Arahat Athersata level in the 

same rapid way. 

675. He spent several million years there before he again took on a material body to create 

order among his peoples and to give the creational laws and commandments attention, 

because his peoples had degenerated. 

676. Thus he came back out of the Arahat Athersata spirit level for the sake of his peoples, who 

followed no creational laws and commandments at all, to bring his peoples to reason and 

therefore to rationality. 

677. That was 12,000,000 years ago. 

678. As he had to recognize his peoples’ lack of understanding, he decreed a logical use of 

force, because the people were so degenerate that their senses and aspirations were, with all 

murderous means, only after boundless power. 

679. Uniformly, as one, the peoples had the audacity to violently spread out in the universe, 

and, autocratically and usurpingly, named themselves representatives of Creation. 

680. An insane idea that they had already tried to actualize, in that they attacked foreign 

planetary systems, bestially murdered millions of people or clapped them in chains and 

enslaved them. 

681. Thus Nokodemion was faced with the choice of leaving his peoples to degenerate into 

universal monsters or command a halt to their murderous and power-hungry deeds. 

682. Naturally he decided to command a halt, accordingly he issued his decree. 
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683. This was based on his sense of justice and his loyalty to Creation. Accordingly he sought a 

solution which was anchored in the powers of the creational laws and commandments. 

684. First, in the course of only a few decades, he established gigantic armies which were of 

an exclusively android nature. Then he armed them with all conceivable weapons and robots, 

whereby hard-hitting armies arose, sworn singly and alone to Nokodemion's high command. 

685. The single leaders of the individual armies and troops finally were taken over and 

managed by the leaders and war-experienced of the different planets, whose governments 

united and were able to defend themselves against the criminal and unhesitatingly murdering 

conquerors. 

686. With these war-experienced ones and leaders, stemming from many different planets, 

and together with the robots and weapons built with the help of governments, and with the 

androids, Nokodemion constructed a multinational peacekeeping troop, so veterans instantly 

appeared everywhere, and fought the criminal conquerors, or imprisoned them, where these 

led their conquering campaigns.  

687. Within fewer than eight years all of the criminal peoples were in the custody of 

multinational peacekeeping troops, deported to a distant planet that was hermetically 

barricaded and guarded so that nobody could escape, even if anyone possessed flying 

machines capable of space travel. 

688. In conformity with the law of logical force, Nokodemion issued the decree that both sexes 

of the peoples were ordained to sterility in a lawful and humane way. 

689. And thus the order and decree was passed, through the engagement of the Arahat 

Athersata level, that those who passed away in the course of time to a natural death should 

not be ordained a reincarnation, rather that their spirit-forms had to stay as long in the realm 

of the other side until they, one day, through a new decree of Nokodemion, could again find 

an existence in human bodies. 

690. However this had to continue for a very long time and, in addition, led thereto, that almost 

all knowledge had to escape out of the storage banks of all personalities, and new personalities 

were created through the collective consciousness block. 
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691. Thus this process of exhausting the greatest part of all the knowledge stored in the storage 

banks continued for almost 4,000,000 years before Nokodemion, with the help of the Arahat 

Athersata level, again called the aforementioned spirit forms, and newly ordered them into 

human bodies, and indeed in his newly engendered and created peoples who found their 

origins 8,000,000 years ago on LASAN. 

692. That, my friend, is the answer to your question, yet that may all indeed be known to you. 

Billy: 

Perhaps, yes. But now since the entire knowledge out of the storage banks was not exhausted, 

which corresponded to the intention, naturally some soon broke through again, and over 

8,000,000 years later there was again, as ever, a stink. Not only that an Ischwisch (God/King of 

Wisdom) created the Ring Nebula in his megalomania, which has since then been named the 

Eye of God, but his most distant descendants finally also came to Earth and terrorized this 

world here, and so on, which, at any rate, as a rough measure happened essentially for the first 

time only 389,000 years ago when one disregards those deportations and conquests and other 

skirmishes that go back to around 20,000,000 years ago. 

Ptaah: 

693. Indeed, I knew that you know the connections. 

694. You have surely only wanted to test how familiar I am with this story myself. 

That was not quite so, my friend. 

Ptaah: 

695. It appeared that way to me. 

Billy: 

But it was not so. But yet a question about the first people on the Earth. From which point in 

time can one speak of terrestrial primal humans effectively as higher developed hominids? 

Ptaah: 

696. The point of time moves around from about 4,800,000 to 8,000,000 years.  
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Billy: 

Therefore very much more than the Earth scientists accept. They indeed reckon with only 

about 2,500,000 years, in the highest case with 3,000,000 years. 

Ptaah: 

697. I know that the terrestrial scientists and researchers are in error in this regard, as much 

as in many other things. 

Billy: 

Nicely put. Now, but yet something in regard to Nokodemion's peoples: Essentially he indeed 

twice imposed on himself the mission to engender and create peoples, and indeed once in that 

fluctuating material state in which he found himself, that today the Supreme Council also 

possess. I mean therewith the fluctuating condition between course matter and fine matter 

form. Thereafter Nokodemion moved to the first stage of the purely spiritual form, and indeed 

to the Arahat Athersata level. Nokodemion established his first peoples at the age of a total of 

56,500,000 years, in this form; that he engendered a lineage which then independently further 

increased itself. As he then entered the transitional level of the fluctuating material state at 

the age of 58,000,000 years, he created there, through spiritual potency, a further people, 

after which he seemingly spent precisely 2,000,000 years in the transitional level. Thereafter 

he remained for a further 4,000,000 years in that level, after which he shifted in a rapid manner 

and entered the Arahat Athersata level, where he remained during the next 10,000,000 years, 

before he determined, as a result of the degeneration of his begotten and created peoples, 

and in unanimous accord with the entire Arahat Athersata level, to change himself back into a 

material human life form, in order in this way to command a halt to his degenerated, criminal, 

usurping peoples and to bring them to reason. Thus, 12,000,000 years ago he came back into 

the coarse-matter universe out of the Arahat Athersata level in order to fulfil his mission. But 

his return meant for him that a new evolutionary course of 60,000,000 to 80,000,000 years 

was ordained, entirely in accordance with the creational laws and commandments, with all the 

suffering, pain and need and all things which also, through the creationally-determined given 

course of evolution, belong to every other human life form. Nokodemion himself was entirely 

conscious of this, yet in spite of that, he decided to take this step, accordingly therefore, 

because his sense of duty was so pronounced that he knew the obligation which he took upon 
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himself with the engendering and creation of his peoples, who he had to again bring onto the 

correct path of the recognition and fulfilment of their duty to creation and its laws and 

commandments, and regarding all life. Therefore Nokodemion now lives a second series of 

material lives and reincarnations, in order therein to resolve a material part of life into purely 

spiritual form for a second time and enter into the Arahat Athersata level, which appeared to 

him more as the real homeland the longer he was in a material life.  

Ptaah: 

698. It has been clear to me for a long time that you know much more about these events than 

I myself or indeed any one of us.  

699. And your allusion to the Arahat Athersata level as Nokodemion's homeland, that I can 

fully understand. 

700. Nokodemion must feel very foreign and uncommonly lonely on the worlds and through 

all the times which have passed, in our coarse-matter universe, even if humans from his own 

peoples, engendered and created from him, who he loves and who love him, stand at his side. 

701. But he will certainly remain a stranger for all times, and lonely as well, which will only be 

alleviated when he returns again to his real homeland in the Arahat Athersata level. 

702. For my part, I do not, and would never, want to have to take up his position, which also 

certainly no reasonable person would ever want, if he knows Nokodemion's history. 

703. Also with our people, who are likewise indeed the distant descendants of Nokodemion's 

engendered and created (ones), you would never find anyone who would want to take his 

position, of that I am absolutely certain. 

704. For my part sometimes feelings of sorrow move inside me for him when I think about him 

and recognize that he must be arranged into yet almost a further 50,000,000 years of his self-

chosen duty, and uncountable reincarnations, before he again has the possibility to return to 

his real homeland which he constantly misses. 

Billy: 

A powerful speech, my dear friend Ptaah. If Nokodemion has, however, already withstood 

uncountable reincarnations during his first 58,000,000 years of comprehensive course-matter 
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development, and therefore also the uncountable reincarnations of the last 12,000,000 years, 

then he would still accomplish the remaining 47,000,000 to 48,000,000 years. 

Ptaah: 

705. Sentiments speak through you that demand respect and reverence from me. 
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Appendix C: Migration  

 

1. The first human lifeforms on Milky Way were Lyrans and Vegans from Lyren who were 

visiting from 54 million BC. The Great Lyra Empire on Lyren was dissolved in 26 million BC by 

the Destroyer Comet and the Lyrans moved on Milky Way on the Lyra region with 14 planets. 

Lyrans and Vegans colonized Vega with Aryans, Apex, Sirius, Orion, Sol and Pleiades.  

Figure 44: Migration 1  

 

2. The Aryan genotype of Vega started colonization and settlements on worlds in Altair, 

Centauri, Sirius, Orion, and Sol’s Earth. Vegans were exploring the Ring Nebula area and 

discovered Draconians who wanted to claim the region with 14 rich planets for themselves. 

This led to the start of the Galactic Wars between Lyra-Draco, Galactic Federation-Orion 

Empire.   

3. Apex was destroyed from a nuclear war, that forced its inhabitants underground and 

damaged their reproductive capacities, requiring cloning for species. The Apexians later 

became a faction of Greys from Zeta Reticuli.   
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Figure 45: Migration 2  

 

4. Some migrants moved to Arcturus and advanced very fast. The Arcturians are non-physical 

and higher dimensional, with exception of physical races.   

Figure 46: Migration 4  

 

5. Some humans from Sirius discovered different races that were not like them and moved to 

Orion and Earth which hosted human lifeforms from Lyra and Vega. 
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Figure 47: Migration 5  

 

6. The Galactic Wars between Lyrans and Reptilians continued on Orion for 15 million years. 

Peace-seeking refugees moved on Earth, Mars and Malona.   

Figure 48: Migration 6

 

7. Around 200,000 BC, the peaceful Lyrans on Earth were noticing that Galactic Wars were 

approaching the world and returned to the Pleiades. After the wars ended, they returned to 

Earth and continued with civilization as Atlantis and Lemuria.   
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Figure 49: Migration 7  

 

Mars, Malona and the travelling Destroyer Comet  
 

The Destroyer Comet is a very important companion of Milky Way and our Universe that 

follows the Lyrans everywhere after every migration. It has an incalculable trajectory and 

always appears when galaxies or planets are facing conflicts. The Destroyer Comet followed 

Lyrans from Lyren to Milky Way, 26 million years ago. After very dynamic Galactic Wars on 

Milky Way, the Destroyer destroyed Lyra’s planets in 230,000 BC with a last exodus to Pleiades 

system (Asael’s system). The Destroyer had entered Sol in 970,000 BC and was approaching 

Mars and Venus for collision and orbital displacement.  

The last passage of the Destroyer Comet was in 1680. Its orbital period was several thousand 

years and decreased to 575.5 years. Its rotation around its axis was increasing by effort from 

the Pleiadians to divert it from its path. It was expected by year 3176 (1996 +1180). At the end 

of 1990s it was completely out of Sol and going to the Oort cloud. 
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Figure 50: Colonies on Mars and Malona  
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Appendix D: Plejaren Federation   

 

Figure 51: Queen Pleja of Pleiades and Plejaren Federation  
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Figure 52: Plejaren Federation with prophets 

 

Figure 53: Plejaren Federation star systems origins 
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Figure 54: Plejaren Federation from planet Erra 

 

Figure 55: Plejaren Federation on Milky Way 
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Figure 56: Nokodemion migration from Lyren to Milky Way 

 

Figure 57: 144,000 Plejaren with Codex and Eduard Billy Meier 
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Figure 58: Nokodemion mission for Codex with prophets 

 

Figure 59: Getreuer and Nokodemion mission with Eduard Billy Meier 
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Figure 60: Nokodemion lineage of 7 prophets 
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Figure 61: Plejaren Dark Fleet for Eduard Billy Meier 
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Figure 62: Nokodemion’s 7 prophets  

 

Figure 63: Plejaren prophet Immanuel (Caesarion-Jesus Christ) 
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Figure 64: Plejaren prophet Muhammad (Second Jesus) 

 

Figure 65: Bible Tribulation prophecy by Eduard Billy Meier 
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Figure 66: “The Adventures of Billy Meier” for Bible and Henoch prophecies 
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Appendix E: Bible Book of Revelation and Tribulation 

 

The activities of the Tribulation are planned after the rise of the Antichrist or Beast. The 

Tribulation is the extinction plan for disobedient believers of Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ was 

prophet Immanuel from Getreuer. His prophet tenure was the epoch of merger of Egypt and 

Babylon civilizations in the Vatican as the center of global politics and economics. The Vatican 

connected the church and state for banking and taxation, for usury of property throughout 

colonialism and capitalism.  

The martyrs and scapegoats for Getreuer Codex from Antarctica will decrease the world 

population. After 3.5 years of the Tribulation’s Seals and Trumpets, more than half of Earth’s 

population is expected to die. The extinction plan is to decrease the population size to 500 

million.  

The Plejaren Federation prepare overpopulation propaganda with Black Nobility, Vatican and 

FIGU Institute with prophet Eduard Meier. The template for population size replicates their 

planets on the Pleiades, where Earth is journeying during Aquarius.  

Ignorance, despair and hopelessness of people will lead to deification of government officials, 

hospitals and technology companies for provision of vaccines and ID2020. The New World 

Order is comprised by Black Nobility, United Nations, China and America for technological 

communism with artificial intelligence and blockchain.  

Surveillance, nanotechnology, RFID and vaccines with mRNA are developed for mind control 

of population of cyborgs and slavery to communist technologists with artificial sine wave.  

The economic discourse for the Tribulation is the Great Reset from the World Economic Forum 

and Sustainable Development Goals from the United Nations. The UK Royal Family is a media 

icon and keeper of religious contracts from the Vatican. The SDGs are marketing for 

irrecoverable economic depression and last debt cycle.  

The Tribulation consists of three sets of judgments with destructive events for the economy, 

ecology, climate and environment. The Seals, Trumpets and Bowls are portrayed in the Bible 

Book of Revelation, from chapters 6-18.   
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The 7 Seals are expressed in Revelation 6 and announce the 4 Horses of the apocalypse.  

1. Antichrist, Rider on a White Horse, Messiah, who will promise peace he cannot deliver 

(Rev. 6:1-2) 

2. War and civil upheaval, Rider on a Red Horse, who will promise peace that will not last 

(Rev. 6:3-4)   

3. Famine and poverty, inflation, food shortages and Rider on a Black Horse (Rev. 6: 5-6)   

4. Massive Death of 25% of people and Rider on a Pale Horse (Rev. 6:7-8) 

5. Religious martyr and sacrifices of believers (Rev. 6:9-11) 

6. Great earthquake that will change the landscape (Rev. 6: 12-17) 

7. Introduction of 7 Trumpets   

The 7 Trumpets are announced in Revelation 8 and 9 as "The Dreadful day of the Lord".  

1. Third of all vegetation will be burned with fire from the sky (Rev. 8:7)  

2. Third of all oceans will be polluted, and third of all marine life will be dying and turned 

to blood, with destroyed ships (Rev. 8:8-9) 

3. Third of the freshwater will be polluted (Rev. 8: 10-11) 

4. Third of the Sun, moon and stars will be darkened (Rev. 8: 12) 

5. Demonic torment of non-Christians for 5 months (Rev. 9:1-11) 

6. Third of humanity will be killed by a demonic army of 200 million (Rev. 9: 13-21)  

7. Introduction of 7 Bowls/Vials   

The 7 Bowls are announced in Revelation 16. 

1. Plague for those who will receive the mark of the Antichrist (Rev. 16:2)  

2. The entire sea will be polluted and sea life destroyed (Rev. 16:3)  

3. All freshwater will be polluted (Rev. 16:4)  

4. People will be scorched by the Sun’s intense heat, from a solar event (Rev. 16:8-9) 

5. Darkness, plagues, food and water shortages, nuclear contamination and miserable 

people (Rev. 16:10)  

6. Euphrates river will be dried up, to prepare the way for the kings from the East, who 

will march from Jerusalem to Armageddon to battle with the people (Rev. 16:12)  

7. Global destructive earthquake will change the geography (Rev. 16:18, 20) 
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Revelation 1  

The Revelation of Jesus Christ 

1 The revelation from Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show his servants what must soon 

take place. He made it known by sending his angel to his servant John, 2 who testifies to 

everything he saw-that is, the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ. 

3 Blessed is the one who reads aloud the words of this prophecy, and blessed are those who 

hear it and take to heart what is written in it, because the time is near. 

Greetings to the Seven Churches 

4 John, To the seven churches in the province of Asia: Grace and peace to you from him who 

is, and who was, and who is to come, and from the seven spirits before his throne, 5 and from 

Jesus Christ, who is the faithful witness, the firstborn from the dead, and the ruler of the kings 

of the earth. To him who loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood, 6 and has made 

us to be a kingdom and priests to serve his God and Father-to him be glory and power for ever 

and ever! Amen. 7 "Look, he is coming with the clouds "and "every eye will see him, even those 

who pierced him"; and all peoples on earth "will mourn because of him." So shall it be! Amen. 

8 "I am the Alpha and the Omega," says the Lord God, "who is, and who was, and who is to 

come, the Almighty." 

A Vision of the Son of Man 

9 I, John, your brother and companion in the suffering and kingdom and patient endurance 

that are ours in Jesus, was on the island of Patmos because of the word of God and the 

testimony of Jesus. 10 On the Lord's Day I was in the Spirit, and I heard behind me a loud voice 

like a trumpet, 11 which said: "Write on a scroll what you see and send it to the seven churches: 

to Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea." 12 I turned 

around to see the voice that was speaking to me. And when I turned I saw seven golden 

lampstands, 13 and among the lampstands was someone like a son of man, dressed in a robe 

reaching down to his feet and with a golden sash around his chest. 14 The hair on his head was 

white like wool, as white as snow, and his eyes were like blazing fire. 15 His feet were like 

bronze glowing in a furnace, and his voice was like the sound of rushing waters.  
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16 In his right hand he held seven stars, and coming out of his mouth was a sharp, double-

edged sword. His face was like the sun shining in all its brilliance. 17 When I saw him, I fell at 

his feet as though dead. Then he placed his right hand on me and said: "Do not be afraid. I am 

the First and the Last. 18 I am the Living One; I was dead, and now look, I am alive for ever and 

ever! And I hold the keys of death and Hades. 19 "Write, therefore, what you have seen, what 

is now and what will take place later. 20 The mystery of the seven stars that you saw in my 

right hand and of the seven golden lampstands is this: The seven stars are the angels of the 

seven churches, and the seven lampstands are the seven churches. 

Revelation 2  

The Message to Ephesus 

1 "To the angel of the church in Ephesus write: These are the words of him who holds the seven 

stars in his right hand and walks among the seven golden lampstands. 2 I know your deeds, 

your hard work and your perseverance. I know that you cannot tolerate wicked people, that 

you have tested those who claim to be apostles but are not, and have found them false. 3 You 

have persevered and have endured hardships for my name, and have not grown weary. 4 Yet 

I hold this against you: You have forsaken the love you had at first. 5 Consider how far you have 

fallen! Repent and do the things you did at first. If you do not repent, I will come to you and 

remove your lampstand from its place. 6 But you have this in your favor: You hate the practices 

of the Nicolaitans, which I also hate. 7 Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to 

the churches. To the one who is victorious, I will give the right to eat from the tree of life, which 

is in the paradise of God. 

The Message to Smyrna 

8 "To the angel of the church in Smyrna write: These are the words of him who is the First and 

the Last, who died and came to life again. 9 I know your afflictions and your poverty-yet you 

are rich! I know about the slander of those who say they are Jews and are not, but are a 

synagogue of Satan. 10 Do not be afraid of what you are about to suffer. I tell you, the devil 

will put some of you in prison to test you, and you will suffer persecution for ten days. Be 

faithful, even to the point of death, and I will give you life as your victor's crown. 11 Whoever 

has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the churches. The one who is victorious will not 

be hurt at all by the second death. 
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The Message to Pergamos 

12 "To the angel of the church in Pergamum write: These are the words of him who has the 

sharp, double-edged sword. 13 I know where you live-where Satan has his throne. Yet you 

remain true to my name. You did not renounce your faith in me, not even in the days of Antipas, 

my faithful witness, who was put to death in your city-where Satan lives. 14 Nevertheless, I 

have a few things against you: There are some among you who hold to the teaching of Balaam, 

who taught Balak to entice the Israelites to sin so that they ate food sacrificed to idols and 

committed sexual immorality. 15 Likewise, you also have those who hold to the teaching of the 

Nicolaitans. 16 Repent therefore! Otherwise, I will soon come to you and will fight against them 

with the sword of my mouth. 17 Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the 

churches. To the one who is victorious, I will give some of the hidden manna. I will also give 

that person a white stone with a new name written on it, known only to the one who receives 

it. 

The Message to Thyatira 

18 "To the angel of the church in Thyatira write: These are the words of the Son of God, whose 

eyes are like blazing fire and whose feet are like burnished bronze. 19 I know your deeds, your 

love and faith, your service and perseverance, and that you are now doing more than you did 

at first. 20 Nevertheless, I have this against you: You tolerate that woman Jezebel, who calls 

herself a prophet. By her teaching she misleads my servants into sexual immorality and the 

eating of food sacrificed to idols. 21 I have given her time to repent of her immorality, but she 

is unwilling. 22 So I will cast her on a bed of suffering, and I will make those who commit 

adultery with her suffer intensely, unless they repent of her ways. 23 I will strike her children 

dead. Then all the churches will know that I am he who searches hearts and minds, and I will 

repay each of you according to your deeds. 24 Now I say to the rest of you in Thyatira, to you 

who do not hold to her teaching and have not learned Satan's so-called deep secrets, 'I will not 

impose any other burden on you, 25 except to hold on to what you have until I come.' 26 To 

the one who is victorious and does my will to the end, I will give authority over the nations-27 

that one 'will rule them with an iron scepter and will dash them to pieces like pottery' just as I 

have received authority from my Father. 28 I will also give that one the morning star. 29 

Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the churches. 
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Revelation 3  

The Message to Sardis 

1 "To the angel of the church in Sardis write: These are the words of him who holds the seven 

spirits of God and the seven stars. I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but 

you are dead. 2 Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have found your 

deeds unfinished in the sight of my God. 3 Remember, therefore, what you have received and 

heard; hold it fast, and repent. But if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will 

not know at what time I will come to you. 4 Yet you have a few people in Sardis who have not 

soiled their clothes. They will walk with me, dressed in white, for they are worthy. 5 The one 

who is victorious will, like them, be dressed in white. I will never blot out the name of that 

person from the book of life, but will acknowledge that name before my Father and his angels. 

6 Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the churches. 

The Message to Philadelphia 

7 "To the angel of the church in Philadelphia write: These are the words of him who is holy and 

true, who holds the key of David. What he opens no one can shut, and what he shuts no one 

can open. 8 I know your deeds. See, I have placed before you an open door that no one can 

shut. I know that you have little strength, yet you have kept my word and have not denied my 

name. 9 I will make those who are of the synagogue of Satan, who claim to be Jews though 

they are not, but are liars-I will make them come and fall down at your feet and acknowledge 

that I have loved you. 10 Since you have kept my command to endure patiently, I will also keep 

you from the hour of trial that is going to come on the whole world to test the inhabitants of 

the earth. 11 I am coming soon. Hold on to what you have, so that no one will take your crown. 

12 The one who is victorious I will make a pillar in the temple of my God. Never again will they 

leave it. I will write on them the name of my God and the name of the city of my God, the new 

Jerusalem, which is coming down out of heaven from my God; and I will also write on them my 

new name. 13 Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the churches. 

The Message to Laodicea 

14 "To the angel of the church in Laodicea write: These are the words of the Amen, the faithful 

and true witness, the ruler of God's creation. 15 I know your deeds, that you are neither cold 
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nor hot. I wish you were either one or the other! 16 So, because you are lukewarm-neither hot 

nor cold-I am about to spit you out of my mouth. 17 You say, 'I am rich; I have acquired wealth 

and do not need a thing.' But you do not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and 

naked. 18 I counsel you to buy from me gold refined in the fire, so you can become rich; and 

white clothes to wear, so you can cover your shameful nakedness; and salve to put on your 

eyes, so you can see. 19 Those whom I love I rebuke and discipline. So be earnest and repent. 

20 Here I am! I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I 

will come in and eat with that person, and they with me. 21 To the one who is victorious, I will 

give the right to sit with me on my throne, just as I was victorious and sat down with my Father 

on his throne. 22 Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the churches." 

Revelation 4  

The Heavenly Worship 

1 After this I looked, and there before me was a door standing open in heaven. And the voice 

I had first heard speaking to me like a trumpet said, "Come up here, and I will show you what 

must take place after this."2 At once I was in the Spirit, and there before me was a throne in 

heaven with someone sitting on it. 3 And the one who sat there had the appearance of jasper 

and ruby. A rainbow that shone like an emerald encircled the throne. 4 Surrounding the throne 

were twenty-four other thrones, and seated on them were twenty-four elders. They were 

dressed in white and had crowns of gold on their heads. 5 From the throne came flashes of 

lightning, rumblings and peals of thunder. In front of the throne, seven lamps were blazing. 

These are the seven spirits of God. 6 Also in front of the throne there was what looked like a 

sea of glass, clear as crystal. In the center, around the throne, were four living creatures, and 

they were covered with eyes, in front and in back. 7 The first living creature was like a lion, the 

second was like an ox, the third had a face like a man, the fourth was like a flying eagle. 

8 Each of the four living creatures had six wings and was covered with eyes all around, even 

under its wings. Day and night they never stop saying: " 'Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God 

Almighty,' who was, and is, and is to come." 9 Whenever the living creatures give glory, honor 

and thanks to him who sits on the throne and who lives for ever and ever, 10 the twenty-four 

elders fall down before him who sits on the throne and worship him who lives for ever and 

ever. They lay their crowns before the throne and say: 11 "You are worthy, our Lord and God, 
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to receive glory and honor and power, for you created all things, and by your will they were 

created and have their being." 

Revelation 5  

The Unopened Book and the Lamb 

1 Then I saw in the right hand of him who sat on the throne a scroll with writing on both sides 

and sealed with seven seals. 2 And I saw a mighty angel proclaiming in a loud voice, "Who is 

worthy to break the seals and open the scroll?" 3 But no one in heaven or on earth or under 

the earth could open the scroll or even look inside it. 4 I wept and wept because no one was 

found who was worthy to open the scroll or look inside. 5 Then one of the elders said to me, 

"Do not weep! See, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has triumphed. He is able 

to open the scroll and its seven seals." 

6 Then I saw a Lamb, looking as if it had been slain, standing at the center of the throne, 

encircled by the four living creatures and the elders. The Lamb had seven horns and seven 

eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent out into all the earth. 7 He went and took the 

scroll from the right hand of him who sat on the throne. 8 And when he had taken it, the four 

living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down before the Lamb. Each one had a harp 

and they were holding golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers of God's people. 9 

And they sang a new song, saying: "You are worthy to take the scroll and to open its seals, 

because you were slain, and with your blood you purchased for God persons from every tribe 

and language and people and nation. 10 You have made them to be a kingdom and priests to 

serve our God, and they will reign on the earth." 11 Then I looked and heard the voice of many 

angels, numbering thousands upon thousands, and ten thousand times ten thousand. They 

encircled the throne and the living creatures and the elders. 12 In a loud voice they were 

saying: "Worthy is the Lamb, who was slain, to receive power and wealth and wisdom and 

strength and honor and glory and praise!" 13 Then I heard every creature in heaven and on 

earth and under the earth and on the sea, and all that is in them, saying: "To him who sits on 

the throne and to the Lamb be praise and honor and glory and power, for ever and ever!" 14 

The four living creatures said, "Amen," and the elders fell down and worshiped. 
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Revelation 6  

The Seals  

1 I watched as the Lamb opened the first of the seven seals. Then I heard one of the four living 

creatures say in a voice like thunder, "Come!" 2 I looked, and there before me was a white 

horse! Its rider held a bow, and he was given a crown, and he rode out as a conqueror bent on 

conquest. 

3 When the Lamb opened the second seal, I heard the second living creature say, "Come!" 4 

Then another horse came out, a fiery red one. Its rider was given power to take peace from 

the earth and to make people kill each other. To him was given a large sword. 5 When the 

Lamb opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature say, "Come!" I looked, and there 

before me was a black horse! Its rider was holding a pair of scales in his hand. 6 Then I heard 

what sounded like a voice among the four living creatures, saying, "Two pounds of wheat for a 

day's wages, and six pounds of barley for a day's wages, and do not damage the oil and the 

wine!" 7 When the Lamb opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature 

say, "Come!" 8 I looked, and there before me was a pale horse! Its rider was named Death, and 

Hades was following close behind him. They were given power over a fourth of the earth to kill 

by sword, famine and plague, and by the wild beasts of the earth. 

9 When he opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain 

because of the word of God and the testimony they had maintained. 10 They called out in a 

loud voice, "How long, Sovereign Lord, holy and true, until you judge the inhabitants of the 

earth and avenge our blood?" 11 Then each of them was given a white robe, and they were 

told to wait a little longer, until the full number of their fellow servants, their brothers and 

sisters, were killed just as they had been. 12 I watched as he opened the sixth seal. There was 

a great earthquake. The sun turned black like sackcloth made of goat hair, the whole moon 

turned blood red, 13 and the stars in the sky fell to earth, as figs drop from a fig tree when 

shaken by a strong wind. 14 The heavens receded like a scroll being rolled up, and every 

mountain and island was removed from its place. 15 Then the kings of the earth, the princes, 

the generals, the rich, the mighty, and everyone else, both slave and free, hid in caves and 

among the rocks of the mountains. 16 They called to the mountains and the rocks, "Fall on us 
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and hide us from the face of him who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb! 17 

For the great day of their wrath has come, and who can withstand it?" 

Revelation 7  

The 144,000 Sealed  

1 After this I saw four angels standing at the four corners of the earth, holding back the four 

winds of the earth to prevent any wind from blowing on the land or on the sea or on any tree. 

2 Then I saw another angel coming up from the east, having the seal of the living God. He called 

out in a loud voice to the four angels who had been given power to harm the land and the sea: 

3 "Do not harm the land or the sea or the trees until we put a seal on the foreheads of the 

servants of our God." 4 Then I heard the number of those who were sealed: 144,000 from all 

the tribes of Israel. 5 From the tribe of Judah 12,000 were sealed, from the tribe of Reuben 

12,000, from the tribe of Gad 12,000, 6 from the tribe of Asher 12,000, from the tribe of 

Naphtali 12,000, from the tribe of Manasseh 12,000, 7 from the tribe of Simeon 12,000, from 

the tribe of Levi 12,000, from the tribe of Issachar 12,000, 8 from the tribe of Zebulun 12,000, 

from the tribe of Joseph 12,000, from the tribe of Benjamin 12,000. 

The White-robed Multitude 

9 After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count, from 

every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and before the Lamb. 

They were wearing white robes and were holding palm branches in their hands. 10 And they 

cried out in a loud voice: "Salvation belongs to our God, who sits on the throne, and to the 

Lamb." 11 All the angels were standing around the throne and around the elders and the four 

living creatures. They fell down on their faces before the throne and worshiped God, 12 saying: 

"Amen! Praise and glory and wisdom and thanks and honor and power and strength be to our 

God for ever and ever. Amen!" 

13 Then one of the elders asked me, "These in white robes-who are they, and where did they 

come from?" 14 I answered, "Sir, you know." And he said, "These are they who have come out 

of the great tribulation; they have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of 

the Lamb. 15 Therefore, "they are before the throne of God and serve him day and night in his 

temple; and he who sits on the throne will shelter them with his presence. 16 'Never again will 
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they hunger; never again will they thirst. The sun will not beat down on them,' nor any 

scorching heat. 17 For the Lamb at the center of the throne will be their shepherd; 'he will lead 

them to springs of living water. And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes.  

Revelation 8  

The Seventh Seal  

1 When he opened the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven for about half an hour. 2 And 

I saw the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets were given to them. 3 

Another angel, who had a golden censer, came and stood at the altar. He was given much 

incense to offer, with the prayers of all God's people, on the golden altar in front of the throne. 

4 The smoke of the incense, together with the prayers of God's people, went up before God 

from the angel's hand. 5 Then the angel took the censer, filled it with fire from the altar, and 

hurled it on the earth; and there came peals of thunder, rumblings, flashes of lightning and an 

earthquake. 

The Trumpets 

6 Then the seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared to sound them.  

7 The first angel sounded his trumpet, and there came hail and fire mixed with blood, and it 

was hurled down on the earth. A third of the earth was burned up, a third of the trees were 

burned up, and all the green grass was burned up. 8 The second angel sounded his trumpet, 

and something like a huge mountain, all ablaze, was thrown into the sea. A third of the sea 

turned into blood, 9 a third of the living creatures in the sea died, and a third of the ships were 

destroyed. 10 The third angel sounded his trumpet, and a great star, blazing like a torch, fell 

from the sky on a third of the rivers and on the springs of water-11 the name of the star is 

Wormwood. A third of the waters turned bitter, and many people died from the waters that 

had become bitter. 12 The fourth angel sounded his trumpet, and a third of the sun was struck, 

a third of the moon, and a third of the stars, so that a third of them turned dark. A third of the 

day was without light, and also a third of the night. 13 As I watched, I heard an eagle that was 

flying in midair call out in a loud voice: "Woe! Woe! Woe to the inhabitants of the earth, 

because of the trumpet blasts about to be sounded by the other three angels!" 
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Revelation 9 

1 The fifth angel sounded his trumpet, and I saw a star that had fallen from the sky to the earth. 

The star was given the key to the shaft of the Abyss. 2 When he opened the Abyss, smoke rose 

from it like the smoke from a gigantic furnace. The sun and sky were darkened by the smoke 

from the Abyss. 3 And out of the smoke locusts came down on the earth and were given power 

like that of scorpions of the earth. 4 They were told not to harm the grass of the earth or any 

plant or tree, but only those people who did not have the seal of God on their foreheads. 5 

They were not allowed to kill them but only to torture them for five months. And the agony 

they suffered was like that of the sting of a scorpion when it strikes. 6 During those days people 

will seek death but will not find it; they will long to die, but death will elude them. 7 The locusts 

looked like horses prepared for battle. On their heads they wore something like crowns of gold, 

and their faces resembled human faces. 8 Their hair was like women's hair, and their teeth 

were like lions' teeth. 9 They had breastplates like breastplates of iron, and the sound of their 

wings was like the thundering of many horses and chariots rushing into battle. 10 They had 

tails with stingers, like scorpions, and in their tails they had power to torment people for five 

months. 11 They had as king over them the angel of the Abyss, whose name in Hebrew is 

Abaddon and in Greek is Apollyon (that is, Destroyer). 12 The first woe is past; two other woes 

are yet to come.  

13 The sixth angel sounded his trumpet, and I heard a voice coming from the four horns of the 

golden altar that is before God. 14 It said to the sixth angel who had the trumpet, "Release the 

four angels who are bound at the great river Euphrates." 15 And the four angels who had been 

kept ready for this very hour and day and month and year were released to kill a third of 

mankind. 16 The number of the mounted troops was twice ten thousand times ten thousand. 

I heard their number. 17 The horses and riders I saw in my vision looked like this: Their 

breastplates were fiery red, dark blue, and yellow as sulfur. The heads of the horses resembled 

the heads of lions, and out of their mouths came fire, smoke and sulfur. 18 A third of mankind 

was killed by the three plagues of fire, smoke and sulfur that came out of their mouths. 19 The 

power of the horses was in their mouths and in their tails; for their tails were like snakes, having 

heads with which they inflict injury. 20 The rest of mankind who were not killed by these 

plagues still did not repent of the work of their hands; they did not stop worshiping demons, 
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and idols of gold, silver, bronze, stone and wood-idols that cannot see or hear or walk. 21 Nor 

did they repent of their murders, their magic arts, their sexual immorality or their thefts. 

Revelation 10  

The Angel and the Little Book  

1 Then I saw another mighty angel coming down from heaven. He was robed in a cloud, with a 

rainbow above his head; his face was like the sun, and his legs were like fiery pillars. 2 He was 

holding a little scroll, which lay open in his hand. He planted his right foot on the sea and his 

left foot on the land, 3 and he gave a loud shout like the roar of a lion. When he shouted, the 

voices of the seven thunders spoke. 4 And when the seven thunders spoke, I was about to 

write; but I heard a voice from heaven say, "Seal up what the seven thunders have said and do 

not write it down." 5 Then the angel I had seen standing on the sea and on the land raised his 

right hand to heaven. 6 And he swore by him who lives for ever and ever, who created the 

heavens and all that is in them, the earth and all that is in it, and the sea and all that is in it, and 

said, "There will be no more delay! 7 But in the days when the seventh angel is about to sound 

his trumpet, the mystery of God will be accomplished, just as he announced to his servants the 

prophets." 

8 Then the voice that I had heard from heaven spoke to me once more: "Go, take the scroll 

that lies open in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea and on the land." 9 So I went 

to the angel and asked him to give me the little scroll. He said to me, "Take it and eat it. It will 

turn your stomach sour, but 'in your mouth it will be as sweet as honey. 10 I took the little 

scroll from the angel's hand and ate it. It tasted as sweet as honey in my mouth, but when I 

had eaten it, my stomach turned sour. 11 Then I was told, "You must prophesy again about 

many peoples, nations, languages and kings." 

Revelation 11  

The Two Witnesses  

1 I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, "Go and measure the temple of God 

and the altar, with its worshipers. 2 But exclude the outer court; do not measure it, because it 

has been given to the Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city for 42 months. 
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3 And I will appoint my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for 1,260 days, clothed in 

sackcloth." 4 They are "the two olive trees" and the two lampstands, and "they stand before 

the Lord of the earth."5 If anyone tries to harm them, fire comes from their mouths and 

devours their enemies. This is how anyone who wants to harm them must die. 6 They have 

power to shut up the heavens so that it will not rain during the time they are prophesying; and 

they have power to turn the waters into blood and to strike the earth with every kind of plague 

as often as they want. 7 Now when they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes 

up from the Abyss will attack them, and overpower and kill them. 8 Their bodies will lie in the 

public square of the great city-which is figuratively called Sodom and Egypt-where also their 

Lord was crucified. 9 For three and a half days some from every people, tribe, language and 

nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse them burial. 10 The inhabitants of the earth will 

gloat over them and will celebrate by sending each other gifts, because these two prophets 

had tormented those who live on the earth. 11 But after the three and a half days the breath 

of life from God entered them, and they stood on their feet, and terror struck those who saw 

them. 12 Then they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, "Come up here." And they 

went up to heaven in a cloud, while their enemies looked on. 13 At that very hour there was a 

severe earthquake and a tenth of the city collapsed. Seven thousand people were killed in the 

earthquake, and the survivors were terrified and gave glory to the God of heaven. 

14 The second woe has passed; the third woe is coming soon. 

The Seventh Trumpet 

15 The seventh angel sounded his trumpet, and there were loud voices in heaven, which said: 

"The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Messiah, and he 

will reign for ever and ever." 16 And the twenty-four elders, who were seated on their thrones 

before God, fell on their faces and worshiped God, 17 saying: "We give thanks to you, Lord God 

Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken your great power and have 

begun to reign. 18 The nations were angry, and your wrath has come. The time has come for 

judging the dead, and for rewarding your servants the prophets and your people who revere 

your name, both great and small-and for destroying those who destroy the earth." 19 Then 

God's temple in heaven was opened, and within his temple was seen the ark of his covenant. 

And there came flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals of thunder, an earthquake and a severe 

hailstorm. 
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Revelation 12  

The Woman and the Dragon  

1 A great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her 

feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head. 2 She was pregnant and cried out in pain as she 

was about to give birth. 3 Then another sign appeared in heaven: an enormous red dragon 

with seven heads and ten horns and seven crowns on its heads. 4 Its tail swept a third of the 

stars out of the sky and flung them to the earth. The dragon stood in front of the woman who 

was about to give birth, so that it might devour her child the moment he was born. 5 She gave 

birth to a son, a male child, who "will rule all the nations with an iron scepter." And her child 

was snatched up to God and to his throne. 6 The woman fled into the wilderness to a place 

prepared for her by God, where she might be taken care of for 1,260 days. 7 Then war broke 

out in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against the dragon, and the dragon and his angels 

fought back. 8 But he was not strong enough, and they lost their place in heaven. 9 The great 

dragon was hurled down-that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, who leads the whole 

world astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his angels with him. 10 Then I heard a loud voice 

in heaven say: "Now have come the salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God, and 

the authority of his Messiah. For the accuser of our brothers and sisters, who accuses them 

before our God day and night, has been hurled down. 11 They triumphed over him by the 

blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not love their lives so much as 

to shrink from death.  

12 Therefore rejoice, you heavens and you who dwell in them! But woe to the earth and the 

sea, because the devil has gone down to you! He is filled with fury, because he knows that his 

time is short." 13 When the dragon saw that he had been hurled to the earth, he pursued the 

woman who had given birth to the male child. 14 The woman was given the two wings of a 

great eagle, so that she might fly to the place prepared for her in the wilderness, where she 

would be taken care of for a time, times and half a time, out of the serpent's reach. 15 Then 

from his mouth the serpent spewed water like a river, to overtake the woman and sweep her 

away with the torrent. 16 But the earth helped the woman by opening its mouth and 

swallowing the river that the dragon had spewed out of his mouth. 17 Then the dragon was 

enraged at the woman and went off to wage war against the rest of her offspring-those who 

keep God's commands and hold fast their testimony about Jesus. 
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Revelation 13  

The Two Beasts  

1 The dragon stood on the shore of the sea. And I saw a beast coming out of the sea. It had ten 

horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on its horns, and on each head a blasphemous name. 

2 The beast I saw resembled a leopard, but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth like that 

of a lion. The dragon gave the beast his power and his throne and great authority. 3 One of the 

heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. 

The whole world was filled with wonder and followed the beast. 4 People worshiped the 

dragon because he had given authority to the beast, and they also worshiped the beast and 

asked, "Who is like the beast? Who can wage war against it?" 5 The beast was given a mouth 

to utter proud words and blasphemies and to exercise its authority for forty-two months. 6 It 

opened its mouth to blaspheme God, and to slander his name and his dwelling place and those 

who live in heaven. 7 It was given power to wage war against God's holy people and to conquer 

them. And it was given authority over every tribe, people, language and nation. 8 All 

inhabitants of the earth will worship the beast-all whose names have not been written in the 

Lamb's book of life, the Lamb who was slain from the creation of the world. 9 Whoever has 

ears, let them hear. 10 "If anyone is to go into captivity, into captivity they will go. If anyone is 

to be killed with the sword, with the sword they will be killed." This calls for patient endurance 

and faithfulness on the part of God's people. 

11 Then I saw a second beast, coming out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb, but it 

spoke like a dragon. 12 It exercised all the authority of the first beast on its behalf, and made 

the earth and its inhabitants worship the first beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. 13 

And it performed great signs, even causing fire to come down from heaven to the earth in full 

view of the people. 14 Because of the signs it was given power to perform on behalf of the first 

beast, it deceived the inhabitants of the earth. It ordered them to set up an image in honor of 

the beast who was wounded by the sword and yet lived. 15 The second beast was given power 

to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that the image could speak and cause all who 

refused to worship the image to be killed. 16 It also forced all people, great and small, rich and 

poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hands or on their foreheads, 17 so that 

they could not buy or sell unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the 
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number of its name. 18 This calls for wisdom. Let the person who has insight calculate the 

number of the beast, for it is the number of a man. That number is 666. 

Revelation 14  

The Song of the 144,000  

1 Then I looked, and there before me was the Lamb, standing on Mount Zion, and with him 

144,000 who had his name and his Father's name written on their foreheads. 2 And I heard a 

sound from heaven like the roar of rushing waters and like a loud peal of thunder. The sound I 

heard was like that of harpists playing their harps. 3 And they sang a new song before the 

throne and before the four living creatures and the elders. No one could learn the song except 

the 144,000 who had been redeemed from the earth. 4 These are those who did not defile 

themselves with women, for they remained virgins. They follow the Lamb wherever he goes. 

They were purchased from among mankind and offered as first fruits to God and the Lamb. 5 

No lie was found in their mouths; they are blameless. 

The Messages of the Three Angels 

6 Then I saw another angel flying in midair, and he had the eternal gospel to proclaim to those 

who live on the earth-to every nation, tribe, language and people. 7 He said in a loud voice, 

"Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of his judgment has come. Worship him who 

made the heavens, the earth, the sea and the springs of water." 8 A second angel followed and 

said, " 'Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the Great,' which made all the nations drink the maddening 

wine of her adulteries." 9 A third angel followed them and said in a loud voice: "If anyone 

worships the beast and its image and receives its mark on their forehead or on their hand, 10 

they, too, will drink the wine of God's fury, which has been poured full strength into the cup of 

his wrath. They will be tormented with burning sulfur in the presence of the holy angels and of 

the Lamb. 11 And the smoke of their torment will rise for ever and ever. There will be no rest 

day or night for those who worship the beast and its image, or for anyone who receives the 

mark of its name." 12 This calls for patient endurance on the part of the people of God who 

keep his commands and remain faithful to Jesus. 
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13 Then I heard a voice from heaven say, "Write this: Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord 

from now on." "Yes," says the Spirit, "they will rest from their labor, for their deeds will follow 

them." 

The Harvest of the Earth 

14 I looked, and there before me was a white cloud, and seated on the cloud was one like a 

son of man with a crown of gold on his head and a sharp sickle in his hand. 15 Then another 

angel came out of the temple and called in a loud voice to him who was sitting on the cloud, 

"Take your sickle and reap, because the time to reap has come, for the harvest of the earth is 

ripe." 16 So he who was seated on the cloud swung his sickle over the earth, and the earth was 

harvested. 17 Another angel came out of the temple in heaven, and he too had a sharp sickle. 

18 Still another angel, who had charge of the fire, came from the altar and called in a loud voice 

to him who had the sharp sickle, "Take your sharp sickle and gather the clusters of grapes from 

the earth's vine, because its grapes are ripe." 19 The angel swung his sickle on the earth, 

gathered its grapes and threw them into the great winepress of God's wrath. 20 They were 

trampled in the winepress outside the city, and blood flowed out of the press, rising as high as 

the horses' bridles for a distance of 1,600 stadia. 

Revelation 15  

The Angels with the Last Plagues  

1 I saw in heaven another great and marvelous sign: seven angels with the seven last plagues-

last, because with them God's wrath is completed. 2 And I saw what looked like a sea of glass 

glowing with fire and, standing beside the sea, those who had been victorious over the beast 

and its image and over the number of its name. They held harps given them by God 3 and sang 

the song of God's servant Moses and of the Lamb: "Great and marvelous are your deeds, Lord 

God Almighty. Just and true are your ways, King of the nations. 4 Who will not fear you, Lord, 

and bring glory to your name? For you alone are holy. All nations will come and worship before 

you, for your righteous acts have been revealed." 

5 After this I looked, and I saw in heaven the temple-that is, the tabernacle of the covenant 

law-and it was opened. 6 Out of the temple came the seven angels with the seven plagues. 

They were dressed in clean, shining linen and wore golden sashes around their chests. 7 Then 
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one of the four living creatures gave to the seven angels seven golden bowls filled with the 

wrath of God, who lives for ever and ever. 8 And the temple was filled with smoke from the 

glory of God and from his power, and no one could enter the temple until the seven plagues 

of the seven angels were completed. 

Revelation 16  

The Vials of Wrath  

1 Then I heard a loud voice from the temple saying to the seven angels, "Go, pour out the seven 

bowls of God's wrath on the earth." 2 The first angel went and poured out his bowl on the land, 

and ugly, festering sores broke out on the people who had the mark of the beast and worshiped 

its image. 3 The second angel poured out his bowl on the sea, and it turned into blood like that 

of a dead person, and every living thing in the sea died. 4 The third angel poured out his bowl 

on the rivers and springs of water, and they became blood. 5 Then I heard the angel in charge 

of the waters say: "You are just in these judgments, O Holy One, you who are and who were; 6 

for they have shed the blood of your holy people and your prophets, and you have given them 

blood to drink as they deserve." 7 And I heard the altar respond: "Yes, Lord God Almighty, true 

and just are your judgments." 

8 The fourth angel poured out his bowl on the sun, and the sun was allowed to scorch people 

with fire. 9 They were seared by the intense heat and they cursed the name of God, who had 

control over these plagues, but they refused to repent and glorify him. 10 The fifth angel 

poured out his bowl on the throne of the beast, and its kingdom was plunged into darkness. 

People gnawed their tongues in agony 11 and cursed the God of heaven because of their pains 

and their sores, but they refused to repent of what they had done. 

12 The sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried 

up to prepare the way for the kings from the East. 13 Then I saw three impure spirits that 

looked like frogs; they came out of the mouth of the dragon, out of the mouth of the beast and 

out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 They are demonic spirits that perform signs, and they 

go out to the kings of the whole world, to gather them for the battle on the great day of God 

Almighty. 15 "Look, I come like a thief! Blessed is the one who stays awake and remains clothed, 

so as not to go naked and be shamefully exposed." 16 Then they gathered the kings together 

to the place that in Hebrew is called Armageddon. 
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17 The seventh angel poured out his bowl into the air, and out of the temple came a loud voice 

from the throne, saying, "It is done!" 18 Then there came flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals 

of thunder and a severe earthquake. No earthquake like it has ever occurred since mankind 

has been on earth, so tremendous was the quake. 19 The great city split into three parts, and 

the cities of the nations collapsed. God remembered Babylon the Great and gave her the cup 

filled with the wine of the fury of his wrath. 20 Every island fled away and the mountains could 

not be found. 21 From the sky huge hailstones, each weighing about a hundred pounds, fell on 

people. And they cursed God on account of the plague of hail, because the plague was so 

terrible. 

Revelation 17  

The Judgement of the Great Harlot 

1 One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and said to me, "Come, I will show 

you the punishment of the great prostitute, who sits by many waters. 2 With her the kings of 

the earth committed adultery, and the inhabitants of the earth were intoxicated with the wine 

of her adulteries." 3 Then the angel carried me away in the Spirit into a wilderness. There I saw 

a woman sitting on a scarlet beast that was covered with blasphemous names and had seven 

heads and ten horns. 4 The woman was dressed in purple and scarlet, and was glittering with 

gold, precious stones and pearls. She held a golden cup in her hand, filled with abominable 

things and the filth of her adulteries. 5 The name written on her forehead was a mystery: 

BABYLON THE GREAT THE MOTHER OF PROSTITUTES AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE 

EARTH. 6 I saw that the woman was drunk with the blood of God's holy people, the blood of 

those who bore testimony to Jesus. When I saw her, I was greatly astonished. 

7 Then the angel said to me: "Why are you astonished? I will explain to you the mystery of the 

woman and of the beast she rides, which has the seven heads and ten horns. 8 The beast, 

which you saw, once was, now is not, and yet will come up out of the Abyss and go to its 

destruction. The inhabitants of the earth whose names have not been written in the book of 

life from the creation of the world will be astonished when they see the beast, because it once 

was, now is not, and yet will come. 9 "This calls for a mind with wisdom. The seven heads are 

seven hills on which the woman sits. 10 They are also seven kings. Five have fallen, one is, the 

other has not yet come; but when he does come, he must remain for only a little while. 11 The 
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beast who once was, and now is not, is an eighth king. He belongs to the seven and is going to 

his destruction. 12 "The ten horns you saw are ten kings who have not yet received a kingdom, 

but who for one hour will receive authority as kings along with the beast. 13 They have one 

purpose and will give their power and authority to the beast. 

14 They will wage war against the Lamb, but the Lamb will triumph over them because he is 

Lord of lords and King of kings-and with him will be his called, chosen and faithful followers." 

15 Then the angel said to me, "The waters you saw, where the prostitute sits, are peoples, 

multitudes, nations and languages. 16 The beast and the ten horns you saw will hate the 

prostitute. They will bring her to ruin and leave her naked; they will eat her flesh and burn her 

with fire. 17 For God has put it into their hearts to accomplish his purpose by agreeing to hand 

over to the beast their royal authority, until God's words are fulfilled. 18 The woman you saw 

is the great city that rules over the kings of the earth." 

Revelation 18  

The Fall of Babylon  

1 After this I saw another angel coming down from heaven. He had great authority, and the 

earth was illuminated by his splendor. 2 With a mighty voice he shouted: " 'Fallen! Fallen is 

Babylon the Great!' She has become a dwelling for demons and a haunt for every impure spirit, 

a haunt for every unclean bird, a haunt for every unclean and detestable animal. 3 For all the 

nations have drunk the maddening wine of her adulteries. The kings of the earth committed 

adultery with her, and the merchants of the earth grew rich from her excessive luxuries." 4 

Then I heard another voice from heaven say: " 'Come out of her, my people,' so that you will 

not share in her sins, so that you will not receive any of her plagues; 5 for her sins are piled up 

to heaven, and God has remembered her crimes. 6 Give back to her as she has given; pay her 

back double for what she has done. Pour her a double portion from her own cup. 7 Give her as 

much torment and grief as the glory and luxury she gave herself. In her heart she boasts, 'I sit 

enthroned as queen. I am not a widow; I will never mourn.' 8 Therefore in one day her plagues 

will overtake her: death, mourning and famine. She will be consumed by fire, for mighty is the 

Lord God who judges her. 

9 "When the kings of the earth who committed adultery with her and shared her luxury see 

the smoke of her burning, they will weep and mourn over her. 10 Terrified at her torment, they 
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will stand far off and cry: " 'Woe! Woe to you, great city, you mighty city of Babylon! In one 

hour your doom has come!' 11 "The merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over her 

because no one buys their cargoes anymore- 12 cargoes of gold, silver, precious stones and 

pearls; fine linen, purple, silk and scarlet cloth; every sort of citron wood, and articles of every 

kind made of ivory, costly wood, bronze, iron and marble; 13 cargoes of cinnamon and spice, 

of incense, myrrh and frankincense, of wine and olive oil, of fine flour and wheat; cattle and 

sheep; horses and carriages; and human beings sold as slaves. 14 "They will say, 'The fruit you 

longed for is gone from you. All your luxury and splendor have vanished, never to be 

recovered.' 15 The merchants who sold these things and gained their wealth from her will 

stand far off, terrified at her torment. They will weep and mourn 16 and cry out: " 'Woe! Woe 

to you, great city, dressed in fine linen, purple and scarlet, and glittering with gold, precious 

stones and pearls! 17 In one hour such great wealth has been brought to ruin!' "Every sea 

captain, and all who travel by ship, the sailors, and all who earn their living from the sea, will 

stand far off. 18 When they see the smoke of her burning, they will exclaim, 'Was there ever a 

city like this great city?' 19 They will throw dust on their heads, and with weeping and mourning 

cry out: " 'Woe! Woe to you, great city, where all who had ships on the sea became rich through 

her wealth! In one hour she has been brought to ruin!' 20 "Rejoice over her, you heavens! 

Rejoice, you people of God! Rejoice, apostles and prophets! For God has judged her with the 

judgment she imposed on you." 21 Then a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a large 

millstone and threw it into the sea, and said: "With such violence the great city of Babylon will 

be thrown down, never to be found again. 22 The music of harpists and musicians, pipers and 

trumpeters, will never be heard in you again. No worker of any trade will ever be found in you 

again. The sound of a millstone will never be heard in you again. 23 The light of a lamp will 

never shine in you again. The voice of bridegroom and bride will never be heard in you again. 

Your merchants were the world's important people. By your magic spell all the nations were 

led astray. 24 In her was found the blood of prophets and of God's holy people, of all who have 

been slaughtered on the earth." 

Revelation 19  

The Multitude in Heaven Praises God 

1 After this I heard what sounded like the roar of a great multitude in heaven shouting: 

"Hallelujah! Salvation and glory and power belong to our God, 2 for true and just are his 
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judgments. He has condemned the great prostitute who corrupted the earth by her adulteries. 

He has avenged on her the blood of his servants." 3 And again they shouted: "Hallelujah! The 

smoke from her goes up for ever and ever." 4 The twenty-four elders and the four living 

creatures fell down and worshiped God, who was seated on the throne. And they cried: "Amen, 

Hallelujah!" 

5 Then a voice came from the throne, saying: "Praise our God, all you his servants, you who 

fear him, both great and small!" 6 Then I heard what sounded like a great multitude, like the 

roar of rushing waters and like loud peals of thunder, shouting: "Hallelujah! For our Lord God 

Almighty reigns. 7 Let us rejoice and be glad and give him glory! For the wedding of the Lamb 

has come, and his bride has made herself ready. 8 Fine linen, bright and clean, was given her 

to wear." (Fine linen stands for the righteous acts of God's holy people.) 

The Marriage Supper of the Lamb 

9 Then the angel said to me, "Write this: Blessed are those who are invited to the wedding 

supper of the Lamb!" And he added, "These are the true words of God." 10 At this I fell at his 

feet to worship him. But he said to me, "Don't do that! I am a fellow servant with you and with 

your brothers and sisters who hold to the testimony of Jesus. Worship God! For it is the Spirit 

of prophecy who bears testimony to Jesus." 

The Rider on the White Horse 

11 I saw heaven standing open and there before me was a white horse, whose rider is called 

Faithful and True. With justice he judges and wages war. 12 His eyes are like blazing fire, and 

on his head are many crowns. He has a name written on him that no one knows but he himself. 

13 He is dressed in a robe dipped in blood, and his name is the Word of God. 14 The armies of 

heaven were following him, riding on white horses and dressed in fine linen, white and clean. 

15 Coming out of his mouth is a sharp sword with which to strike down the nations. "He will 

rule them with an iron scepter." He treads the winepress of the fury of the wrath of God 

Almighty. 16 On his robe and on his thigh he has this name written: KING OF KINGS AND LORD 

OF LORDS. 17 And I saw an angel standing in the sun, who cried in a loud voice to all the birds 

flying in midair, "Come, gather together for the great supper of God, 18 so that you may eat 

the flesh of kings, generals, and the mighty, of horses and their riders, and the flesh of all 

people, free and slave, great and small." 19 Then I saw the beast and the kings of the earth and 
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their armies gathered together to wage war against the rider on the horse and his army. 20 

But the beast was captured, and with it the false prophet who had performed the signs on its 

behalf. With these signs he had deluded those who had received the mark of the beast and 

worshiped its image. The two of them were thrown alive into the fiery lake of burning sulfur. 

21 The rest were killed with the sword coming out of the mouth of the rider on the horse, and 

all the birds gorged themselves on their flesh. 

Revelation 20  

The Thousand Years 

1 And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven, having the key to the Abyss and holding in 

his hand a great chain. 2 He seized the dragon, that ancient serpent, who is the devil, or Satan, 

and bound him for a thousand years. 3 He threw him into the Abyss, and locked and sealed it 

over him, to keep him from deceiving the nations anymore until the thousand years were 

ended. After that, he must be set free for a short time. 4 I saw thrones on which were seated 

those who had been given authority to judge. And I saw the souls of those who had been 

beheaded because of their testimony about Jesus and because of the word of God. They had 

not worshiped the beast or its image and had not received its mark on their foreheads or their 

hands. They came to life and reigned with Christ a thousand years. 5 (The rest of the dead did 

not come to life until the thousand years were ended.) This is the first resurrection. 6 Blessed 

and holy are those who share in the first resurrection. The second death has no power over 

them, but they will be priests of God and of Christ and will reign with him for a thousand years. 

7 When the thousand years are over, Satan will be released from his prison 8 and will go out 

to deceive the nations in the four corners of the earth-Gog and Magog-and to gather them for 

battle. In number they are like the sand on the seashore. 9 They marched across the breadth 

of the earth and surrounded the camp of God's people, the city he loves. But fire came down 

from heaven and devoured them. 10 And the devil, who deceived them, was thrown into the 

lake of burning sulfur, where the beast and the false prophet had been thrown. They will be 

tormented day and night for ever and ever. 

The Judgment at the Great White Throne 

11 Then I saw a great white throne and him who was seated on it. The earth and the heavens 

fled from his presence, and there was no place for them. 12 And I saw the dead, great and 
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small, standing before the throne, and books were opened. Another book was opened, which 

is the book of life. The dead were judged according to what they had done as recorded in the 

books. 13 The sea gave up the dead that were in it, and death and Hades gave up the dead that 

were in them, and each person was judged according to what they had done. 14 Then death 

and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. The lake of fire is the second death. 15 Anyone 

whose name was not found written in the book of life was thrown into the lake of fire. 

Revelation 21  

The New Heaven and the New Earth 

1 Then I saw "a new heaven and a new earth," for the first heaven and the first earth had 

passed away, and there was no longer any sea. 2 I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for her husband. 3 And 

I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, "Look! God's dwelling place is now among the 

people, and he will dwell with them. They will be his people, and God himself will be with them 

and be their God. 4 'He will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death' or 

mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away." 5 He who was seated 

on the throne said, "I am making everything new!" Then he said, "Write this down, for these 

words are trustworthy and true."6 He said to me: "It is done. I am the Alpha and the Omega, 

the Beginning and the End. To the thirsty I will give water without cost from the spring of the 

water of life. 7 Those who are victorious will inherit all this, and I will be their God and they will 

be my children. 8 But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually 

immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars-they will be consigned to the 

fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death." 

The New Jerusalem 

9 One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls full of the seven last plagues came and 

said to me, "Come, I will show you the bride, the wife of the Lamb." 10 And he carried me away 

in the Spirit to a mountain great and high, and showed me the Holy City, Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God. 11 It shone with the glory of God, and its brilliance was like that 

of a very precious jewel, like a jasper, clear as crystal. 12 It had a great, high wall with twelve 

gates, and with twelve angels at the gates. On the gates were written the names of the twelve 

tribes of Israel. 13 There were three gates on the east, three on the north, three on the south 
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and three on the west. 14 The wall of the city had twelve foundations, and on them were the 

names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. 15 The angel who talked with me had a measuring 

rod of gold to measure the city, its gates and its walls. 16 The city was laid out like a square, as 

long as it was wide. He measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia in 

length, and as wide and high as it is long. 17 The angel measured the wall using human 

measurement, and it was 144 cubits thick. 18 The wall was made of jasper, and the city of pure 

gold, as pure as glass. 19 The foundations of the city walls were decorated with every kind of 

precious stone. The first foundation was jasper, the second sapphire, the third agate, the 

fourth emerald, 20 the fifth onyx, the sixth ruby, the seventh chrysolite, the eighth beryl, the 

ninth topaz, the tenth turquoise, the eleventh jacinth, and the twelfth amethyst. 21 The twelve 

gates were twelve pearls, each gate made of a single pearl. The great street of the city was of 

gold, as pure as transparent glass. 22 I did not see a temple in the city, because the Lord God 

Almighty and the Lamb are its temple. 23 The city does not need the sun or the moon to shine 

on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and the Lamb is its lamp. 24 The nations will walk by its 

light, and the kings of the earth will bring their splendor into it. 25 On no day will its gates ever 

be shut, for there will be no night there. 26 The glory and honor of the nations will be brought 

into it. 27 Nothing impure will ever enter it, nor will anyone who does what is shameful or 

deceitful, but only those whose names are written in the Lamb's book of life. 

Revelation 22  

1 Then the angel showed me the river of the water of life, as clear as crystal, flowing from the 

throne of God and of the Lamb 2 down the middle of the great street of the city. On each side 

of the river stood the tree of life, bearing twelve crops of fruit, yielding its fruit every month. 

And the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the nations. 3 No longer will there be any 

curse. The throne of God and of the Lamb will be in the city, and his servants will serve him. 4 

They will see his face, and his name will be on their foreheads. 5 There will be no more night. 

They will not need the light of a lamp or the light of the sun, for the Lord God will give them 

light. And they will reign for ever and ever. 

Jesus to Come Soon 

6 The angel said to me, "These words are trustworthy and true. The Lord, the God who inspires 

the prophets, sent his angel to show his servants the things that must soon take place." 7 "Look, 
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I am coming soon! Blessed is the one who keeps the words of the prophecy written in this 

scroll." 8 I, John, am the one who heard and saw these things. And when I had heard and seen 

them, I fell down to worship at the feet of the angel who had been showing them to me. 9 But 

he said to me, "Don't do that! I am a fellow servant with you and with your fellow prophets 

and with all who keep the words of this scroll. Worship God!" 10 Then he told me, "Do not seal 

up the words of the prophecy of this scroll, because the time is near. 11 Let the one who does 

wrong continue to do wrong; let the vile person continue to be vile; let the one who does right 

continue to do right; and let the holy person continue to be holy." 12 "Look, I am coming soon! 

My reward is with me, and I will give to each person according to what they have done. 13 I 

am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End. 14 "Blessed 

are those who wash their robes, that they may have the right to the tree of life and may go 

through the gates into the city. 15 Outside are the dogs, those who practice magic arts, the 

sexually immoral, the murderers, the idolaters and everyone who loves and practices 

falsehood. 16 "I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this testimony for the churches. I am 

the Root and the Offspring of David, and the bright Morning Star." 17 The Spirit and the bride 

say, "Come!" And let the one who hears say, "Come!" Let the one who is thirsty come; and let 

the one who wishes take the free gift of the water of life. 18 I warn everyone who hears the 

words of the prophecy of this scroll: If anyone adds anything to them, God will add to that 

person the plagues described in this scroll. 19 And if anyone takes words away from this scroll 

of prophecy, God will take away from that person any share in the tree of life and in the Holy 

City, which are described in this scroll. 

20 He who testifies to these things says, "Yes, I am coming soon. "Amen. Come, Lord Jesus. 21 

The grace of the Lord Jesus be with God's people. Amen. 
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Appendix F: The Henoch Prophecies  

 

The Henoch prophecies were created by the Plejaren Federation from Orion with time travel 

technology from the Nazi Bell (“Die Glocke”) used for timelines of galactic tyranny, prepared 

350-400 years in the future. The Henoch prophecies are presented as a dialogue between the 

prophet Eduard Billy Meier and Quetzal from Plejaren Federation, on February 28, 1987. The 

comic book “The Adventures of Billy Meier” includes the timelines of the Henoch prophecies. 

The prophet Henoch was Nokodemion, who did not write the modern Henoch prophecies, for 

World War III and ice age. 

The Henoch Prophecies  

Before I give you a clear account of the prophecies of Henoch, I would like to point out that 

prophecies are always changeable and can be changed for the better if man makes positive 

changes in his thoughts, feelings and actions, leading to that which is better and positively 

progressive. Prophecies always rest upon specific causes; these again result in certain effects, 

whereby these effects can be changed at any time if only the preceding causes are changed in 

their form. Therefore, it is possible that negative or evil prophecies do not have to be fulfilled 

if the preceding causes will be purposely changed in a manner that positivity and good develop 

instead of negativity and evil.  

However, this does not apply to predictions, as these rest upon events that cannot be changed, 

are inevitable and surely and definitely will occur in the future. Predictions rest upon a preview 

and thus on a direct viewing of the future, and have to do with neither prophecy nor with 

calculation of probability. So when I make a portion of Henoch's prophecies for the third 

millennium known to you, it does not mean that they have to be fulfilled, because the 

prerequisite of fulfilment in each case would be that the already existing causes continue to 

exist as also continue to be created in the future so that a fulfilment of the prophecies can 

come to pass. 

Thus, provided that human beings of Earth will become reasonable, the possibility exists that 

by a reasonable change in the way of thinking as well as a reasonable development in feeling 

and an equally reasonable way of acting, everything changes for the better and positive, 

whereby prophecies do not have to be fulfilled. However, if this transformation does not occur, 
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a very evil, wicked and negative time lies ahead for the Earth and its entire population in the 

coming new millennium. 

Billy Meier 

Since the Second World War, the thoughts, feelings and actions of the human being of Earth 

have changed much towards the positive and good, but all that achieved is not enough in my 

opinion, as the great transformation towards the better has not been achieved yet, neither by 

the mighty of this world nor all of mankind of Earth itself. In the years gone by, you have made 

many predictions and calculations of probability as well as mentioned prophetic facts 

concerning the economic, military and political situation on Earth, whereby I was requested to 

spread this information—which I indeed have done. Governments and newspapers, radio 

stations as well as TV stations and many private persons worldwide were informed by me. But 

the entire effort did not achieve anything, because up to now mankind has carried on in the 

old manner and has paid no attention whatsoever to prophecies, predictions and calculations 

of probability. 

And the same will most likely be the case in the future, when I receive permission from you in 

the coming time to spread the prophecies of Henoch for the third millennium. But, 

nevertheless, I feel that Henoch's message for the future must be made known and distributed, 

because somehow it may bear fruit yet. 

Quetzal 

You apparently never give up hope. Your optimism is honorable and deserves to be heard by 

human beings, but the way things have developed throughout this century there is not too 

much hope that human beings of Earth will come to their senses and heed your words. This 

will then be the case only when the prophecies prove to be true or, even worse, have already 

come to pass. Probably only then will the time come when the defamations against you will 

end in regard to your contacts with us, although they will long continue to be vehemently 

disputed by your enemies as well as by pathological know-it-alls and critics who dismiss them 

as swindle, lies and fraud. The full truth about our contacts with you will be proven in the 

distant future, and then mankind will accept our help we offer through you—even when they 

erroneously assume we come from the seven-star system known to human beings of Earth as 
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the Pleiades. [The Plejaren claim to live in the Plejares, an altered time-space configuration 

about 80 light-years beyond the Pleiades. MH] 

Billy 

Semjase and Ptaah already explained this to me. But tell us now what the new millennium will 

bring to human beings of Earth and the planet Earth according to the prophecies of Henoch. 

Quetzal 

I will do that in a moment, but I would like to explain before beginning that I am not authorized 

to give exact indication of years in an official manner. 

If the human being of Earth continues to live in the same way as he has done up to now—

forming his thoughts and feelings in the same manner, indulging in the same actions as he has 

hitherto—then the words of the prophecies of Henoch could not be any clearer. 

The point in time at which these prophecies will begin to be fulfilled will be when a Pope will 

no longer reside in Rome. All of Europe will then fall victim to a terrible punishment by evil 

powers. The Christian religion will collapse and the churches and monasteries will end up in 

ruins and ashes. 

Monstrous forces will be created by science and will be released by the military forces and 

armies as well as by terrorists, causing great destruction. Millions and even billions of people 

will be killed by acts of terrorism, by wars and civil wars; and finally, in some parts of the world, 

every third human being, and, in other places, every fourth human being, will lose his or her 

life. The nations of the East will rise against the nations of the West, the West against the East. 

Many deaths will be inflicted upon the people by fighter and bomber aircraft, and bombs and 

rockets will destroy and annihilate smaller and larger villages and cities. 

The people will be completely powerless against all this and will live through 888 days of Hell 

on Earth, suffering hunger and plagues which will claim even more lives than the war itself. The 

time will be severe as never before experienced on Earth. Ultimately, nothing can be bought 

or sold any longer. All provisions will be rationed; and if a human being steals even a small 

piece of bread, he/she will have to pay for it with his/her life. Many waters will mix with human 

blood and turn red, as once in the past the Nile in Egypt turned red with blood. And it will be 

that the fanatics of Islam will rise up against the countries of Europe and all will shake and 
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quiver. Everything in the West will be destroyed; England will be conquered and thrown down 

to the lowest level of misery. And the fanatics and warriors of Islam will retain their power for 

a long time. However, not only Europe will be affected but ultimately all the countries and 

peoples of the Earth, as the great horror expands to a war that will encompass the entire world. 

After the turn of the millennium, the papacy will exist only a short period. Pope John Paul II is 

the third from last in this position. After him, only one additional pontificate will follow. Then 

a Pontifex Maximus follows who will be known as Petrus Romanus. Under his religious rule, the 

end of the Catholic Church will come, a total collapse becoming inevitable. That will be the 

beginning of the worst catastrophe that will ever have befallen the human beings and the 

Earth. Many Catholic clerics, priests, bishops, cardinals and many others will be killed and their 

blood will flow in streams. But also the reformed version of Christianity will become just as 

infinitely small, as does Catholicism. 

Horrifying weapons and a possible world war 

Due to the fault of scientists, enormous power will be seized by the power-hungry and their 

military, their warriors and terrorists, and power will be seized as well through laser weapons 

of many types, but also via atomic, chemical and biological weapons. Also concerning genetic 

technology, enormous misuse will occur, because this will be unrestrainedly exploited for the 

purposes of war, not lastly due to the cloning of human beings for warring purposes, as this 

was practiced in ancient times with the descendants of Henoch in the regions of Sirius. 

However, this will not be all of the horrors; as besides the genetic technology and the chemical 

weapons, far worse and more dangerous and more deadly weapons of mass destruction will 

be produced and will be used. The irresponsible politicians will unscrupulously exercise their 

power, assisted by scientists and obedient military forces serving them, who together hold a 

deadly sceptre and will create clone-like beings which will be bred in a total lack of conscience 

and will be scientifically manipulated to become killer machines. Division by division and devoid 

of any feelings, they will destroy, murder and annihilate everything. The USA will set out against 

the Eastern countries ahead of all other financial states and simultaneously she will have to 

defend herself against the Eastern intruders. In all, America will play the most decisive role, 

when in the guise to strive for peace and to fight against terrorism she invades many countries 

of the Earth, bombs and destroys everything and brings thousandfold deaths to the 

populations. The military politics of the USA will likewise know no limits, as neither will their 
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economic and other political institutions which will be focused on building and operating a 

world police force, as it is the case already for a long time. But that will not be enough, and, in 

the guise of a so-called peaceful globalization, American politics will aspire to gain absolute 

control of the world concerning supremacy in economy. 

And this will point towards the possibility that a Third World War could develop from it, if 

human beings as a whole will not finally reflect upon reason, become reasonable and 

undertake the necessary steps against the insane machinations of their governments and 

military powers as well as their secret services, and call a halt to the power of the irresponsible 

who have forsaken their responsibility in all areas. 

If this does not happen, many small and great nations will lose their independence and their 

cultural identity and will be beaten down, because the USA will gain predominance over them 

and with evil force bring them down under her rule. At first, many countries will howl with the 

wolves of the US, partially due to fear of American aggressions and sanctions, as will be the 

case with many, many irresponsible [ones] in Switzerland and Germany but also of other 

countries. In part, others will join in because they will be forced somehow to do so or will be 

misled by irresponsible promoters of American propaganda. 

Finally, many Asian, African and European states will rise up against the American hegemony, 

once they recognize that the United States of America is only taking advantage of them for 

purposes of war, conquest and exploitation. In this way, many countries will become puppet 

states of America before reason and realization will emerge in the responsible ones of 

governments and in many of the population, resulting in a turning away from the USA. 

However, the great war will hardly be avoidable because the human beings of Earth will 

probably not accept the directions towards the better, therewith towards true love, true 

freedom and real peace, striving instead only towards wealth, pleasure and riches and for all 

manner of material values and unrestricted power. Thus, huge and deadly formations of tanks 

will roll across the countries while fighter planes and rockets sweep through the air and bring 

death, ruin, destruction and annihilation to countries and people. 

If the Third World War will actually happen—as calculations and observations appear to 

indicate to be probable now and also during the approaching few decades—then, as now, the 

civilian population will above all have to bear the brunt of the enormous suffering in 
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tremendous numbers in this entire catastrophe and, last but not least, the fault of the 

irresponsible scientists who by cloning will create human machines for military purposes, 

devoid of conscience and feelings, and will create immensely deadly and all-annihilating 

computer-like weapons. At the same time, the danger could become reality that the human 

combat machines, the military clones, will gain their independence and under their own 

management will bring death, devastation, destruction and annihilation to the human beings 

of Earth and to the planet. The entire planet will become an arena of unparalleled suffering, 

which will never have existed before on Earth up to that time. The cruel happenings will last 

about 888 days and cause civilization to collapse. Yet, the terrible scenario will continue, and 

epidemics and various diseases as well as enormous famine will be spread among the people, 

while the economy of the world will totally collapse and there will be no possibility to produce 

any goods. All foods and medications will be rationed. 

The insanity of war will extend not only across the land, but the disaster will equally be spread 

to the oceans, into the atmosphere, even into outer space. But there will also be settlements 

under the ocean that will be developed in the course of the future and these will be attacked 

and destroyed, claiming the lives of many thousands of people. However, a certain maelstrom 

of destruction will also originate from the undersea facilities; because in the cities at the 

bottom of the ocean, groups of submarine pirates will be formed which will burst upwards 

from the depths of the ocean and will become involved in destructive actions of combat with 

naval units on the surface. 

And at this time, the possibility could become reality that extraterrestrial forces intervene 

against the Western industrialized countries, because these will be responsible for the extreme 

and enormous disaster of the coming evil times. These extraterrestrial forces will give up their 

anonymity and their state of secrecy and will assist those who are being terrorized by the 

irresponsibly acting Western countries, should this possibility become reality. In addition, 

apocalyptic natural catastrophes will occur which will cause all of Europe to shake and tremble; 

but Europe will continue to exist, even after having suffered enormous destruction. 

Destruction in North America 

Far in the West, it will be different; the United States of America will be a country of total 

destruction. The cause for this will be manifold. With her global conflicts which are 
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continuously instigated by her and which will continue far into the future, America is creating 

enormous hatred against her, worldwide, in many countries. As a result, America will 

experience enormous catastrophes which will reach proportions barely imaginable to people 

of Earth. The destruction of the WTC, i.e., the World Trade Center, by terrorists will only be the 

beginning. Yet all the apocalyptic events will not only be brought about due to the use of 

unbelievably deadly and destructive weapons—such as chemical, laser and others—and by 

cloned murder machines; but in addition to this, the Earth and nature, maltreated to the 

deepest depths by the irresponsible human beings of Earth, will rise up and cause destruction 

and bring death onto the Earth. Enormous firestorms and gigantic hurricanes will sweep over 

the USA and bring devastation, destruction and annihilation, as this from time immemorial 

never before will have happened. 

Not only will America, but also all other Western industrial countries which still live at the 

beginning of the new millennium in the delusion that they could dominate and rule over 

underdeveloped nations, i.e., Third World countries, will not only soon lose influence over 

these but must defend themselves against them. 

According to the prophecies of Henoch, the truth about industrialised countries is that they 

only seem to appear to be true civilisations, but in fact they are not; because more and more, 

at the end of the 20th century and at the beginning of the third millennium, they will disregard 

all true love, true freedom and true wisdom as well as true peace along with all values of 

humaneness and all values of men's and women's true being. 

But not even all the terrible happenings will hinder the USA in continuing to proceed with her 

actions against all countries. Even when the North American continent will be stricken by the 

most terrible catastrophe which has ever been recorded, evil military powers will wreak havoc 

with computerised and nuclear, biological and chemical weapons, whereby it will also happen 

that computerised weapons become independent and cannot be controlled any longer by 

human beings. Overall, this is the most important part of Henoch's prophecies. 

Epidemics, conflicts and disasters 

Billy 

There is still more to it; at least that is what you told me. 
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Quetzal 

You are untiring; so I will point out a few more important facts of the prophecies. As of now, 

new epidemics have spread among the people of Earth; however, as Henoch prophesied, quite 

a number of further epidemics will follow. Not only AIDS will occur worldwide in the 1990s, but 

also epidemics such as the so-called "mad cow disease", i.e., BSE, out of which different strains 

of Creutzfeldt–Jakob syndrome will develop, lasting well into the new millennium. Also, an 

epidemic known as Ebola will cause many deaths, as well as other unknown epidemics and 

diseases which will sporadically arise in epidemic proportions and will be new to the human 

being, causing great concern. 

However, most of the evil will be brought about by politics. France and Spain become involved 

with each other in armed conflicts, and even before World War Three will have broken out. 

Yet France will not only engage in armed conflicts with Spain, for within her great unrests will 

arise, leading to upheavals and civil war, as [will be] the case in Russia and Sweden. Especially 

in France and Sweden, machinations as well as dictatorial regulations of the European Union 

will cause much unrest and many uprisings; but also crimes committed by gangs and organised 

criminal elements in these countries will cause unavoidable civil wars. In addition, significant 

tensions will arise between the native citizens and immigrants from foreign countries, who as 

a rule also observe religious beliefs different from those of the native populace. And in the end, 

this will lead to severe conflicts. Hatred against strangers, foreigners and people of different 

religious beliefs will be the order of the day, as well as the rise of neo-Nazism, terrorism and 

right-extremism. Conditions similar to civil war will be in England, Wales and Northern Ireland 

and claim many lives. 

The Soviet Union will be dissolved in this decade or at the latest by the beginning of the next. 

The man decisive for this action will be Mikhail Gorbachev. But this will not lead to rest, 

because the new Russia will continue its longstanding conflict with China over Inner Mongolia, 

with the result that Russia will lose a portion of this territory to China. And China becomes 

dangerous, especially to India, as also at this time China maintains uneasy relations with her. 

China will attack India; and if biological weapons are used, around 30 million human beings will 

be killed in the area of and around New Delhi alone. However, this will not be the end yet—

because the effect of biological bombs and missiles, etc., used cannot be controlled at that 

time, and terrible epidemics unknown up to that point in time will arise and will spread quickly 
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to many areas. Also Pakistan will allow herself to be misled to instigate a war against India, 

which will be especially dangerous in view of the fact that both countries are developing atomic 

weapons. 

Wars and devastation in Europe and North America 

Yet Russia will not rest and will attack Scandinavia, and in doing so will embroil all of Europe. 

And months before that, a terrible tornado will have swept across northern Europe, causing 

great devastation and destruction. It must still be stated that the Russian attack will occur 

during the summer, in fact, starting from Arhangelsk. Denmark will not be dragged into the 

war, due to the insignificance of this country. Yet Russia will not be satisfied with this action of 

war, as her will for expansion will be ravenous. And consequently Russia will launch a military 

attack against Iran and Turkey and will conquer these two countries in bloody fighting, causing 

enormous destruction. In the Russian expansionist mentality will also be included the drive to 

gain control of the Middle Eastern oil deposits as well as to gain control of the southeastern 

region of Europe. Therefore, she will also invade the Balkans and conquer these countries there 

in enormous battles, causing ruthless and devastating destruction with many deaths. This will 

be at the time that tremendous natural disasters will hit Italy and its people, causing severe 

hardship. But this will also be at the time when Vesuvius could become active again and could 

spread tremendous havoc. At the same time, a war will shake Italy and claim many human lives 

as well as cause great destruction. 

Destruction of war will descend on the northern countries as strong military forces will invade 

them from the East and will pillage and murder as well as use bombs and missiles, like hail 

coming down, and hitherto unknown weapons of laser- and computer-controlled types which 

will destroy and annihilate everything, whereby the first target will be Hungary and after that 

will follow Austria and northern Italy. Switzerland will also be severely affected, but will not be 

the actual target; this will be France and Spain. However, the main objective of the aggressors 

will be to bring all of Europe under their military control, and for that purpose France will be 

selected to be the headquarters. 

France will not only be invaded by the aggressors from the outside, but will also be conquered 

from within as a result of collaborative forces and other forces. This can be envisioned as being 

the many foreigners of a different religion living in France at that time, and specifically Islam, 
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which will be this force working from within. Once France has fallen, a war to conquer Spain 

and England will take place. Subsequently, an alliance with the forces of the aggressors will be 

formed, which will invade Scandinavia. 

For all these French-based military operations, the weapons of mass destruction stored in the 

arsenals of France will be used and cause evil devastation, destruction and annihilation. The 

aggressors from the East will force the French Army to join their military forces and lead a war 

of conquest against the northern countries of Europe, invading and conquering Sweden and 

Norway. Subsequently, these northern countries will be annexed by Russia. Military forces will 

also attack Finland, whereby many will be killed and an enormous destruction will be caused. 

At the same time, as a civil war rages in Germany, an enormously bloody revolution will break 

out in England which will claim more lives than will be claimed by the civil war in Germany. And 

because England and Ireland have been at war for a long time already, due to the IRA and the 

police and military forces of England, the result will be (because this feud will continue up to 

that time) that this revolution will spread out to all of Ireland, especially affecting Northern 

Ireland. Many lives will be lost during a civil war in Wales, where differences between various 

parties will arise before the Third World War. Welsh and English forces will clash especially 

near Cymru, and claim many lives and cause great destruction. 

But death, destruction and annihilation will not only rage in Europe but also in America, where 

much suffering will have to be endured and many deaths as well as destruction and annihilation 

will be. America and Russia will have the most terrible weapons of mass destruction at their 

disposal—a fact which is already the case to a certain extent today—and will clash with violent 

force against each other at that time of conflict, whereby Canada will also be dragged into this 

conflict. The source of this conflict will substantiate the Russian attack on the American State 

of Alaska and against Canada. 

This conflict will result in mass killings of human beings as well as devastating destruction, 

annihilation and epidemics, etc., which mankind of Earth will never have seen and experienced 

up to that time. Not only nuclear, biological and chemical weapons will be used en masse, but 

also enormously deadly systems of computer-controlled weapons that are only in the 

beginning stages of development today, or will be invented and constructed during the third 

millennium. 
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Worldwide natural catastrophes 

As already mentioned, enormous natural catastrophes and rolling walls of fire and violent 

hurricanes will rage all across America, while, in addition, all the terrible effects of war will 

bring thousandfold deaths, destruction and annihilation. America's largest cities will be 

absolutely destroyed, and firestorms will cause great disaster and misery. Severe earthquakes 

and volcanic eruptions will also belong to that time, and these will cause much suffering and 

misery and deaths besides enormous destruction and devastation, as all of nature and the 

planet itself will rise up against the insanity of human beings on Earth. However, tornadoes, 

earthquakes and volcanic eruptions will not only rage in America, but also in Europe and in the 

rest of the world. 

These activities have already begun at the present time, also during the past decades—with 

the exception that they will become increasingly more devastating in the future. And man of 

Earth is guilty for the most part today, as also in the future it is man who will destroy the entire 

environment—all of nature, the atmosphere, water and all the resources of the planet. And 

through this, a shifting of weight inside the Earth takes place, caused for example by the 

creation of gigantic lakes by damming and by creating hollow caverns due to the exploitation 

of petroleum and gas, etc. And thereby unnatural inner-Earth movements are created, which 

also lead to unnatural tectonic effects and cause earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, which 

also in turn cause enormous climatic changes, resulting in horrendous tornadoes of 

devastating proportions which in the end will set their destructive energies free on the entire 

world. All of this will lead to increasingly horrible floods and unusually massive snowfalls which 

will advance to the southern countries and finally even to the equatorial regions, because 

through the insanity of human beings the Earth has begun unnoticeably to spin [strangely] as 

a consequence of atomic explosions inside and on the surface of the Earth. And this will be the 

reason that the planet will slowly but surely enter an extraordinary spinning orbit around the 

Sun, while the first phase is already occurring, which causes a change in climate, leading to a 

new ice age. 

Civil wars and anarchy in America 

Yet the misery on Earth will continue, as two terrible civil wars will break out in America, 

whereby one will follow the other. Afterwards, the United States of America will break apart 
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and deadly hostility will prevail among her, which then leads to the division into five different 

territories; and it cannot be prevented that sectarian fanatics will play a dictatorial role. 

Anarchy will be the worldwide condition that will prevail and torment human beings over a 

long period of time, as human beings will also be tormented by the many epidemics and 

diseases, many of them new and unknown to human beings and for this reason incurable. Due 

to this fact, the bodies of many human beings will slowly and miserably decay, while 

unbearable pain will also occur as well as blindness and terrible respiratory problems that lead 

to suffocation. The consciousness of many human beings will become impaired and succumb 

to feeblemindedness and insanity. And all these gruesome occurrences will be traceable to 

biological and chemical weapons, which are the cause of not fast, but gruesome and slow 

deaths; and this will also occur due to the use of ray and frequency weapons which are already 

being developed today. Finally, the words of Henoch may be specifically mentioned, which 

include that mankind of Earth, in pursuit of technology for mass destruction and greed for 

power, hatred, vengeance and riches, will ignore all values of Creation and will trample upon 

all values of love, wisdom, freedom and peace, as ancestors of the Henoch lineage have done 

before, to plunge the world into screaming misery, death, destruction and annihilation and 

into the most severe catastrophes mankind of Earth will ever have experienced.  
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Glossary  

 

Absolute Absolutum - Finest material with codes for Creation of Universal Belt and species with 

uranium from the Central Core, assisted by solar system. 

Agartha - Underground cities connected with tunnels from Ireland to Japan, and North to South 

Pole. They were built from Atlantis as substitute for Lemuria’s dream cities for preserving 

consciousness of past civilizations after wars. 

Air cities - Cities created in Lemuria with time travel technology for access to Akashic Records. 

They were located on the North Pole, between free atoms and molecules with energy bodies.   

Akashic Records - Library of DNA records with timelines of events for physical human 

experiences (marriage, occupation, location, family, health). 

Alcyone - Milky Way’s central galactic Sun and Photon Star with Photon Belt of the Pleiades 

solar system. 

Andromeda Council - Interplanetary and intergalactic advisory organization for peace 

mediation between oxygen and hydrogen races, Reptilians and ancient Lyrans or Vegans. It is 

active advisor to the High Council of Nokodemion on the planet Erra. The location is shared 

between Mirach on Milky Way and Zenetae on Andromeda. 

Andromeda Constellation - Mirach star system on Milky Way with numerous habitable planets 

and member of Andromeda Council. 

Andromeda Galaxy - The closest neighbor to Milky Way, of 2.5 billion light years distance and 

merging by 4 billion years. 

Antarctica - Continent on the South Pole, with the earliest colonies on Earth by scientists from 

Waron. After the colonies on Antarctica, the Lyrans created the Third Reich and Nazi. 

Antarctica has entrance to Agartha and a control room for dream cities and kundalini 

infrastructure.  

Anunnaki - Ancient cross- breed lineage, created as a peace proposal for Galactic Wars on 

Orion, by marriage of Draconian woman and Lyran man. As unsuccessful intermediation, they 

remained galactic smugglers and providers of DNA from Nibiru. 
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Aphelion - Period when Nibiru is farthest from the Sun and occurs on half time of the 

Perihelion, when Nibiru is closest to the Sun.  

Arahat Athersata - Spiritual form of Creation of Nokodemion with gender neutral pure spirit 

form of highest wisdom. 

Archon Council - Plagiarism of Andromeda Council with 12 members, for interplanetary and 

intergalactic intermediation. It is composed of exiles from Andromeda, who entered Earth 

from Orion and Malona, for controlling the astral realm and Akashic Records.   

Codex - Accounting of spiritual equity with Akashic Records. Spiritual liabilities arise from 

criminal and murderous behavior that is levied with timelines. Soldiers of war have liabilities 

that is cleared only if they will share life on same time and space configuration, to balance.  

Control rooms - Computer rooms with access to kundalini infrastructure and sine wave for 

torus fields and quarantine. They are accessed from the pyramids, Agartha, Antarctica, the 

moon and underground bases.   

Cosmology - Natural science of the origin, structure and cycle of the Universe with applied 

quantum mechanics and physics.  

DAL - Universe of Sonaer spirit form, created 46 trillion years ago with a twin Big Bang and a 

155.5 trillion- year expansion/contraction cycle.  

DERN - Universe with Nokodemion spirit form, created 46 trillion years ago with a twin Big 

Bang and a 155.5 trillion- year expansion/contraction cycle.  

Destroyer Comet - A fire comet from nitrogen, 1.56 larger than Earth, with an incalculable 

trajectory. The Destroyer destroyed Lyren, Lyra- Vega, Mars and pushed planets out from orbit.     

Dream cities - Cities created in Atlantis with methodology of air cities, for dream time in 

Agartha and Akashic Records.  

Elohim - The founders of the Universe, Paa Tal. They lived as pure spiritual sentients and 

invisible. Those who wished involvement with physical worlds became Nephilim.  

Evolution peak/Intention - Development pattern on galaxies and solar systems, after 4 

complete cycles around Photon Belt (for Alcyone and Sol, it is 103,680 years for 4 cycles of 

25,920 years).  
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Exopolitics - Galactic politics with extraterrestrial races on Milky Way and the Universe.  

Federal Reserve - Private central bank of the United States of America, set up by banking 

families and Vatican, for collusion with Black Nobility.  

Galaxy - 12- dimensional horizontal experiential plane, with a central core of light, holding solar 

systems, Photon Belts and Photon Stars.  

Galactic Councils - Independent councils of self- organized races from Milky Way and DERN, 

such as Pleiadian- Sirian- Andromedan or Arcturian. 

Galactic Federation - Governing council from Orion, created for peace mediation after Galactic 

Wars between Lyrans and Draconians from the early inhabitants of Milky Way.  

Galactic Wars - The wars from the start of civilization on Milky Way on Lyra- Vega 20 million 

years ago. The conflict was initiated by Draconians for territories of rich planets of Lyrans and 

continued on Orion, Sirius and Sol with military industrial complex.  

Getreuer - Followers of Nokodemion from Waron and misbehaving loyalists who created 

rebellion on the Multiverse and changed the Angelic management with military industrial 

complex of Nazi.   

Harmonic convergence - Development pattern of harmonized peak on solar systems, galaxies 

and Universe. Sol’s harmonic convergence with the Universe occurs every 225 million years.  

High Council - The government of Milky Way located on Erra, after Lyren and Nokodemion 

created a new spirit form.  

Hyperspace - Space outside planetary atmosphere for fast travel with multiples of speed of 

light. 

Ischrisch - Pronounced “Ish-rish”. Queen of Wisdom for a certain field of scientific expertise 

from ancient Lyra.   

Ischwisch - Pronounced “Ish-wish”. King of Wisdom for a certain field of scientific expertise 

from ancient Lyra.    

Malona - Former planet and important destination of military industrial complex on Sol. It 

exploded to the Asteroid Belt after a nuclear war and volcano with salt water.   
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Mars - Planet neighbor to Earth and important destination for 13 Dark Men of Orion and 

military industrial complex.    

Mosaic Code - Codes from Sumerians, Babylonians, Israelites-vestiges of Anunnaki worshiped 

by Caesar to take over Earth. 

Multiverse - All material Universes connected with portals or teleporting for commerce and 

exploration of lifeforms. Our Universe is very young and small part of the 

Multiverse/Metaverse.   

Nephilim - The founders of the Universe who wished involvement on physical worlds, for 

terraforming planets, making wormholes, solar systems and management of Akashic Records.  

Nibiru - Free roaming spaceship inhabited by Anunnaki from Sirius. After it was ejected from 

Sirius, it is orbiting around Sol every 3600 years.  

Orbit - Structure of trajectory of planets, comets created with uranium on Sirius A on Milky 

Way. 

Photon Belt/Band - Spiral of gamma rays from supernovas and hypernovas, around a Photon 

Star, connected with all galactic Suns for kundalini infrastructure. Planets orbiting within a 

Photon Belt have galactic daylight for setting intention.  

Photon Star - Central star of the Photon Belt, keeper of intention and codes.  

Piezoelectricity - Kundalini electricity of beta rays from the Sun, with access from the South 

Pole of Antarctica.  

Sacred geometry cities - Conquered cities built for overwriting ley lines and EM frequencies. 

They replicated architecture of ancient civilizations as Egyptian pyramids and obelisks, 

Babylonian and Roman temples for shaping local realities.  

Sine wave - Expression for electromagnetic light for different applications.    

Spiritual Court of Equity - Court of invisible sentients from Archon for management of spirit 

group disputes after migration or wars.   
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Stellar Coding - Management of sine wave for kundalini infrastructure with DNA coupled with 

a Sun, Photon Star and Photon Belt on galaxies. Earth’s stellar coding is Mayan sine wave with 

kundalini infrastructure from Pleiades.   

Super soldiers - Android soldiers with time travel and consciousness technology.  

Time value - Financial construct for estimating future or present value of expected cash flows 

from a financial model. Daily continuous compounding is estimated by exponential function of 

selected time. Compounding includes leverage and is the strongest force of future value.   

Transcendentalism - String theory of 13 dimensions of experiential fields on a galaxy, pyramidal 

hierarchy of ascension; Maslow’s hierarchy of needs for self- realization and self- actualization.       

Universal Belt - Material Belt, 4th layer of material creation of matter by transmutation of 

ethereal energy to physical plane, with uranium of Sirius patterns and timelines.   

Universe - Material Belt with 7- fold cycle of Creation from thoughts, fluffy matter, gases, 

minerals, flora, fauna and human lifeforms. Completed Universe consists of stars, nebulae, 

solar systems, galaxies and habitable planets with ecosystems/biospheres.   

“Walk-in” - Sentient on planet with new spirit form, after near death experience. They are used 

by governments for programmed assignments for timelines.  

Watcher - Former feminine Archangels of the Nephilim founders of the Universe, substituted 

by masculine Watchers of telekinesis.   

Wormhole - Focused time tubes for travelling between galaxies with hyperspace. Milky Way 

has 17 wormholes.  
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